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Tribute to Anna Rutherford 
1932-2001
The basis of my relationship with Anna was a shared year at the University of 
Aarhus, Denmark, and the co-editorship of Kunapipi for an all too brief period. 
Although Anna Rutherford’s involvement and influence in Commonwealth 
literature took many and various forms, this brief essay is a tribute to her role as 
editor of Kunapipi from 1979-2001. In the first number of Kunapipi (1979) Anna 
writes of her hopes for her new brain-child and explains the significance of the 
name she had chosen for the journal that would replace the Commonwealth 
Newsletter. Kunapipi is the name given the Great Mother and the Rainbow Serpent 
by the Aboriginal people of the Roper River: symbolic of creativity and 
regeneration. She quotes from her forward to Common Wealth (1971):
When one reads the literature of the Commonwealth one finds a constant interaction 
of forces, in opposition but also conjoined, for all struggle is a form of conjunction. In 
every development some part of the old must yield to the new for destruction is an 
essential part of the process of creation, essential for nothing stays alive unless it is 
continually being reborn and recreated by the imagination. This regenerative spirit 
seems to me to be one of the vital forces at work in Commonwealth writing today. It 
is for this reason that I have chosen the entwined serpent as the emblem for the cover. 
As such it is a symbol of the synthesis of opposing powers, of life-in-death and death- 
in-life, of inheritor and maker, of creation and destruction, of constant renewal, 
continuity and life. (5)
‘I hope,’ she continues, ‘that Kunapipi is evidence of this regenerative spirit and 
that the new name and emblem are indications of my intentions’ (5). After twenty- 
two years of imaginative and scholarly craftsmanship there can be no doubt that 
Anna’s hopes for Kunapipi have been realised. The contents pages are a who’s 
who of Commonwealth literature, both scholarly and creative, and the contents 
themselves are written in the spirit of intelligent, imaginative and compassionate 
inquiry.
It was typical of Anna that a declared intention was one that would necessarily 
be realised ‘come hell or high water’. It was also typical that she should address 
the practical along with the ideal, concluding her first editorial with an explanation 
of the need to raise subscription rates. Some things do not change. If Kunapipi is 
to continue in its present form, and if the spirit of regeneration with which the 
journal began is to be perpetuated, I would ask you to help by taking out a 5-year 
subscription (AUD$250) as a tribute to Anna. Names of those who contribute 
will be listed at the front of every issue. Those who have already made a 5-year 
pledge include I. Carerra, J. Delbaere, H. Gilbert, Z. Giles, G. Griffiths, B. Hickey, 
D. Jones, P. Love, H. Maes-Jelinek, R. McDougall, J. Strauss and A. Wimmer. If 
you cannot afford a 5-year subscription, I ask you either to renew your annual 
subscription or take out a new subscription. Details of subscription rates and 
address for correspondence are noted at the front of each issue.
Anne Collett
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In memoriam Anna Rutherford
The islands are low to the water 
and flat with heat -  the birds 
melt interiors, which spread 
to the shore. There, the sands 
shrink once more, 
and contract to belief.
In other parts, the tune 
of robins and finches 
is small, and their red 
tight as anxiety; inside 
they outfly larger birds.
The texture of a feather 
forms in language, 
to the bird our first movements 
vary, and expression 
can be anywhere.
Rebellious, migratory 
flights don’t end up where 
they’re supposed to, and water 
runs through the vista. 
Sometimes we coincide, 




The stars are filtering through a tree 
outside in the moon’s silent era.
Reality is moving layer over layer 
like crystal spheres now called laws.
The future is right behind your head; 
just over all horizons is the past.
The soul sits looking at its offer.
This poem was read at the end of a eulogy given by Les Murray at Anna’s funeral 




‘The Don is dead. At 92, the man who set standards that will never be attained 
and records that will never be broken, died peacefully at his Adelaide home. Sir 
Donald Bradman, the greatest cricketer to ever play, was and always will be, 
Australia’s sporting inspiration. He was the Invincible.’ This is the epitaph (I 
guess no one is Invincible) given Sir Donald Bradman on the front page of a 
‘Tribute Edition’ of The Australian (Tuesday, Feb 27, 2001). It was to be repeated 
with minor variation across the newspapers, radio and t.v. channels of Australia 
for some weeks after. I picked up a copy of this paper on my way to Anna 
Rutherford’s funeral service. Anna, being something of a sports enthusiast and a 
talented sportswoman in her own right in her younger days, might well have been 
gratified to know that she was in such good company. I, however, was not so 
impressed — where, now, would the literary and scholarly achievements of a 
life-time sit in relation to the long shadow cast by the Bradman legend? Where do 
the accomplishments of intellectual culture sit in relation to the accomplishments 
of physical culture in Australia? Sport and sporting achievement dominate 
Australian culture. It is a masculinist and matey locker-room and pub culture 
(well, at least that’s the sterotype). It came then as something of a surprise to me 
to discover the degree to which Bradman did not fit ‘the mould’. He did not 
drink. He was said to be something of a loner — an intensely private man who 
went his own way and held to his personal convictions with courage and tenacity. 
Well, I reflected, of course he did. Although Bradman became the symbol of 
everyman — ‘the country boy who made good’ — he necessarily had the quality 
of champions, that being the capacity to combine knowledge and skill with 
Imagination. He was a man ahead of the game. To quote the Australian again, this 
time, Richie Benaud (cricket commentator and former Australian captain): ‘He 
was always a couple of overs ahead of the play’ (4). In this Bradman had something 
in common with every talented man or woman who not only leads their field, but 
determines the field; and in this the Don and Anna had much in common. This 
does not put my question of the unequal relationship between sport and literature 
in Australia in the dustbin (or the trash can as it has come to be known in an 
increasingly Americanised lingo); but it does say something about Anna’s ability 
not only to read the game but to make the game. Anna had conceived the idea of 
an issue of Kunapipi devoted to Sport some time ago. It has only now, regrettably, 
come to fruition; but this issue represents a fascinating meld of intellectual and 
physical culture, that examines subjects as diverse as Rwandan high-jumping, 
the queer in the canoe, Australian sporting legend ‘Snowy’ Baker, sex on the 
squash court, Ulysses’ part in the Boer War, and the high of kite-flying to name 
just a few. If imagination be the game of life, play on.
Anne Collett (& Anna)
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JOHN BALE
Imaginative Sports and African 
Athleticism: Colonial Representations of 
a Rwandan Corporeality
Introduction
Between 1907 and the late 1950s a large number of colonial writers recorded a 
Rwandan form of ‘high jum ping’ called gusimbuka-urukiramende. These 
representations appeared in a variety of texts including travelers’ tales, 
anthropological research, missionary reports and track and field manuals. It was 
not a modem sport but was easily constructed as one — an ‘imaginative sport’ 
(pace Said). Although gusimbuka was subject to a colonial gaze, such a gaze was 
far from monolithic. It consisted of a variety of rhetorics that were often ambivalent 
and which sometimes contradicted one another. It is the variety of, and the slippage 
within, the rhetorical modes used to describe gusimbuka that forms the subject of 
this essay.
Gusimbuka-urukiramende was a form of high jumping that was not necessarily 
competitive. It lacked measured records in its pre-colonial form and measurements 
of performances were only retained during the colonial period, primarily by 
Europeans. Standardised equipment was not used and performances, therefore, 
lacked comparability. In other words, it was not sportised. Athletes performed on 
unprepared sites but made their jump from a raised mound or stone. They jumped 
feet first and landed on the same kind of surface as that from which they took off. 
The first Europeans to witness and record this Rwandan form of athleticism are 
thought to have been members of the Duke of Mecklenburg’s expedition to central 
and east Africa (Mecklenburg). The Mecklenburg party also claimed the first 
photograph of this form of African corporeality, an image that has been widely 
reproduced and has come to assume iconographic status (Figure 1). Mecklenburg 
is the European figure on the right and the caption labels the athlete as ‘a Tutsi’. 
This European naming of the young men who performed this event as Tutsi, 
rather than Hutu or Twa (the two other groups of people making up the 
Banyarwanda) was to continue for half-a-century. As an image of power (but 
whose power?), it is worthy of much more deconstruction than is possible here 
(see Bale). Fifty years after the Mecklenburg photograph was taken the basic 
form of gusimbuka had barely changed, as reflected in the photograph shown as 
Figure 2.
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Figure 1. ‘High jumpr by Tutsi (2.50 metres), Nyanza,’ 1907 
(Source: Mecklenberg)
Gusimbuka seems to have been practiced in three contexts. The first was as a 
part of manly training (by groups of selected youths — intore) at the ‘court’ of 
the ‘king’ (mwami) or of chiefs. The intore were disbanded by the Belgian colonial 
administration in 1922 as the result of their growing discipline and thereafter 
gusimbuka was most widely performed at gatherings such as royal festivals and 
weddings. A third, less documented, context is thought to have been as a local 
form of popular recreation (Maquet). The mwami and the major chiefs of Rwanda
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Figure 2. Demonstration of gusimbuka-urukiramende at Kigali, about 1958 
(Courtesy of Professor Joseph Ghesquiere)
were invariably members of the Tutsi elite. During the colonial period, the Tutsi 
represented about 12% of the Rwandan population (known as Banyani’anda), 
though there were considerable regional variations in the balance of population. 
The majority group or Hutu, were also recruited as intore but were rarely, if ever, 
associated with gusimbuka by European writers. In this sense, references to 
gusimbuka as a Tutsi body-culture served to assist the stereotyping of Tutsi as 
super athletes and Hutu, through omission, as ordinary by comparison. It could 
even be read as contributing to an ideology that instilled among the Banyarwanda 
a ‘premise of inequality’ (Maquet). The traditions of a half-century of Tutsi rule 
(under German, and then Belgian patronage) were collapsing as Hutu power and 
decolonisation were mooted in the 1940s and ’50s. Gusimbuka had disappeared 
by the early 1960s as the monarchy was abolished and Hutu assumed power. This
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brief introduction serves to outline the context for my examination of the 
contradictory textual constructions of gusimbuka-urukiramende.
A traditional way of representing Africa and the African was as ‘other’, as 
‘natural’ and ‘living in the past’ (Gregory 1995a) African body culture has been 
typically represented as savage. For example, Rwandan dancing could be described 
as ‘such a riot of savage rhythms, of violent colours, of barbaric motions, that we 
felt wrenched away from the present’ (Gatti 1946, 169, my emphasis). Here the 
native body-culture was something to be seen, and confirmed the ‘generalised 
codes constitutive of savagery’ (Ryan 126). Such words — and such polarities — 
obscure the fact that African body-cultures, for example, were as complex and 
varied of those of the Occident (Ashcroft et al 127). But so too were the Occidental 
readings of them. As I shall show, while widely applied to much of Africa, modes 
of negation were often more difficult (though far from impossible) to apply to 
gusimbuka than to dancing and other ‘prim itive’ body-cultural practices. 
Representational problems could result when Europeans encountered ‘native’ 
body-cultures that appeared to be similar to those of Europe. The problems may 
have been exacerbated if such body-cultures could, apparently, produce superior 
performances to those of the European, belying European expectations of racial 
superiority.
There was no single colonial gaze over the Rwandan corporeal landscape. 
David Spurr has suggested that twelve rhetorical modes (‘basic tropes’ or ‘a kind 
of repertoire for colonial discourse’) may be used in colonial textual discourse to 
describe non-Western people. In this essay I employ four of Spurr’s modes: 
surveillance, appropriation, idealisation, and negation} Each of these is applied 
to the representation of the physicality and athleticism of Rwandan men. The 
strength of Spurr’s approach is its ability to show the process of essentialisation 
as much more than pejorative stereotyping. Instead, different rhetorics are seen 
to be juxtaposed. In this essay I want to concentrate on a number of written texts 
in order to illustrate how a Rwandan corporeality was constructed for, and 
communicated to, the European world. In addition, and specifically, I want to 
show how a Rwandan corporeal practice was transformed by a Western imagination 
into a familiar and reductive cultural form — ‘the Tutsi high jum p’. Spurr’s basic 
question is one that asks how Western writers construct representations of the 
‘strange and (to the writer) often incomprehensible realities confronted in the 
non-Western world. What are the cultural, ideological or literary presuppositions 
upon which such a construct is based?’ (Spurr 3). For convenience, the essay is 
organised in four sections, each focusing on the application of one of Spurr’s 
rhetorical modes, though these should not be interpreted as mutually exclusive. 
Of the four categories on which I concentrate, surveillance merges with 
classification, idealisation merges with three other categories — aestheticisation, 
naturalisation, and eroticism; and negation merges with debasement.
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S urveillance: Rhetoric of the Record
Visual observation is widely regarded as the essential starting point of the 
Western record of ‘the African’. The commanding view of the coloniser provides 
the source of both information (and with it, authority) and aesthetic pleasure. The 
written and quantified record of the African body were essential parts of the 
modernist project of bringing order to Africa. The quantified record of gusimbuka- 
urukiramende was a form of surveillance. Through the use of accurate 
quantification and measurement, the European could codify differences in customs 
that would be represented as fixed and normalised.
Imperialism involved the quantitative measurement of the imperial realm — 
a means of recording that was frequently in collision with idealised or naturalised 
modes. The measuring of various parts of the African’s body was widespread and 
led to the growth of the sub-discipline of anthropometry. The Rwandan ‘high 
jump’ performances were measured via a similar ideological lens. Providing that 
the height of the mound or stone forming the take off point could be deducted, 
measurement of the ‘net height’ jumped could be readily made. Mecklenburg 
recorded — allegedly with ‘exact evidence’ — the high jump at 2.50 metres with 
‘young boys’ clearing 1.50 to 1.60 metres (qtd in Ndejuru 128). In the decades 
between 1910 and 1950 other visitors recorded a wide variety of measurements. 
At an event witnessed by William Roome six athletes were said to have beaten 
the ‘world’s record’ of 6 feet 7 inches. Two of them ‘must have cleared a height of 
eight feet’, a measurement which Roome was ‘careful to take clear above the 
stone from which they jumped’ (Roome 1930,103). Gatti claimed that he recorded 
one performance with particular accuracy, measuring the height ‘exactly at 8 feet 
3 1/8 inches from the ground’ (Gatti 1946, 171). These performances were aided 
by a run-up to the point of take-off that also encouraged measurement. Its length 
was variously recorded at about 10 yards, 13 yards, 15 yards and 20 paces (Catlow 
25; Bimbaum 307; Balfour 242; Roome 1930, 103).
The height of the mound or stone from which the athletes ‘took-off’ was 
likewise measured. For example, Mecklenburg claimed that the one he observed 
was about a foot in height (59); Gatti measured one at 2 1/8 inches —making his 
recorded jump 8 feet 1 inch (1946, 171) and Jokl provided a measurement of 3 
feet 4 inches (1941,147). The consistently reported notion that the jumpers could 
only achieve such heights with the help of the take-off mound suggests a lurking 
sense of negation and a refusal to unequivocally acknowledge Tutsi athleticism. 
When Jokl compared the African leap to the European jump, he estimated that 
the elevated take-off points gave the Tutsi jumpers an advantage of about 6 inches 
(Jokl 1941; 1964, 126). According to Smith, however, by taking a ‘small anthill 
into account’ a clearance of 7 feet 10 inches was reduced to one of 6 feet 4 inches 
(11). The concern that everything should be accurately measured reflected the 
European obsession for detail. Africanism can, therefore, be read as a ‘discipline
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of detail and. indeed, as a theory of detail' (Said qtd in Gregory7 1995b. 458) 
Everything about gusirnbuka would be fully visible to the reader.
Measurement was central to the European description of the non-European 
world. It reflected a European ‘wav of seeing" — authoritative, powerful and 
appropriative despite — or. perhaps, because o f— its mathematical or quantitative 
representation in apparently neutral and value-free (‘non-ideological ) terms. 
Quantification and the record were part of the language of achievement sport 
which was imposed on the pre-sportised oral world of Rwanda via the lens of the 
achievement orientation of the Western sports enthusiast. It would remove the 
obfuscation of the written word. Even if those who took such measurements w ere 
not sports fans, the urge to measure and record w as undeniable. The athletics 
statistics of the European were, like the map. an imperial technology of ordering 
which allowed a form of homogeneous recording to appropriate the African for 
the European realm. The Rwandan body was valued for ethnological and scientific 
advances: it was also valued for its athleticism and its potential Olympism. Its 
value w as best estimated by measuring it (that is. its output) in terms of quantified 
records. In this way it could be located within the expanding empire of international 
achievement sport.
A ppropriation: Claiming by N aming
Colonial discourse implicitly claims the place sun eyed for the coloniser. A 
basic feature of colonialist discourse w as the 'transferability of empire's organising 
metaphors' (Boehmer 52). Like colonial landscapes, the African body w as 'brought 
w ithin the horizon of European intelligibility through the multiple practices of 
naming' (Gregory 1994.171). The application of European terms to African body- 
culture revealed the problem of translating something from one culture to another. 
Rwanda w as dispossessed of its indigenous corporeal culture, the possibility of 
an indigenous athleticism w as effaced by the w idespread application of terms 
like ‘high jump’, hoogspringen. hochsprnng and. hauteur. The term ‘high jump’ 
connoted competitive, modem sport. The French term makes ‘height' rather than 
■jump' explicit. Here were familiar w ords or terms of reference from sources of 
the colonial gaze and it is possible to view7 the Europeans in Rw'anda as being 
confronted w ith nothing so much as an image of themselves (Boehmer 49). Naming 
had acted as norming (Berg and Kearns 99).
Exactly the same conclusions, of course, could be applied to the widespread 
use of the term ‘sport’ in relation to gusirnbuka. ‘Sport' could bring ‘the African* 
and ‘the European’ together. The athletic prowess of the ‘muscular Christian'. 
Captain Geoffrey Holmes, (a British Military Cross recipient, member of the 
British Olympic team, captain of the army ice hockey team and later an ordained 
priest) was thought to constitute a common bond that in some way united the two 
worlds of British and Rw andan body-culture. Somehow this bond of itself, ‘enabled 
him. in such a large measure, to win the friendship of the sport loving Batusi'
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(Roome 1931, my emphasis). ‘Sport’ in the 1920s was an extremely slippery 
term, continuing to carry some of its nineteenth-century disportive connotations 
and being applied to many disparate activities, ranging from elephant-shooting to 
cricket and from pig-sticking to high jumping. For most European observers, the 
Rwandan version of high jumping was unquestionably a ‘sport’ — and one in the 
achievement-oriented, Olympian mold. An introductory textbook from the mid- 
1920s generalised ‘the Tutsi’ — but not, notice, Rwandans — as practicing sports 
‘avec ardeur’ (Michiels and Laude 64). It was confidently described as the 
‘favourite sport’ in Rwanda (Roome 1931, 134). If it was a sport it would also 
need to have its ‘champions’. This title was applied by William Roome to 
Kanyamuhunga — ‘the champion jumper of Ruanda’ (Roome 1930, 102) and 
Stanley Smith added in parentheses, ‘possibly the world’ (11). The naming of an 
individual jumper opposed a totally dispassionate and scientistic view. Usually, 
European representations of the indigene resulted in a reductive construction of 
colonial subjectivity — a ‘type’ such as ‘native’, Tutsi or ‘savage’. The use of the 
man’s name accepted ‘the necessary cultural and personal individuation that 
selfhood generally presumes’ (Gilbert and Tompkins 165). With ‘sport’ also came 
the ‘record’. Mecklenburg found it necessary to add a footnote comparing the 
Tutsi performance of 2.50 metres with the existing ‘American world record’ of 
1.94 metres (59). Rwandan performances only meant anything when compared 
with the records of the West — a comparison that was itself an appropriation. 
Europeans saw the natural (including human) resources of colonised lands as 
rightfully belonging to ‘civilisation’ and ‘mankind’ rather than to the indigenous 
peoples. The notion of Africa as the coloniser’s inheritance is reflected in the way 
in which African culture was recorded and perceived. The European view looked 
forward in time as well as out in space. In the case of gusimbuka-urukiramende, 
the texts of those who witnessed it transformed the African landscape into familiar 
cultural terrain. Hence, whereas Stanley’s gaze had constructed the English country 
village out of the East African landscape (Pratt), those who viewed gusimbuka 
had constructed an imaginative sports landscape made up of the Olympic Games, 
champions and world’s records.
Frequent allusions were made to the Olympics. Patrick Balfour reckoned that 
‘they could walk off with the high jump contests at the Olympic Games’ (241) 
while Ellen Gatti hoped that ‘some enterprising entrepreneur will bring a bunch 
of these lads’ to the same Games (79). The possibility of witnessing Tutsi athletes 
competing against the 1948 Olympic 100 metres champion from the United States, 
the sprint-hurdler Harrison Dillard was also welcomed (Akeley 59). And although 
Rwandan women did not take part in gusimbuka, Jokl saw them as possessing 
even greater Olympic potential than the men (1964, 26). Jokl was a consistent 
supporter of the sportisation of gusimbuka. He recalled that in 1950 he ‘suggested 
to Dr Ralph Bunche, then in charge of the UN Trusteeship Council in New York, 
that a modem system of Physical Education and coaching be introduced to Rwanda
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and that an effort be made to enter a Watusi team (not. notice again, a team from 
Rwanda) in the Olympic Games (1964. 126-27).
Representing gusimbukci as a version of something that was already known 
— the repetition-across-difference as Boehmer (55) puts it — would be seen by 
Said as a way of controlling the threat that it represented (59). in this case a threat 
to the established view of the world sporting order. But with the Rwandan high 
jumpers the threat was seemingly impossible to avoid. It was the mis-perceived 
congruence of gusimbuka-urukiramende with the sportised high jump that led a 
prominent German physician to ask: 'What. then, will be left of our world records?' 
(qtd in Hoberman 1992. 46). The 'high jumpers' of Rw anda were seen as ideal 
bodies awaiting the body management of Western sport and. given their skills at 
high jumping, it was automatically assumed that European sports — and by 
implication, the universal space of Olympism — could be easily introduced into 
the region (Bematzik 896). Olympism would lead to refined performance. Hence, 
despite the fact that the Europeans saw the Tutsi as superior high jumpers, it is 
implied that they could be further improved within the global sports system. Roome 
noted that if they were trained in the European manner they would 'jump equally 
well' without the aid of the raised take-off (1930. 103). a case of the seamless 
conversion of indigene to athlete. Like African 'art', gusimbuka reflected simply 
a 'stage’ in the ‘development’ towards a 'civilised’ body-culture (Ashcroft et al 
158). The way in which it was read also presumed the continuing vitality of Tutsi 
society and its corporeality. Drawing on observations on African art. such writing 
'rewards Africa for conforming to a European image of [athletics], for acting as a 
mirror in which the European can contemplate a European idea of [sport]' (Miller 
290). Gusimbuka could not be seen as another, different kind of body-culture. 
Appropriating gusimbuka for the achievement orientation of the Olympic arena 
was arguably carried furthest by Jokl who argued that 'the Tutsi' were already 
modem athletes, having 'used the modem technique of high jumping long before 
Western athletes “discovered” it’ (1964, 126). The European witnesses of the 
‘Tutsi high jump’ found in the Africans’ corporeality the possibility of bridging 
the gap between the African past and the global present. While in many situations 
the differences between the African and the Occidental were vast, European 
observers viewed gusimbuka as a kind of ‘meeting ground’. The statistics were 
the sporting equivalent of a universal currency’. It could be argued, therefore, 
that to some extent ‘the other was the same [but] all the more unsettling for that’ 
(Kearns 452).
The male European gaze had prepared the bodies of Rwandans (written as 
‘the Tutsi’) for entry into the spaces of Western sport. Such a world could be read 
as TiminaT in character — ‘a topsy-turvy reflection of home, in which 
constructions of home and away are temporarily disrupted before being reinscribed 
or reordered, in either case reconstituted’ (Phillips 13). The fantasies that projected 
the Tutsi on to the global sports stage suggest how occidental writing tried to
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minimise cultural differences through the unifying power of Western cultural 
institutions such as the Olympic Games and the sports record. The limited compass 
and the narrowness of vision of the Europeans’ conceptual framework was exposed 
in their misconceptions, and in the poverty of their vocabulary and imagery which 
led them to see ‘Tutsi high jumpers’ as potential world record breakers or Olympic 
athletes. To an extent, metaphors like ‘Olympics’, ‘record’ and ‘sport’, as applied 
to gusimbuka, can be described as ‘big’ metaphors. Unlike the ‘small’ variety — 
which ‘pepper individual sentences and that contribute to writing style’ — they 
are the metaphors of appropriation; they shape the way we think about things 
(Barnes 149). In this case they shape the way we think what ‘sport’ is.
I must stress that the big metaphors noted above were not entirely uncontested. 
Some European explorers seemed to be less uncertain (or less rash) about the 
semantic ordering or location of gusimbuka and alternative signifiers were, on 
rare occasions, used in its representation. For example, it was described as a 
‘traditional Watusi a r f  (Meeker 151) but much more interesting, I think, is the 
inclusion of the word springkiinstler ( ‘spring artist’) in the title of a paper on 
Tutsi athleticism published in 1929 (Kna). Whereas the term ‘high jump’ blurred 
the distinction between ‘home’ and ‘away’, these ‘non-sportised’ representations 
signify something quite different. The jumper as artist rather than athlete 
immediately connotes a performance rather than a result, a participant rather than 
a winner, an entertainer rather than an athlete, sensuousness not seriousness. 
‘Springkiinstler ’ explicitly acknowledges artistry rather than sport and athleticism. 
It fits much better into the world of entertainment and display that seems to have 
formed the context in which gusimbuka was most often represented; that is, in its 
festive rather than its military form. But the application of the term ‘spring-artistry’ 
was never widely adopted, despite the fact that it was arguably much more suitable.2
But it was the term ‘high jump’ that (while correctly describing what was 
happening) appropriated gusimbuka-urukiramende through its Olympian 
connotations. In other words (literally), by looking to the world of sport for 
language to describe what was being observed there is the danger of falling into a 
trap of simple appearances. Gusimbuka became ‘high jumping’ — a body-culture 
for  Europe. The application of the word ‘high jump’ brought the Tutsi closer to 
the European — an example of ‘logos over mythos, of writing over oral culture’ 
(Gregory 1994, 173n). At the same time the Western view exemplified a paradox 
of colonial discourse with appropriation lying alongside other traditional tropes, 
that is the debasement and negation of the African, as part of the desire to stress 
racial difference.
Idealisation: N oble A thletes
A common tendency among nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Euro- 
Americans was to deny African body-culture and to see ‘the African’ as nothing 
more than a savage. J.A. Mangan observed that the ‘overestimation of Western
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tradition resulted in underestimation of indigenous customs’ (1). The rhetoric 
used to describe intore dancing, noted earlier, illustrates this. But I think Mangan 
overestimates the extent of the Western devaluation of the African. One need 
only read the extravagant language used to describe the grace of the Tutsi high 
jumpers to see that this was the case. To be sure, it was possible to negate (even) 
Tutsi athletic performances (as I will show later) but it seems that the ambivalence 
of colonial discourse is reflected in a frequent willingness to describe the 
physicality of the African in highly idealised terms. After all, the high jump 
performance witnessed by Mecklenburg was something that the Occident had yet 
to achieve. So while cultural difference could be claimed for the ‘Tutsi high 
jumper’, cultural retardation and physical inferiority were less easily adduced 
and the ‘natural’ categories of ‘Europe’ and ‘Africa’ became blurred. Here the 
African performed better than the European at something the Europeans perceived 
as their own. The Tutsi were also seen as having crossed an unmarked boundary, 
transgressing the ‘sport-space’ of the white American and European.
Mecklenburg described the jumping as ‘noteworthy’, ‘remarkable’ and 
‘wonderful’. The athletes had ‘slender, splendid figures’; the jump of 2.50 metres 
was ‘incredible’ (Mecklenburg 59-60). Gatti noted that ‘we saw slim figures take 
a few easy steps, effortlessly abandon the ground and ... soar high over a thin 
reed, descending in graceful curves, landing lightly, composedly’ (1946, 170 my 
emphasis). These effortless jumps were seen to have been made by natural athletes; 
‘the Tutsi’ were a ‘race of natural athletes’ which meant that without training they 
could clear their own heights (Bematzik 896). This was not the lazy, ‘psycho­
biologically disadvantaged’ native of the environmental determinist’s Africa 
(Livingstone 221-31). Far from it: presented here are images of the naturalised 
and idealised African — physically perfect, naturally gifted, graceful, and able to 
outperform the best the Occident could offer. Yet the philosophy that explained 
the slothfulness of the native African — that of environmental determinism — 
was also used, in large part, to explain how nature had endowed ‘the Tutsi’ (but 
seemingly not ‘the Hutu) with natural athletic prowess. Kna noted that young 
cattle herders learned early in life to quickly, and effortlessly, climb steep slopes. 
It was the nature of the terrain and topography which was the principal factor 
contributing to their musculature and their resulting high jumping abilities. 
Mecklenburg observed likewise, stating that the leg muscles and sinews of the 
mountain dwellers were far better developed than those of people of the plains 
(qtd in Kna, 460). The Tutsi could ‘naturally’jump 2.50 metres at a time when the 
European view of the ‘world record’ was only 1.97 metres. Jokl observed that,
these primitive people carry out a technically complicated athletic movement which 
modern athletes can only learn to perform gradually during a prolonged and 
scientifically supervised period of training. The Watussis, on the other hand seem to 
conceive the control of the movement patterns underlying advanced high jumping 
rather complexly. They apparently have found an autodidactic short cut which enables
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them to acquire mastery of the jumping technique without taking recourse to the
analytical process of learning which we have to go through in our athletic training.
(1941, 146)
Tutsi athletes were also seen as being what Western athletes could have been, 
had they not fallen into an implied state of physical degeneracy. They were not 
only different from the Western athletes but, having failed to be overtaken by the 
machine age, they were also better athletes. This could be seen as an example of 
‘healthy primitivity in the application of what was deemed to be a simple pastoral 
culture ... [and] the natural masculine outdoor life of sport’ (Low 30). In Rwanda 
the healthy primitivism of the Tutsi could be viewed as embodying imperial 
dreams, perhaps even impulses for Western regeneration (Boehmer 127). The 
British track and field coach, F.A.M. Webster reflected such atavistic tendencies. 
He referred to ‘a tribe in the far interior who had been said to be capable of 
clearing over 7 ft’, adding that the ‘efficiency of these native high jumpers probably 
owes much to the fact that nature and natural environment, without the cramping 
and distorting engines of civilisation in the shape of ill-made and badly fitting 
footwear, have allowed the feet to full play for development and growth, so that 
flexibility and spring have been retained unimpaired’ (Webster 184). It was more 
than simply sympathy for black African culture when he added that ‘what black 
men are doing today I suppose our own white ancestors were able to achieve 
when they too enjoyed the freedom of savagery’ (Webster 184). Like some of the 
other bourgeois males who travelled to Africa, Webster seems to have been 
disenchanted with a rational social order and the urban and overdeveloped culture 
of the machine. His final words appear to be seeking a re-making of the ‘natural 
body’, innocent and pre-modem, following its cultural depletion. For some, the 
apparent subordination of the competitive spirit that was observed in gusimbuka 
provided a hint of a kind of primitive communism. For example, in the case of 
gusimbuka ‘rivalry has its well-defined limits’ and jumping stopped when the 
athletes felt tired, ‘leaving the field with their arms around each others necks’ 
(Severn 195-96). These were early-twentieth-century views that ultimately saw 
the need for bodily re-creation as much as, if not more than, recreation (Seltzer 56).
N egation: Champions denied
The rhetorical mode of negation might be regarded as the most common form 
of representing Africa and ‘the African’ from the eighteenth century onward. Africa 
is seen, for example, as an empty space waiting to be appropriated and then filled 
or ‘developed’. Negation is often allied to the rhetorical mode of debasement 
(and denial). It is possible to negate African corporeality by defining it out of 
existence or re-writing history. Negation is the negative stereotype at the polar 
opposite of the positive that is found (though with equivocation) in rhetorical 
modes such as idealisation and naturalisation. ‘African’ corporealites, like other
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aspects of their non-Western otherness, were paradoxically ‘ridiculed for their 
attempt to imitate the forms of the West’ (Spurr 84).
The most negative form of recording gusimbuka-urukiramende is to deny it. 
That there was no sport at all in pre-colonial Africa often ran parallel to the view, 
noted earlier, that ‘the African’ was a natural sportsman (the gendered noun is 
deliberate). This contradiction can be explained by Spurr’s observations that ‘the 
concept of nature must be available as a term that shifts in meaning, for example, 
by idealising or degrading the savage, according [sic] as the need arises at different 
moments in the colonial situation’ (Spurr 168). The contradiction also arose 
because the fluidity of the word ‘sport’ encouraged both alterity and mimesis. On 
the one hand it could be applied to events of the modem global sports system 
which, when seemingly absent from the African context (via the rhetorical mode 
of negation), could be used to maximise the cultural distance between the African 
and the European. On the other hand, when physical form was divorced from 
social function, the visible similarities of indigenous body-cultural practices with 
those of Europe could be used to exemplify the Rousseauvian view of the ‘noble 
savage’ and the appropriation of the ‘natural athlete’ for the sportised European 
realm. Yet the ‘natural’ could also read negatively. Combined with the imagery of 
the ‘giant’ — the title of one of Gatti’s papers was ‘The Jumping Giants of Rwanda’ 
— a freakish quality could be attributed to Tutsi. Such freakishness moderated 
the idealised view that was also painted of him and rendered his apparently 
outstanding athletic performances less significant. His supposed natural ability 
could also be read as giving him an unfair advantage over the European.
Negation is illustrated in the writing of Karl Reutler who, in 1940, claimed 
that the Duke of Mecklenburg himself denied that gusimbuka was an indigenous 
body-culture. Reutler claimed that in an interview:
The Duke clearly stated that the Tutsi have only done this high jumping once — 
to be precise, on the day of the Duke’s visit — and as a result of his proposal. The 
Duke emphasised that the Tutsi had never before, and probably never since, done the 
high jump (‘Die Watussi haben niemals vorher und wohl auch niemals mehr später 
den Hochsprung gemachf).... In summary, the Tutsi high jump was a unique European 
experiment (‘... ein einmaliger Versuch von Europäern’). The assertion of Professor 
Weule, that the high jump is the main sport of the Tutsi, is a mistake and basically 
false. The high jump had nothing to do with their economic and racial characteristics, 
it has not developed, it did not remain with them, nor has it been adapted to their way 
of life nor been adopted. (Reutler 51-52)
Mecklenburg had claimed gusimbuka as a Tutsi (yet again, I stress, not as a 
Rwandan) tradition in 1928 (qtd in Kna, 459) but its negation by Reutler’s would 
be fully consistent with the prevailing Nazi body-cultural ideology. The academic 
conventions of a racist state in which the selection of scholars had become 
Aryanised (Jews being ineligible for university posts from 1933) seriously 
influenced aspects of representation. In situations where it was undeniable that
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Africans could defeat ‘Aryans’ they were simply read as being nearer to animals 
than to athletes. This was part of a ‘total’ theory within which a wide range of 
attributes formed the basis for the categorisation of people in macro-groups (for 
example, ‘Negroes’) (Hoberman 1984, 164-65).
The juxtaposing of the modes of negation and appropriation is exemplified in 
a more recent example of the denigration of Rwandan jumping achievements. 
Rummelt obtained ‘scientific evidence’ which, he claimed, showed that if factors 
such as the uneven surface of the ground and the take-off mound were taken into 
account, the laws of mathematics and physics would predict that Rwandan 
performances would have been modest by Western standards (91). By employing 
scientific advice and simple mathematical calculations, he was able to conclude 
that the 2.50 metre jump claimed by Mecklenburg could be converted from one 
culture to another and become the equivalent of a modem high jump performance 
of between 1.87 and 1.89 metres. My interest here is not the accuracy of his 
claims but with the fact that he had first to appropriate gusimbuka in order to 
compare it with the Western model, before being able to negate it as a 
Hochsprunglegende (high-jump legend) (Rummelt 91).
Absence, denial and legends: these rhetorics exemplify the mode of negation, 
a mode that privileged European athletic prowess over that of ‘the African’. The 
Rwandan high jumpers were projected as fantastical, freakish or, having been 
scmtinised by Western objectivity, simply not as good as first impressions may 
have suggested. Negation and naturalisation combined to prepare the way for the 
excesses of the European sports model. One the one hand ‘sport’ did not exist and 
an empty Africa awaited colonisation by Western athleticism; but on the other the 
‘natural athletes’ were available to be processed for the anticipated world of 
achievement sports.
C onclusion
This essay has considered the various modes of colonial rhetoric that were 
applied to an African body-culture and communicated to a European public. Such 
imagined ‘sports’, like Said’s ‘imaginative geographies’ of Empire, were ‘verbal 
acts’ (Olsson 12). The rhetorical modes selected to structure the essay show that 
the European projection of African corporeality in the early twentieth century 
was far from one of negation, a mode that is frequently associated with much 
colonial writing. The continent was not always seen as ‘empty’ or as ‘nothingness’. 
Here were found natural athletes and superhumans whose physicality exposed 
the white man as feeble by comparison. However, colonial rhetorics conflicted 
with one another. The juxtaposition of the quantified record of gusimbuka with 
the idealised naturalisation of the Tutsi athletes demonstrated vividly that in travel 
writing ‘science and sentiment code[d] the imperial frontier in the two externally 
clashing and complementary languages of bourgeois subjectivity’ (Pratt 39). This 
essay also shows how colonial discourse about Africa was not only a European
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discourse about non-European worlds’ (Pratt 34—35) but also included a sportised 
discourse about non-sportised worlds. Those who read Tutsi as future Olympians 
failed to see the significance of almost everything except sports. Such a view 
ignored history, anthropology, linguistics and politics, and, I should stress, it was 
almost always the Tutsi who were rhetorically privileged as athletes. How could 
the writers of the aforementioned texts have been so sure that there were no Hutu 
among them?
The main aim of this essay has been to explore the messy discourse of an 
African athleticism. But if politics underlie the textual images of gusimbuka- 
urukiramende, it is possible to privilege the mode of idealisation for it can surely 
be conceived as part (albeit a small part) of a European complicity in the 
construction of ‘Tutsi-ness’, something that has been seen as being far from 
unrelated to the Tutsi genocide. Some observers aver that ‘racist prejudice was a 
structural feature of Rwandan society’ (Uvin 91) and it is claimed that ‘Rwanda 
is unique in the sheer abundance of traditions purporting to show the superiority 
of the Tutsi over the other castes [sic]’ (Lemarchand 34). Hutu, while numerically 
outnumbering Tutsi and Twa, were negated in Tutsi and European representations 
and, especailly during the period of Belgian colonisation, were crudely described 
in numerous writings as ‘races’ (see, for example, Gatti 164). I suggest that the 
positive stereotyping of the Tutsi, through his apparent athletic prowess, can clearly 
be seen as a display of ‘racial’ superiority. Devoid of any military overtones and 
replacing power with grace, what better symbol of ‘racial’ authority could there 
be than that of ‘the Tutsi high jumper’?
From the perspective of modem sports, the imaginary Olympians of Rwanda 
never corresponded to the pictures that the Europeans had painted of them. Jokl’s 
certainty that ‘the Tutsi’ were ‘bound to play an increasingly important role in the 
Olympic Games in the future’ was never reflected in actuality (1964, 70). The 
‘high jumpers’ of Rwanda never competed in the Olympic Games. Nor did they 
break the official world’s record of the Western sports system. Instead, their records 
remained as inscriptions in colonialist writing and photography — testaments to 
a European culture which was able to enculturate the Tutsi only as a way of 
seeing.
NOTES
1 Spurr’s twelve rhetorical modes are: surveillance, appropriation, aestheticisation, 
classification, debasement, negation, affirmation, idealisation, insubstantialisation, 
naturalisation, erosticisation, and resistance.
2 Banyarwanda did not read gusimbuka as a Western sport (how could they?). It contained 
none of the characteristics of Western sports: record-seeking standardisation, 
bureaucratisation, equality of opportunity and quantification (Guttman 1978).
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DAVID HEADON
The Legend of Reg ‘Snowy’ Baker: An 
Australian Story with a Hollywood 
Ending
In the months leading up to the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, the Daily 
Telegraph, one of Sydney’s tabloid newspaper, ran a series of advertisements 
sponsored by Foster’s brewery which focussed on a small number of legendary 
Australian sporting heroes and heroines. One profile, repeated several times before 
Atlanta, featured a man unknown to virtually all Australians these days: Reginald 
Leslie ‘Snowy’ Baker. The first sentence of the advertisement referred to Baker 
as ‘the greatest sporting all-rounder Australia has ever produced, excelling in an 
incredible twenty-six different sports’. Sports journalist — and sometime rugby 
bard — Peter Fenton, anticipated the Olympic tribute in his newspaper column 
earlier in the same year when he reacted to the ultra-professionalising of sport. 
‘Gone,’ he lamented, ‘are the days when a potential champion pursued a host of 
games, in all of which came similar pleasure. Gone are the great allrounders that 
were part of our sporting history’ (71). Recalling those ‘great all-rounders’ of 
yesteryear, Fenton declared that the ‘daddy of all was Reginald “Snowy” Baker’ 
(7D.
This essay will enlarge on the extraordinary sporting story that is the first 
twenty-four years in the life of Snowy Baker, highlighting the vast range of sports 
he played, most of which he played brilliantly. It will touch on his numerous 
representative successes, especially those in rugby, swimming and diving, and 
his impressive Olympic performance at the 1908 London Games.
Yet to discuss Snowy only in terms of his sporting feats is seriously to limit 
both his talents and his impact on Sydney society and, more broadly, on Australian 
culture in the first decades post-Federation. For Baker was, unlike virtually all of 
his athletic contemporaries, an extremely astute businessman — a genuinely ‘self­
made’ man. Due to his fistic prowess and stature in boxing circles, in December 
1912 he bought the Rushcutter’s Bay (Sydney) Stadium. When the sport was 
effectively put on hold during the World War I years, he showed films at the 
facility. This led to him meeting many local producers and exhibitors in the 
industry, and ultimately to him visiting the United States to learn more about the 
craft and practice of cinema. Snowy returned from the trip much enthused with 
the infant industry and he would soon star in five Australian films in just three 
years, between late 1917 and 1920. One of these films, the highly entertaining
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The Man from Kangaroo, filmed in Kangaroo Valley near Bundanoon (New South 
Wales), is now regarded as one of the most significant Australian films of the 
silent era (not always for the right reasons, as will be discussed). Screensound 
Australia (the National Film and Sound Archive) fortunately retains a copy of 
this priceless and provocative gem.
The second part of the essay will address Baker’s five Australian films within 
their social and cinema industry contexts — from the first, The Enemy Within 
(1918), to the last, The Jackaroo o f Coolabong (1920), with particular attention 
being paid to The Man from Kangaroo. During these years, Snowy Baker 
confirmed his business reputation. With two equally canny Queensland 
entrepreneurial brothers, E.J. and Dan Carroll, Baker tried consciously to introduce 
a commercially attractive, distinctively Australian mode into his films. Yet, to his 
ultimate cost, he did so using American expertise and talent. Such a precarious 
model, formulated in 1919 when the Australian cinema was experiencing boom 
times, soon and perhaps not unexpectedly, failed. Its fate in some ways anticipated 
the fate of the industry as a whole at that time as Australian film confidence, at a 
peak in 1919, deteriorated alarmingly as the 1920s progressed. It was a slide 
which the highly publicised Royal Commission into the state of the film industry 
tried to halt in 1927-8. The Commission, too, failed in its aim.
The third and final part of the essay will link Snowy Baker’s commercial and 
broadly nationalistic vision — his ambitious film blueprint of 1919-20 — with 
the provocative, and at times revelatory, testimony given at the Royal Commission 
by early Australian film notables such as Walter Baker (President of the Actor’s 
Federation), Frederick Phillips (Managing Director, Phillips Film Productions), 
and directors, Raymond Longford and Charles Chauvel. Witness after Royal 
Commission witness confirmed that Australian cinema was under siege, threatened 
with virtually total extinction as the result of what was blisteringly labelled by 
the Bulletin as ‘the American movie octopus’ (qtd in Lewis, 11). Those with high 
hopes for the local industry recognised the enormous threat posed by American 
capital and well-funded American cinema expertise. Their fears were justified.
Snowy Baker left for California in August 1920, and was to return home only 
three times between then and his death in 1953. Refusing to take out American 
citizenship, he embarked on a successful career in Hollywood, reputedly teaching 
Rudolph Valentino — and later Elizabeth Taylor and Spencer Tracey — to ride a 
horse; Douglas Fairbanks Senior to crack a 36-foot stockwhip; and Harold Lloyd 
how to tell jokes. Reg ‘Snowy’ Baker’s story has a Hollywood ending, but it is 
the first half of his life — his Australian years — which help us to understand the 
cultural fragility of this country in the first decades of post-Federation nation­
building: with their aspiration and optimism, braggadocio, naivety, and, above 
all, deep-rooted insecurities.
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Snowy Baker (Snowy because of his crop of blond hair) was bom in Surrey 
Hills, Sydney, in 1884, the son of an Irish-born Sydney municipal clerk, George 
Baker, and his wife, Elizabeth Robertson. He went to Crown Street Public School 
and, in his formative years, frequented the early morning track gallops at Randwick 
racecourse. The experience gained at ‘Headquarters’ (as Randwick was routinely 
called) would stand him in good stead for the rest of his life. By age thirteen, in 
the late 1890s, he had won state open swimming championships and, in the coming 
years, he would excel in an array of sports — among them, rugby, diving, boxing, 
fencing, track sprinting, water polo, wrestling, shooting, tent-pegging and rowing. 
As the editor of Baker’s book on fitness put it, in 1910, Snowy was ‘altogether a 
decidedly handy man in the event of a foe descending on our peaceful shores’ 
(Baker 10). Invasion phobia was a routine part of the early Federation years. 
Snowy represented the idealised prototype Australian — ready and able to combat 
any foe.
Between 1904 and 1906, Baker concentrated on two of his favourite sports, 
mgby (or ‘footer’, as he called it) and boxing. Playing grade for the Easton Suburbs 
mgby club, he was selected as a halfback in the interstate series against Queensland, 
and shortly after he played two tests against Great Britain. A few years later, 
Melbourne Punch would say that ‘in the opinion of those who know, there has 
never been a greater defensive player in the game in Australia. He was ... the idol 
of the crowds for his gameness and boldness’ (1032).
These resolute qualities no doubt helped Baker in the boxing ring as well. In 
1906, he won the New South Wales and Victorian middleweight and heavyweight 
amateur titles, thus earning an invitation to the English Amateur Boxing 
Association titles later that year. Bound for Britain, and already with an enthusiastic 
following in Sydney, Baker was farewelled by over a thousand people including, 
it was reported, a boatload of twenty women. Ill-health stopped him from 
participating in the English competition but Baker stayed on in Britain for two 
years, during which he was feted for his ability in swimming, diving and boxing. 
Such was his impact and growing British reputation that he was given honorary 
membership in England of the prestigious National Sporting Club, the Belsize 
Boxing Club, Cygnus Swimming Club, Richmond Football Club and the Thames 
Rowing Club; and, in Ireland, of the Shannon Rowing Club (Limerick), 
Monkstown Football Club (Dublin) and Otter Swimming Club (Belfast). In 
addition, he gave diving, water polo and swimming exhibitions in Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Dumferline, Peerhead, Paisley and Greenock, and boxing 
and military athletic displays in Belfast and Curragh. Having been persuaded to 
represent England in swimming and diving, he anchored the team to international 
titles in Holland, Germany, Finland, Sweden, Denmark and France (Baker 123— 
24).
The 1908 Olympic Games in London gave Baker the chance to represent his 
own country in swimming and boxing, and to showcase his talents on a global
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stage. Fighting as a middleweight, he eventually won the silver medal. Baker 
might have felt himself hard done by since the gold medal winner, J.W.H.T. 
Douglas (later England’s cricket captain) had, at the very least, a measure of 
questionable assistance in his triumph. With the entire tournament taking place in 
just one day, Snowy fought three opponents, knocking out two men on his way to 
the gold medal round. Despite the fact that local hero Douglas received a bye on 
his way to the final, the contest was still a desperately close thing. It ended in a 
split decision, with the referee’s judgement breaking the deadlock. He awarded 
the fight to the Englishman. History records that the referee, from the National 
Sporting Club in London, was also a Mr Douglas. He was the father of J.W.H.T. 
Contemporary newspaper accounts confirm that Baker accepted the loss graciously.
When he returned to Australia, in December 1908, Snowy Baker was accorded 
a hero’s welcome, with an estimated ten thousand people attending a reception at 
Rushcutter’s Bay. He sought to build on this opportunity. Having observed the 
popularity in England of physical fitness courses run by a man called Eugene 
Sandow, Baker successfully adapted the model once back in Australia — 
consciously and creatively exploiting his prominent public image. Melbourne 
Punch would later say that ‘when at length he came back to this country he came 
back a polished cosmopolitan, determined to use his brains and his abilities to 
carry him higher up the ladder than the rung occupied by a mere champion athlete’ 
(1032). Baker opened a physical culture centre in Sydney almost immediately, 
sponsored an athlete’s linament, ran a series of mail order fitness courses, began 
work as a journalist and even turned book writer/editor with a popular work, 
published in 1910 by George Robertson, called General Physical Culture.
While ostensibly a book on fitness and health, General Physical Culture does 
take time out to portray its twenty-five year old principal author as a decidedly 
superior human specimen, a man, we are informed in the Editorial Foreword, ‘in 
the prime of his powers’ (9). It is likely that Baker had an active role in the 
formulation of the nineteen sections of the book attributed to him. These included 
topics such as ‘Correct Breathing’, ‘Diving’, ‘Marquis of Queensberry Rules’, 
‘Ball-Punching’, ‘Diet’ and ‘Preparing for “Footer” ’. In particular, two later 
sections in the book catch the eye: Snowy’s ‘General Hints’ and his section 
intriguingly entitled ‘Of Interest to the Ladies’. In the former, Baker berates the 
lazy citizens of his era, admonishing them with dictums such as ‘Let the sun 
shine on your body whenever you have the chance’, ‘Strong-drink makes weak 
men’ and ‘Cultivate the faculty of observation’. Some advice is decidedly eccentric, 
including the suggestion that one should ‘Accustom yourself to going about 
bareheaded, except in the hottest weather. Baldness and nervous headaches are 
encouraged by too constant use of the hat’. His advice to the ladies is equally 
contentious: such as, ‘Ball-punching is a splendid exercise for developing the 
bust’; or, ‘The languid, anaemic type of maiden is common in Australia.... She is 
not attractive to men, but if she does manage to secure one, she turns out to be an
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Snowy as the Rev. John Harland teaches two fine representatives of very Young Australia 
‘the manly art of self defence’.
indifferent wife, and an unsatisfactory mother’; or, ‘Scraggy necks are the bane 
and nightmare of many women who are otherwise pleasingly rounded. The 
condition arises from wearing high and tight-fitting collars’ (114-19).
Such advice appears bizarre today but, judging by contemporary sales of the 
book, this was not the case at the time. Furthermore, in the period between 1912 
and 1914 Baker published a magazine (Snowy Baker’s Magazine) which had a 
prodigious circulation. These were also the years when he could pay £30,000 to 
buy the Sydney Stadium from the high-flying entrepreneur H.D. McIntosh, in 
addition to establishing Baker boxing stadiums in Melbourne, Adelaide and 
Brisbane, controlling a number of fights for the great Les Darcy, and getting 
actively involved in the development of local cinema. Having tried three times to 
enlist in the Australian Imperial Force and been rejected because of a spinal injury, 
Baker devoted the later years of World War I to fund raising concerts, film nights 
and, not least, paying attention to business. He also visited California, both to 
line up better fights for Les Darcy and to see first-hand how the Americans were 
handling the new technology required to make feature films.
Though now in his mid-30s, and well over ten years after the peak period of 
his sporting achievements, Snowy Baker shrewdly decided that his popularity, 
which was shaped around his sporting profile and canny marketing, could
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Snowy routinely performs his ownt stunt in his first Australian film, The Enemy Within.
potentially convert into serious financial gain through the new technology of film. 
He was no actor but, despite continuing problems with his spine caused by 
complications following a car crash, he was able to finesse athletic ability into a 
screen presence, initially in two films screened in 1918. The first one, entitled 
The Enemy Within, portrays Snowy as Australian secret agent, Jack Airlie, an 
adventurer extraordinaire who exposes ‘the Kaiser’s spies in Australia’, a mob of 
working class agitators led and exploited by monied Palm Beach-based types.2 
The other film, The Lure o f the Bush, sends Snowy’s character to England to be 
educated. He returns an English gentleman in plus-fours, re-discovers the bush, 
and eventually batters the obnoxious local gun-shearer. The shearer is a massive 
man, but of course no match for our hero — our sporting hero and patriot.
The advertisements for both films not surprisingly emphasised the star’s 
popularity and physical attributes. In The Enemy Within, according to the Strand 
Theatre flyer, Snowy ‘performs stunts which other actors can only fake. See his 
terrific fight against four men, his 80-feet dive into the harbour, his leap from the
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flying cars’ (Reade 100). One poster advertising The Lure o f the Bush drew 
attention to Snowy’s ‘newest drama that is full of typical Australian recklessness’ 
(Reade 103-05). Another poster, the Globe Theatre’s, trumpeted: “‘Let ‘erbuck!” 
The station hands hopped up on the rails, while the worst brumby in the yards 
rooted, and snorted, and kicked, to get rid of the jackeroo on his back. But that 
jackeroo rode him to a standstill. Just see him do it! There is thrill in Australia’s 
bush.... Enjoy it all in the great Australian drama at the Globe Theatre’.3 The 
significance of The Lure o f the Bush was certainly not its imaginative or original 
plot, or the calibre of the acting. It lay in the facts that, one, the film was distributed 
by Queensland entrepreneur E.J. Carroll — bringing Snowy for the first time into 
contact with the marketing skill of E.J. and his brother, Dan Carroll — and, two, 
while the interior scenes of the film were being shot, Snowy once again headed 
across the Pacific to expand his understanding of Hollywood production techniques 
and industry advances. He returned smitten by the notion of ‘type’ characters in 
American films — the ‘vamp’, the ‘tramp’, and the ‘scoundrel’ among them — 
and determined to apply this ‘type’ model to an Australian context. He was 
beginning to develop a more serious and more culturally engaged vision for his 
films. As he put it in Green Room magazine in February 1919:
We could weave a romance about the bush that would make Australian bush films 
sought after just as eagerly as the pictures dealing with Western life in America. We 
can stamp out our type the same as the Western type, (qtd in Shirley and Adams, 64)
Obviously aware of the way indigenous Indian groups were being used by 
Hollywood, he added: ‘Even our Aborigines have not yet been exploited as they 
should. The field is vast’. It was an attitude not so much consciously racist, as 
unconsciously triumphalist.
These were exciting, bullish months to be making films in Australia and many 
of the trade journalists did their bit to generate optimism, especially those in 
Picture Show magazine. Its editorial of 26 April 1919 reflected the prevailing 
mood:
Motion-Picture Australia is looking for a man! He must be strong. He must be a fighter. 
He must have imagination. His business ability must be sound, and, withal, he must 
have Australia always uppermost in his heart and emblazoned upon his coat of arms. 
That man is to be champion of our big dreams of a picture-producing land of the 
wattle.... Australia is looking for the man. (qtd in Tulloch, 70)
The editorial was entitled: ‘Will “Snowy” Get There?’. The Picture Show people 
certainly thought so. So did Snowy. Most importantly, so too did the Carroll 
brothers, E.J. and Dan, who were prepared to back their opinion with hard cash.
Carroll-Baker Picture Productions began in a vigorous film-making climate 
in Sydney with capital of £25,000. For their part, the Carrolls aimed principally at 
making a profit. They were sceptical of the overseas sales prospects of recent 
homegrown films such as Raymond Longford’s The Sentimental Bloke and Ginger
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Mick, despite being involved in their distribution locally. For the potentially lucrative 
foreign (especially American) market, they wished to associate with films, as Dan 
Carroll would years later put it, that were ‘entirely cosmopolitan in their appeal’ 
(qtd in Shirely and Adams, 65). At the height of the optimism in 1919, older brother
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E.J. took out an advertisement outlining his ‘Intentions’ for the whole Australian 
film industry to peruse. These aims included:
• to send film footage out of Australia as against the foreign film mileage 
that now comes in;
• to Australianise motion pictures as against the avowed Americanisation 
of the industry;
• to make Australia realise that we, too, have sufficient romance in this 
country to entertain ourselves and the world, (qtd in Long and Long, 68)
The Carrolls’ philosophy, one conscious of the potential for financial gains through 
patriotic cinema offerings, matched precisely that of Reg Baker. It was a partnership 
of promise, possibility and like-minded pragmatism.
Carroll-Baker Picture Productions, however, eventually made only three films: 
The Man from Kangaroo, The Shadow o f Lightning Ridge and The Jackaroo o f 
Coolabong. The films were made in just twelve months using throughout largely 
the same production outfit, including an American husband/wife, director/writer 
team, Wilfred Lucas and Bess Meredyth, an American cinematographer and an 
American production assistant. Shooting of The Man from Kangaroo took place 
through September-October 1919, during which time Picture Show took the 
opportunity to promote the film as enthusiastically as possible. On location with 
Snowy in Kangaroo Valley, the house journalist responded with a mixture of 
iconoclasm and unabashed nationalistic fervour:
Australians are too modest, yet we have more to be proud of than nations of braggarts.... 
Messrs. Carroll and Baker are not overawed by the deeds of the great corporations in 
other countries. They say, ‘We can do as well here. Australia shall be a great motion 
picture centre’.... Patriotic enterprise such as activates the promoters of this new 
Australian industry will find echo in the heart of every true Australian.
(qtd in Tulloch, 74)
This was stirring stuff. Snowy and the Carrolls responded in kind with a paid 
advertisement entitled ‘Snowy Baker Gives an Account of Himself’; the testimony 
of a local boy made good. It was a calculated pitch:
We are in the throes of producing the greatest Motion Picture that has yet been credited
to Australian brains and effort__Mr Lucas says I am a better Stunt Actor than anyone
living. He ought to know.... This is going to be a great big winner, (qtd in Tulloch, 72) 
The film was a commercial success locally, and it got an American release 
under the inferior title The Better Man. However, in Australia local critics were 
not convinced by the finished product. Most felt that Snowy and the Carrolls had 
not sufficiently ‘Australianised’ their film, despite their much-publicised aims. 
Far from it. After the film ’s release on 24 January 1920, the Sydney Mail 
commented that ‘It seems a pity that so much Americanism should be injected
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Industry advertisment for The Jackeroo o f Coolabong which instances scenes which, as 
you can see, ‘make you feel it’s good to be an Australian’!
into films that are advertised as purely Australian. In The Man from Kangaroo. . .for 
instance, apart from the fact that the scenes have been taken on Australian soil 
and that the leading man, “Snowy” Baker, is an Australian, there is nothing in it 
that is not steeped in Americanism’ (13). The Bulletin was equally blunt: ‘Uncle
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Sam soon gets in his dirty work, and the Australian story becomes starred and 
striped.... It simply couldn’t happen in Australia’ (qtd in Shirely and Adams, 66).
Viewing the film today, it is clear that the criticisms have validity. While the 
film opens with the characters exposed to ‘the pungent perfume of Blue Gum and 
Wattle...in the drowsy valley of Kangaroo’ and, later, Snowy as the Rev. John 
Harland can no longer ignore the ‘Call of the Great Outback’, most of the 
purportedly Australian elements bear the uncertain hand of an American screen­
writer (Bess Meredyth). She does produce the odd appropriate line such as when 
the Rev. Harland, realising his spiritual shortcomings, writes to the Bishop that ‘I 
preach peace, I think fight’, but such moments are the exception rather than the 
rule.
The American element of visible in The Man from Kangaroo also undermined 
The Shadow o f Lighting Ridge and The Jackeroo o f Coolabong. Again, both films 
did respectably well at the local box office; again critics remained unconvinced 
of their ‘Australian’ credentials. Smith’s Weekly declared Lightning Ridge to be, 
despite its ‘Made in Australia’ label, almost ‘pure Yankee. The entire population 
of the country town “tote guns” and wear cowboy hats. A foreigner, seeing this 
film, would picture Australia as a sort of Bill Hart’s backyard’ (20). The Bulletin 
continued its attack on the Baker-Carroll ‘type’, suggesting that both films 
represented ‘Young Australia’ in American clothes (20). Thus, despite Baker’s 
undeniable box office appeal as the stuntman ‘in excelsis’, and despite the Carroll’s 
demonstrated commitment to home output, the Carroll-Baker Picture Productions 
venture which had promised so much, collapsed. It appears that even before The 
Jackaroo o f Coolabong opened, Snowy had anticipated the critics’ response and 
headed off for Hollywood with Lucas and Meredyth. The 1 September 1920 issue 
of Picture Show wistfully recorded that the ‘experiment of using Americans with 
moving picture knowledge may not have succeeded, but the [Carrolls’] company 
will still make entirely Australian films’ (qtd inTulloch, 105). Barely a year after 
the fizz and bubble of commencing The Man from Kangaroo shoot near beautiful 
Bundanoon, the ambitious experiment to promote a distinctively Australian heroic 
type was over. For the first of many times to come, the Australian industry found 
itself undermined by American ideas that would not travel Down Under.
In his book Legends on the Screen (1981), John Tulloch suggests a few reasons 
for the collapse: the Hollywood notion of character ‘types’ did not adapt to the 
Australian situation; the American imports could not adjust to this fact; Hollywood 
genres like the Western did not work here; and, finally, the melodramatic acting 
conventions of Australia’s theatrical past were still influential in, yet inappropriate 
to, Australia post-war. Tulloch, however, fails to include one additional, more 
practical reason that might have been the most important explanation of the 
company’s demise. The Carrolls observed with alarm Wilfred Lucas’ capacity to 
spend money as if he were still in Hollywood. Closing down the company operation
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was principally an economic decision. Behind it. though, lay clear cultural 
differences — even cultural antipathy.
The fortunes of the Australian film industry in the years from Snowy Baker's 
departure for Hollywood up to the Royal Commission of 1927—8 went into sharp 
decline. As Diane Collins puts it in Cinema in Australia: A Documentary History 
(1989): 'By 1926 the buoyant hopes of the immediate post-war period were 
shattered' (72). Purposeful action was required to resist this alarming trend, and it 
appeared to materialise when the Australian Federal Government in 1927 
commenced the Roval Commission on the Moving Picture Industry’ in Australia 
(which ran from 2 June 1927 to 16 February 1928). Several issues dominate the 
Royal Commission transcripts, either through the testimony of the 253 witnesses, 
or through the doggedly repetitive questions of the commissioners. Principal 
among these issues were the need for censorship: the climate of fear created by 
the authoritarian distribution and exhibition methods of the infamous Australasian 
Films Union theatres ‘combine*: the need for a legislated quota of Australian 
films: and the seemingly unstoppable Americanising of Australian films, films 
shown in Australia and. in turn. Australian society and culture. While each of 
these issues is dealt with in extraordinary’ detail in the 1.007 pages of Royal 
Commission transcripts, we need to concentrate here only on the latter.
Numerous witnesses commented on the pervasive effects of American global 
strategies, especially the wholesale dumping of cheap films on the Australian 
(and European) markets. Many Commission witnesses endorsed the arguments 
of company managing director Frederick Phillips, who lamented the fact the 
'intelligent Australian people should be compelled to see nothing but American 
pictures showing in our theatres night after night'. This, for Phillips, was ‘a cry ing 
shame' (666). Others who provided testimony, like Walter Baker. President of 
The Actors' Federation of Australasia, portrayed the issue in more sinister terms. 
They sensed a conspiracy against determined — and prolific — Australian directors 
such as Raymond Longford and John Gavin.
Two of the witnesses called, a young Charles Chauvel and Longford himself, 
when discussing the details of the perceived American invasion, referred 
specifically to the disintegration of the Snowy Baker-Carroll Brothers Production 
company. The Chairman of the Commission at one point appeared, with his 
question, to tease the desired response from Chauvel: ‘We have been given to 
understand that the trouble with those Americans [referring to Lucas and Meredyth] 
was that they Americanised the pictures that they made in Australia. There were 
too many red handkerchiefs and revolvers, and so the pictures were a colossal 
failure?' Chauvel simply and sardonically replied: ‘Unfortunately they were neither 
Australian nor American' (198). Longford, with good reason to be forthright and 
far more exact, accused Australian ‘distributors and a number of exhibitors' of 
being ‘pro-American* and indirectly ‘trying to kill the local industry' (922). He 
was no admirer of the American ‘blow-ins', maintaining that the only thing he
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had learned from the American visitors was how to spend money when you had 
it’ (160). When asked to comment whether ‘American stuff’, as it was termed, 
had ‘spoilt one or two Australian pictures’, Longford replied by recalling Wilfred 
Lucas’ attitude to making pictures Down Under:
he [Lucas] did not want to worry about maintaining the Australian setting. He said 
something like this: ‘If I want to get one of your aboriginals or a native in the picture, 
I am going to get him; and if I care to stick a few feathers on him that is my business.... 
We are working for America, and we must satisfy our home market’. (156-57)
One can almost hear the gasps of dismay and disgust seventy years later. Lucas’ 
stated position, if remembered faithfully by Longford, was not one likely to realise 
Picture Show magazine’s ‘big dreams of a picture-producing land of the wattle’ 
(qtd in Tulloch, 70).
In fact, the Australian film industry, throughout the 1920s and for many decades 
to follow, maintained a precarious existence. Snowy Baker, ever the astute 
businessman, saw the writing on the wall, carefully nurtured his American contacts 
and, like many Australians before him and even more after him, headed for 
Hollywood. He was able to continue his acting career there and then go on to 
become an athletic instructor to the stars through his Riviera Club in Santa Monica, 
California. His is a story with a real Hollywood ending.
Yet even in a essay on Snowy Baker, I cannot resist giving the last word to 
Raymond Longford. Unlike Snowy, Longford stayed on for the long haul. Bravely, 
throughout his career he retained a vision of what Australian cinema might be — 
a dream sparked the moment of greatest resonance in all the 1,007 pages of Royal 
Commission transcripts when, half way through his testimony, he declared:
I will not Americanise Australia in the pictures that I produce. I do not care what any 
of them think; if they say they want to make pictures after the style of the Wild West 
American pictures I shall absolutely refuse to do it. (151)
In an increasingly Darwinian cinema landscape, where only the fittest would 
survive, Snowy Baker was ideally suited. Raymond Longford died in 1959, thirty 
three years after directing his last film in 1926.
NOTES
1 See, for example, General Physical Culture, pp. 124—25.
2 See advertisement reproduced in Eric Reade, Australian Sile?it Film — A Pictorial 
History of Silent Films for 1896 to 1929, p. 100.
3 Document in author’s possession.
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VICTORIA PARASCHAK
‘Playing Indian’: Embracing or 
Appropriating Native Cultural Practices?
E xploring W hiteness
It is Sunday, October 24th 1999. The Dallas Cowboys are squaring off against the 
Washington Redskins. The television camera focuses in on two individuals staring 
each other down on the football field — both African American, one outfitted as 
a cowboy, the other dressed like a stereotypical Plains Indian. What could be 
more American than this? The fans all know the script — they are playing cowboys 
and Indians.
We all live lives shaped by race relations. Some of us, however, are more 
aware of the process than others. Ruth Frankenberg, in her book White Women, 
Race Matters, argues that ‘White people and people of colour live racially 
structured lives’, then points out the importance of looking at the largely 
unexamined racialness of the White experience (1). She presents ‘Whiteness’ as 
a set of linked dimensions, including ‘a location of structural advantage, of race 
privilege’; ‘a place from which White people look at themselves, at others and at 
society’; and ‘a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnamed’ 
(1). In keeping with her approach, I argue that we can learn a lot about Whiteness 
by placing the issue of Native sport mascots within a much larger tradition in 
which Natives and non-Natives ‘play Indian’. Within this tradition, non-Natives 
— often with the involvement of some Native individuals — have reproduced a 
specific national identity, mythologised a particular understanding of history, and 
capitalised on the manufacturing and selling of an exotic ‘Indian’ product. This 
tradition of ‘playing Indian’, and the stereotypical images created and reproduced 
within it, continues to benefit non-Natives more so than Native peoples and 
reproduces existing, unequal race relations.
The Indian M ascot in N orth A merican Sport
Accounts of Native peoples’ involvement in physical cultural practices such 
as sport, traditional games, ceremonials, powwows and rodeos
all help illuminate an ongoing process wherein Euro-Americans have largely 
determined which physical leisure practices will be considered ‘legitimate’ for Native 
participants. These histories also demonstrate the contested nature of such practices, 
as Native participants have at times acquiesced to, resisted, or accommodated the 
imposed expectations. (Paraschak 1998, 122)
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For example, in both Canada and the United States the federal governments created 
legislation in the lS70s that made the performing of some Native traditional 
ceremonials, such as the Sun Dance and the Potlatch, illegal. Other activities, 
such as lacrosse, rodeo and snowshoeing. were allowed to continue but Native 
performers were treated differently than non-Natives. and often placed into separate 
competitions. Native traditional games and dances continued to be performed in 
places such as Wild West Shows, and eventually governments in both countries 
removed their restrictions on performing these traditional activities. The capacity 
of non-Native governments to define differential treatment for Native peoples 
reflected unequal race relations, through which non-Natives were privileged to 
define the possibilities for Native life. For example, it was not until 1924 that 
Native Americans were granted the federal vote, and Canadian Native peoples 
only received that right in 1960. These unequal relations of power have continued 
to shape opportunities for Native participants in mainstream sport.1
One aspect of mainstream sport where a Native presence has remained 
prominent, however, is in the use of Native sport mascots. Professional teams 
such as the ‘Cleveland Indians' in baseball, the ‘Washington Redskins’ in football, 
and the ‘Chicago Blackhawks' in hockey use names, mascots, gestures, logos 
and/or slogans that capitalise on stereotypical Native images. (Staurowsky) 
Educational institutions have likewise used such images throughout the 1900s. 
such as the ‘Fighting Sioux' at the University of North Dakota (Brownstein). 
Native protesters, including the American Indian Movement in the United States, 
began challenging these stereotypical, often disrespectful images in the 1990s. 
While professional teams have refused, thus far. to change their mascots, states 
such as Wisconsin have ruled that the use of Native names in public school sports 
settings may be discriminator}- (Oxendine). Academics have explored this issue, 
attempting to explain the reasons for such mascots, and the negative impact such 
images have on Native peoples.2Nevertheless, these images too often continue to 
persist, backed up by non-Native claims either that their use ‘honours' Native 
peoples, or that such mascots are part of a team ‘tradition' they do not want to 
give up.3 Thus, while the presence of actual Native participants remains negligible, 
stereotypical Native images remain rife in mainstream sport — often played out 
by non-Native performers. White racial privilege in both Canada and the United 
States, and a historical attachment to Native stereotypical images as part of that 
privilege, helps explain the presence of enduring, racist images in North American 
sport.
‘Playing Lndlan’ Through T ime
North Americans (both Native and non-Native) have created a particular image 
of the Indian over time — in sport, but also in other performative venues such as 
Wild West Shows, movies and tourism entertainment. In the next part of this
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essay, I will explore various uses of these stereotypic images, as well as some of 
the consequences which have arisen from such creations.
Creating a N ational Identity
Philip Deloria, in his book Playing Indian, documents 250 years of non-Native 
Indian play in the United States to substantiate his claim that ‘Indianness was 
critical to American identities [although] it went hand in hand with the 
dispossession and conquest of actual Indian people’ (182). He argues that the 
American [i.e. US] sense of collective identity was built initially on being not­
British, which meant that immigrants instead aligned themselves with Indians, 
the first and original Americans. ‘Indianness has, above all, represented identities 
that are unquestionably American’ (183), since it made one a citizen of the land. 
Indian Americanness thus helped define the nation as other than a British colony, 
beginning with the Boston Tea Party where rebels dressed as Indians when they 
challenged British policy by dumping tea overboard in the Boston harbour. Deloria 
carries his analysis through to the twentieth century, when, for example, he records 
how ‘[l]eaders of the Woodcraft Indians and the Camp Fire Girls garbed children 
in Indian costume to teach the natural and proper place of men and women and 
the importance of authenticity in a modem world’ (183). Most recently, Deloria 
linked non-Natives to the New Age movement, wherein select Native values and 
practices (along with items such as dreamcatchers) supposedly connect them more 
fully to the earth and to a spiritual way of life.4 In each of the cases he explores, 
non-Natives ‘played Indian’ to construct a particular type of non-Native identity
— one which was fundamentally linked to aspects of Indian life.
Daniel Francis, in his book The Imaginary Indian, also explored Indian images5
— his were specific to Canada — and likewise concluded that ‘our thinking about 
Indians relates to our thinking about ourselves as North Americans’ (222). He 
argues that while Canadians have on the one hand imagined ‘Indians’ as standing 
in the way of Canada achieving its true potential, they have at the same time 
romanticised them as having character and cultural traits that Canadians lack. He 
identifies Grey Owl as the archetypal Canadian, ‘shedding his European past and 
transforming himself into an Indian in order to connect through the wilderness 
with the New World’ (223).6 That same impulse, he argues, leads us to appropriate 
many aspects of Native culture — for example, when we ‘play Indian’ by wearing 
feathers and moccasins at summer camp, or when we ‘are roaring an Indian chant 
from the bleachers at a baseball game’ (223).
My examination of opening and closing ceremonies at multi-sport Games in 
Canada, including the 1976 Olympics, Commonwealth Games in 1978 and 1996, 
and the University (FISU) Games in 1983, supports this contention. In every case 
I examined, stereotypical depictions of Native culture were incorporated into those 
ceremonies in order to carefully construct images of Canada for world-wide 
consumption. For example, Native people dressed in colourful feathered costumes,
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and carrying props such as drums, rattles, and small bells, led the March of Athletes 
into the stadium at the closing ceremonies of the 1967 Montreal Olympics. When 
the March finished. Native participants erected colour-coordinated teepees in the 
middle of each of the five Olympic rings. Native participants then gave the athletes 
headbands and feathered headdresses as Games souvenirs before exiting the 
stadium together with them while performing a simple Indian dance (Paraschak 
1995). The organisers thus orchestrated uniquely Canadian images within the 
parameters of Olympic symbolism, selling Canada’s image as fundamentally 
connected to its Native peoples in the process. ‘[These] behaviour[s], repeated 
over and over, reveal [a] profound need on the part of non-Natives to connect to 
North America by associating with one of its most durable symbols, the Imaginary 
Indian’ (Francis 223). While these performances sometimes involved participation 
by Native peoples, in many cases these activities allowed non-Natives to play out 
select Native stereotypes without having to actually deal with contemporary Native 
peoples and their lives today in any manner whatsoever.
M ythologising H istory
Creating a mythologised account of aboriginal-White relations complements 
the creation of a national identity based on Indian Americanness. Wild West Shows, 
which entertained North Americans from the 1880s to 1938, along with Native 
involvement in stampedes, rodeos and pageants, brought ‘Show Indians’ together 
with non-Native performers to re-enact the pageantry and customs of Native 
peoples along with mythic re-creations of historical events and battles. These 
performances thus ‘ritualised history by acting out the myths that had been made 
of history’ (Francis 22). Big time rodeos prior to World War II, along with Wild 
West shows, also often featured Indian villages or encampments as a tourist 
attraction, with ‘Indian participants add[ing] a colourful dimension to the 
accompanying parades’ (Iverson 15). In some cases, the public performance of 
traditional practices was a requirement for Native participants wishing to compete 
in the rodeos (LeCompte 1993, 3).
At a time when there were few options or economic opportunities for Native 
peoples, and when governments in Canada and the United States had discouraged 
or banned traditional Native ceremonials, Show Indians could get jobs as 
entertainers — they just had to be willing to ‘play Indian’ in a manner that fitted 
with the expectations of the predominantly non-Native organisers and spectators. 
While these performances exoticised Native practices and inevitably portrayed 
non-Native dominance over Native peoples, reminiscences by some Show Indians 
acknowledged that Wild West shows also gave them the chance to evoke and 
celebrate their cultures, thus serving them with an outlet for defying non-Native 
peoples (Moses).
Meanwhile, Native participation in the shows was viewed negatively by Indian 
commissioners and humanitarian reformers who saw such actions as ‘a stubborn
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refusal to abandon their cultures’ (Moses 277). Accordingly, in 1915 an amendment 
to the Indian Act in Canada was created to address the issue of Indians dancing at 
exhibitions, pageants and fairs. Acknowledging that for the past few years non­
Natives had been ‘collecting the Indians for stampedes and pageants [that] had a 
most unsettling effect upon the life of the reserves’ (Dominion of Canada xxv), 
the government made it illegal for Indians to participate in Indian dances outside 
the bounds of their reserve or to participate in shows wearing aboriginal costumes, 
and for others to employ Indians to do so, with the penalty being up to twenty- 
five dollars, or one month of imprisonment, or both (1915, xxv). A government 
report ten years later recorded that Native participation in stampedes and pageants 
was still a problem; although Indian involvement was prohibited legally, it was 
very hard to control in practice (Dominion of Canada 1925-26,7). After repeated 
failures to control Native practice, governments finally repealed their bans on 
Native ceremonials, such as potlatch in 1951. This fits with Francis’ claim that 
‘For fifty years, the only place to be an Indian — and defiantly so — and still 
remain relatively free from the interference of missionaries, teachers, agents, 
humanitarians, and politicians was in the Wild West show’ (278). Show Indians 
not only earned a living and enjoyed themselves, but in some cases they were 
also drawn back to their culture through this involvement, which allowed them to 
develop and nurture a common ‘Indian’ identity (279).
As opportunities to view Native peoples in their ‘natural setting’ diminished, 
the chance to view ‘real Indians’ shifted to portrayals in mass culture, which were 
almost always set in the past. However, Native peoples did not find as many 
opportunities to ‘play Indian’ when movies became the prime vehicle for 
mythologising Native/non-Native relations. In his 1982 autobiography, Iron Eyes 
Cody (1907-1999) spoke about his experiences as a Hollywood Indian. He 
recounted how many non-Native actors, such as Jimmy Cagney, John Wayne and 
Gary Cooper, got their start by playing Indians, and described the process whereby 
all the cast, including him, would get sprayed with red paint to have the proper 
Indian look. He detailed the slow shift over time in the ways that Indians could be 
portrayed. When he began acting in the early 1900s, Indians were portrayed as 
bloodthirsty savages or noble but childish first Americans who had received a 
bad shake by the White settlers (Cody 32). By the early 1920s, Indians were 
already a central icon in the American West film; however, non-Natives were 
most often used in early movies to portray Native Americans. One Hollywood 
director even wrote in 1915 about the dangers of casting real Native Americans 
in movies, claiming that their salary would just go to tobacco and firewater , 
that they were too enthusiastic — especially in their battles with Whites — and 
thus needed armed guards to watch for the least sign of treachery; and that non­
Natives were ‘past masters’ at playing Native American roles and with clever 
makeup were indistinguishable from actual Native Americans (Dench 1915 qtd 
in Griffiths, 90). Cody, one of the few Native actors during this period, detailed
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his involvement in Wild West shows during the off-season (Cody 49), and 
explained how, in all cases, he had to make the performance ‘exciting’ Western 
entertainment. He made clear in his autobiography that what he did through acting 
was ‘the entertainment business versus historical documentation’ (71), explaining 
that if he wanted to work in the movies early in his career, he had to portray 
Indians as he was told, and not as he might have wished to act.
As his career progressed, Cody also became involved with other Native actors. 
For example, he and his brother spotted Jim Thorpe (the Sac and Fox athlete who 
had won gold at the 1912 Olympics as well as played professional baseball and 
football) digging ditches, and convinced him to try acting instead. Eventually, 
Warner Brothers paid Thorpe for the rights to his life story, casting Burt Lancaster 
as Thorpe. The director refused, however, to let Thorpe be involved in the movie 
playing the part of his own father, or even to be a sports technical advisor, because 
he was considered unsuitable. The director told Cody ‘something about Jim being 
too overweight and “not right’” (Cody 154). Thorpe was devastated. So Cody 
created the Jim Thorpe Indians football team and they, along with others dressed 
in cavalry uniforms, toured the country and played before audiences, until Thorpe 
died (155).7
The practice of non-Natives ‘playing Indians’ in the movies and reproducing 
Native stereotypical characteristics continued until after World War II, when Cody 
suggests that a general awareness of ‘Indians’ increased in the United States 
following their positive involvement in, and interaction with, non-Natives during 
the War. By the 1950s, Cody was demanding that the Indian images in movies 
had to be more authentic, or he would refuse to play them. He was finally allowed 
to play some leading Indian roles (rather than having those roles played by non­
Natives). It was a time when some Indians were finally being portrayed in a more 
realistic, sympathetic light, and occasionally even becoming the central theme of 
the story. The illiterate dialect — grunts and monosyllabic responses — were 
finally reduced and the use of terms such as ‘squaw’ and ‘buck’ were eliminated 
(Cody).
Hollywood also initially preferred to use non-Natives (such as beautiful 
Japanese women) to play Alaskan ‘Eskimos’, who were modelled on the Inuit of 
the Canadian arctic. Anthony Quinn and Joan Chen are two non-Native examples 
of notable ‘Eskimos’ in the movies — Ray Mala (bom of an Inupiaq mother and 
Jewish American father in Candle, Alaska in 1908), on the other hand, was the 
notable exception. Ann Fienup-Riordan, in her book Freeze Frame, outlines how 
‘Eskimos’ were popularised beginning with Nanook in 1922, and how ‘they 
instantly became what Indians were not — noble survivors, peaceful and happy 
as opposed to the violent and angry Indians of the Wild West’ (207). Once again, 
she saw this as a reflection of the American imagination: ‘Whereas the Indian 
stood in the path of civilisation, the Eskimo stood at its foundation [as] “essential 
man” enduring in the face of a harsh and unforgiving environment’ (207). Traits
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attributed to ‘Eskimos’ in the movies, such as rubbing noses, sharing wives, and 
abandoning their infants and elderly, ‘d[id] not tell us what Eskimos are but what 
civilised men supposedly are not’ (207). While these movie depictions were seen 
as authentic by movie-goers, in fact the Alaskan ‘Eskimos’ were cast in the role 
of their Canadian Inuit counterparts. For example, in reality Barrow Yupik in 
Alaska live in sod huts, but their portrayal in movies situated them in igloos, a 
structure used solely by Inuit in the Canadian north. It was not until the 1970s and 
1980s that films, sponsored by Alaskan Native groups, began to challenge the 
ahistorical portrayal of ‘Eskim o’ lives, thus ‘suggesting] the possible 
transformation of the film-making process into a collaborative endeavour in which 
the passive objects of past representations become authors in acts of self­
representation’ (208).
Selling the E xotic
Native images are everywhere in North American life. Walking the streets of 
Skagway, Alaska in September 1999, I came upon a full-sized wooden Indian 
statue. There was another one outside a restaurant further down the way and, as I 
ate, I could see tourists wrap their arm around the Indian and smile while another 
friend took a picture. The local Tlingit look nothing like this stereotypical Plains 
Indian statue, so I do not think the statue was placed there to honour the local 
Indigenous peoples. I rather suspect it was put there to convince American tourists, 
who pour off cruise ships in the thousands each day, that they had finally arrived 
at the last frontier, Alaska. And with the frontier comes your token Indian, sporting 
the familiar plains headdress, stoic expression, bare muscled chest, leather pants 
and, in this case, a loincloth/skirt made out of the American flag.
The relationship between tourism and Native images has a long history. S. 
Elizabeth Bird, for example, notes that ‘Nineteenth-century tourists wanted to 
see traditional clothing and quiet nobility, and that has not really changed (4). 
Tourism became a method for introducing travellers to the Indians of North 
America. Francis, for example, argues that marketing of the imaginary Indian in 
Canada reached its peak with the experience of railway travel. To attract new 
passengers, railway publicity began extolling the natural wonders of the West, 
including Indians, as an effective tourist attraction. Banff Indian Days, which 
started in 1894 in Alberta, Canada, was one example of this trend. Initially, railway 
tourists became stranded in Banff, and so some Indians were rounded up by railway 
employees to entertain them. ‘The Indians performed traditional dances and 
competed in a number of rodeo events for prizes put up by the railway company 
(179). Their performance was so popular it got turned into an annual event.
Jay Mechling, in his discussion of the Seminole of Florida and their relationship 
to tourism, notes that although many people criticised the tourist villages, which 
had begun in the 1930s, two historians offered a different interpretation based on 
their interviews with Native people involved in the villages. These participants
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recalled that the money was good in the camps, that some of the people who were 
most active in the tourist attractions remained among the most traditional in their 
lifestyle, and that they preferred the economic self-sufficiency of the commercial 
attractions to federal assistance programs. Once again, select Native people found 
there was an advantage to ‘playing Indian’ for non-Native tourists.
Ethnic tourism expanded its parameters considerably beginning in the 1970s, 
and thus the cultures of Indigenous Americans increasingly came under ‘the tourist 
gaze’ (Hollinshead 44). The negative and unbalanced construction of Indian 
stereotypes — including their portrayal as naked, childlike, willing to share 
anything they possess, unaware of religion and unconcerned with laws or personal 
property (Stedman qtd in Hollinshead, 46) — has been the foundation of tourism’s 
‘communication to incoming tourists of what a “noble” Indian is or wants to be’. 
Unfortunately,
[traditional and mythical constructions by Westerners of what indigenous peoples 
should be, can blind... [people] to an indigenous group or Native community’s present 
day needs. North American Indians are [thus] not appreciated by many Westerners, 
through the White gaze, because they differ from what they ought to be. (58) [my 
emphasis]
Tourism promotions too often continue to promote stale caricatures such as Plains 
Indians, teepees and beautiful Native women dipping their hand into the water’s 
edge. You can see these images on postcards today, as well as Inuit men and 
women posed in historic, primitive settings. On my trip to Skagway, for example, 
postcards of local scenery were interspersed with others situating Native 
individuals within historical contexts, such as one of a young Inuit woman in an 
igloo breast-feeding her baby. North Americans, as well as international tourists, 
continue to pay willingly to see and/or purchase such exotic Native images. These 
images, however, are expected to be romantic, even noble — they certainly are 
not representative of the actual living conditions of present-day Native peoples.
Native peoples have become more vocal and more politically active about the 
process whereby non-Natives appropriate Native images in order to ‘sell the exotic’ 
and make a profit. For example, in March 1999, while attending a traditional 
games workshop in the Northwest Territories of Canada, I heard one Inuit organiser 
argue that they needed to ‘get a copyright for their games’ so that non-Natives 
can be prevented from appropriating the games for profit. Questions were raised 
in 1999, as well, about the appropriateness of the ‘Edmonton Eskimos’ football 
team label, although the team countered this concern by bringing in the Inuvik 
Delta Drummers and Dancers — the real ‘Eskimos’ — to perform as the half time 
show for their opening game. In a somewhat related vein, News/North, an arctic­
wide newspaper, reported on an incident involving Inuit fashion. Donna Karan 
had sent a representative to Fort Simpson, Northwest Territories, to ‘find 
inspiration’ for her clothing line. An Inuit women’s association, Pauktuutit, saw 
this as a two-edged sword: ‘There is no denying the pride in having our creations
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recognised for their beauty and quality,’ said Monica Ell. ‘But on the other hand, 
we see the potential danger of having our traditional designs misappropriated 
without due compensation to the original creators of the product’ (Canton B3). 
Pauktuutit has taken the issue of the amoutiq, a traditional Inuit jacket, to the 
World Intellectual Property Organisation, a subsidiary of the United Nations, as a 
case study under the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, which 
recognises the importance of Indigenous traditional knowledge. ‘I am concerned 
about the cultural and financial appropriation of our collective and individual 
property by an organisation with annual revenues in excess of $600 million per 
year,’ said the president of Pauktuutit (Canton B3).
Cultural Production
S. Elizabeth Bird, in her exploration of Indian constructions, provides the 
following insightful commentary:
The images produced by popular culture play a real role in shaping people’s 
perceptions.... The current wave of Indian images might seem benign — who would 
not want to be presented as perfect, beautiful, and all-knowing? But this benign image 
is deeply impersonal and distanced, once again ignoring Indian people as individuals 
and allowing real Indian people no subjectivity.... Real Indian people are.. .flesh and 
blood, and it is time for popular imagery to recognise their living, breathing presence 
among all other Americans. (11)
She also notes that ‘The ability to define imagery is a consequence of power... [and 
affirms the need for Indians] to begin taking back ownership of the imagery that 
has defined them for the White world’ (6).
Her comments point to aspects of Whiteness which make possible the 
appropriation of Indian images discussed in this essay. Whites in North America 
have historically operated from ‘a location of structural advantage, of race 
privilege’. It has been a very particular, ethnocentric position from which ‘White 
people look at themselves, at others and at society’. Finally, the tradition of ‘playing 
Indian’ has incorporated ‘a set of cultural practices that [have largely been] 
unmarked and unnamed’ (Frankenburg 1).
Native people themselves have provided examples in which cross-cultural 
images and practices can be embraced as culturally appropriate rather than 
appropriated. All-Native sporting festivals, including the World Eskimo-Indian 
Olympics (WEIO) held annually in Fairbanks Alaska, and the international North 
American Indigenous Games (NAIG), both have borrowed aspects of their festivals 
from the non-Native Olympic Games. WEIO, for example, begins each year with 
the five kilometre Race of the Torch. Male and female winners of this race earn 
‘the honour of leading the triumphant opening processional, ceremonial flame 
hoisted high at the beginning of each evening of competition (Lund 37). NAIG 
organisers have created a sacred bundle (comparable to the Commonwealth Games 
baton) and a sacred lance which are run across many reserves on their way to the
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Medals
(Michael Heine)
opening ceremonies. Both festivals have opening and closing ceremonies, and 
award gold, silver and bronze medals. Native organisers for these festivals thus 
have taken aspects of established non-Native multi-sport games and incorporated 
them into their Games in a manner which fits their culture. The images created do 
not produce negative consequences for non-Natives, because there is usually no 
derogatory, stereotypical intent attached to the use of these non-Native cultural 
symbols. Instead, they provide Native athletes with a connection to such practices, 
and thus, by extension, to individuals participating within these mainstream sport 
festivals. Additionally, power relations within North America suggest that even if 
such images were portrayed in a derogatory fashion by Native peoples, these 
actions would have no impact on the everyday lives of non-Natives because of 
their relative position of privilege. This ‘playing White’ on the part of Natives, 
however, is most often labelled ‘assimilation’ when it occurs.
On the other hand there are concrete consequences for Native peoples in North 
America when non-Natives ‘play Indian’ for Native peoples in North America. 
Non-Natives who perform stereotypical Native actions — such as the Indian 
mascots performing caricatures of Native dances at sporting events — still hold 
on to their non-Native identity when they leave the field. But the non-Native 
preference for fantasy over reality is demonstrated in the controversy over the 
Atlanta Braves. This organisation promotes images of bloodthirsty tomahawk- 
waving savages each time fans chop the air with plastic tomahawks to show their
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excitement at games. However, protests against this stereotype have been dismissed 
by fans, in large part because these fans are used to representing Indians as they 
see fit, as part of a long history of appropriating Indian images and practices for 
non-Native use (Martin 144). Such Indian representations have, through this 
process, become important to non-Natives, for their symbolic and ideological 
value. These images keep non-Native peoples distant from the lived reality of 
Aboriginal life, because non-Native peoples assume they already ‘know the facts’ 
based on their exposure to stereotypic image of ‘Indians’.
This tradition of playing Indian in North America reflects unequal power 
relations, and in particular the ability non-Natives have to appropriate Native 
images and perform them, with no care given to the negative consequences of 
such images for some Native peoples. While select Native performers have 
benefited in some manner from the images being generated, overall these traditions 
have been constructed by non-Natives, to help them create a particular, racialised 
understanding of themselves — of ‘Whiteness’. Appropriation is made possible 
because of the race privilege accorded Whites over Natives in North American 
society, that allows non-Natives to define and market ‘Indian’ cultural practices 
from their perspective; defining ‘Native Americans in fact and fancy as a separate 
and single other’ (Berkhofer xiv). Thus, ‘playing Indian’, which includes but goes 
far beyond sport mascots, has shaped and shapes the White experience. 
Unfortunately, Native peoples ‘playing White’ (often labelled assimilation) also 
reinforces the relative race privilege of Whites over Natives because it does not 
challenge fundamental race relations. Any negative consequences arising for 
Native peoples from either assimilation or appropriation go largely unchallenged; 
again, an indicator of relative race privilege for Whites over Natives.
I agree with bell hooks that ‘what we can’t imagine, can’t come to be’ (176). 
She points out that liberatory struggles — such as the protests against ‘Indian’ 
mascots in sport — are initiated by groups of people seen as objects (that is, as 
the Other) asserting that they are subjects, and that, in the end, they must define 
their reality, shape their identity, name their history, tell their story. As part of that 
process, she encourages those who write about an ethnic group to which they do 
not belong to discuss the ethical issues of their race privilege.8 White North 
Americans need to take her challenge to heart, and continue to identify the ways 
in which our White race privilege plays an active role in the creation, reproduction 
and protection of particular visions of self and Other. It is only after we can see 
and own our role in these relations of power that we can begin to imagine how 
they might be changed.
NOTES
1 In Paraschak 19961 detail the differences in race relations between Aboriginal peoples 
who live in the North versus Southern Canada. The practical consciousness shaped in 
each situation is different, and the broader power relations they share with non-
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Aboriginal peoples varies as well. For example, northern Aboriginal peoples live more 
remote lives situated within race relations which privilege their needs more so than in 
the south of Canada. In terms of sport, this enables them to follow a more ‘traditional’ 
style of sport even when the government is encouraging them otherwise. In Paraschak 
2000, I look at four possible race-gender intersections to identity how race/gender 
relations — and the power relations shaping them — lead to differing possibilities for 
Aboriginal gendered identities. These intersections include race embedded within 
gender relations, intragender racial hierarchies, explicitly symbolic race/gender 
relations, and race/gender relations symbolic of the ‘Other’.
2 The April 1993 issue of Sports and Social Issues, dedicated to ‘Mascots and Team 
Names’, included three articles that explored tribal names and mascots, protests against 
the use of these mascots, and the cultural performance attached to the use of sport 
mascots. It also included an informative introduction, entitled ‘The Real Red Face of 
Sports’ (11).
3 Browenstein (2000) explores recent attempts by American Native students at the 
University of North Dakota to eliminate the use of ‘Fighting Sioux’ as the name of 
their athletic teams, and their failure to do so because a university benefactor threatened 
to halt the construction of a promised $100 million building he was funding if the 
name, logo and slogan were eliminated.
4 A ‘dreamcatcher’ is a small, often circular, hoop, sometimes made of willow, with a 
web, made of sinew or thread, that ‘catches’ good dreams as you sleep. A hole in the 
centre allows the bad dreams to escape so they do not bother the individual. Other 
interpretations claim that the bad dreams get caught in the web and are burned away 
at first light (thus they are hung by a window where the sun will strike them). This 
item exists in some Aboriginal cultures, but had been appropriated by mainstream 
North Americans — especially New Agers — as a meaningful, Aboriginally-based 
cultural item that can be used to enhance non-Aboriginal spirituality.
5 Francis (1992) makes clear in the introduction that his book is about the images of 
Native peoples that Canadians have manufactured: what he labels the ‘Imaginary 
Indian’ or ‘Indian’. Thus when he uses the term ‘Indian’ he is referring to a socially 
constructed, imaginary image of Native peoples.
6 Grey Owl was bom and raised an Englishman who grew up fascinated with North 
American Aboriginal peoples. He left England in 1906 at age 17, headed to Northern 
Ontario and became an accomplished woodsman. In the late 1920s, married to an 
Iroquois woman, he appropriated an aboriginal identity and dedicated himself to 
conservation. He spent the rest of his life writing books and touring to spread his 
message of concern for the wilderness. ‘Everywhere he went he was proclaimed as 
the finest Indian of them all’ (Francis 1992,134). Upon his death in 1938, it emerged 
that he was not, in fact, an ‘Indian’ as he had claimed (Francis 131-41).
7 The Jim Thorpe Indians football team operated like other travelling ‘shows’ at that 
time, booking performances based on the popularity of Thorpe’s reputation , and then 
playing out a ‘cavalry versus “Indians” construction in sport (i.e. a football game that 
pitted a ‘White’ Cavalry team against an “Indian” team that included Thorpe, a 
renowned football player and all-round athlete) to entertain the spectators.
8 Through this paper, I set out to contextualise the privilege accorded Non-Natives in 
their use of ‘Indian’ sport mascots within a broader set of race relations that privilege 
Whiteness in North America. In this way, I have added to the literature exploring this 
issue but have done so in a way that also challenges myself a White middle-class, 
educated, educated able-bodied, heterosexual’ (Paraschak 2000, 153) and other 
non-Natives to know ourselves and acknowledge our privilege relative to Aboriginal 
peoples in North America.
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The Big Koori Sports Carnival. They 
Called it the Olympics
Kathy wrote, ‘After the Olympics, we have a lifetime of memories. Australia is 
celebrating ... in an unprecedented way’. She continued, ‘After the joy, let’s not 
forget the low points of the year,’ these included: no apology from the Howard 
government to the Stolen Generations; the report from the United Nations 
Committee for the elimination of Racial Discrimination; mandatory sentencing; 
the state of Aboriginal health; and the failure of the federal government to sign 
the United Nations Convention for the Elimination of Discrimination Against 
Women’. It is not THE Cathy,1 but Kathy Malera Bandjalan(g)2 editor of the 
Aboriginal and Islander Health Worker Journal. Freeman, she noted, demonstrated 
the dignity, beliefs and strengths of Aboriginal society in being able to survive 
against the odds (2). And pretty good too for a people who, according to the 
Minister for Reconciliation, ‘didn’t have chariots, I don’t think they invented the 
wheel’ {Koori Mail 2).
Catherine did not run for Reconciliation, she ran because that’s what she does. 
The majority of Aboriginal Australians who made their views public expressed 
support for Catherine as well as for the other Indigenous Olympians, like Nova 
Peris Kneebone, Patrick Johnson, Kyle Vander-Kuyp. From the Opening to the 
Closing Ceremony the majority of people, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, who 
engaged with the ‘Oi-Oi-Oi’ feeling of the Olympics, behaved as if Australia had 
every chance to reconcile its past and present relationship to Indigenous nations.
Reconciliation is a government policy which was initiated under the former 
federal Labor government, and continued under the conservative Coalition 
government which came to power in the mid 1990s. The Reconciliation process 
is intended to effect reconciliation between Indigenous Australians and non­
Indigenous Australians to achieve a more harmonious and cohesive society. The 
corporate media pushed the Freeman = Reconciliation point. Cathy Freeman was 
held up by the media as a symbol of the possibility of change and success by 
Indigenous people. In winning her race she became a sign of the success for the 
reconciliation process because the majority of Australia’s different cultural groups 
were seen to support her. This media focus created so much pressure that it drained 
her to a point where she knelt at the end of ‘the race’ to recover enough energy to
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savour her win. The Australian Broadcasting Corporation3 (ABC) was much more 
contained, with the ‘Daily Olympian,’ on September 26th reporting after her win 
‘the Olympian has deliberately said very little about Freeman in the running of 
this race. We figured the rest of the press was making up for our sins of omission. 
After last night there is really not a lot more that needs to be said. The run was as 
emphatic a statement as anyone needed made’ (Online).4
Was it such an emphatic statement? If so, how does one account for the 
Aboriginal Tent Embassy protest in Victoria Park in the inner city borough of 
South Sydney, the state capital?5 Or The Mayor of South Sydney threatening the 
removal of the Tent Embassy.6 Or the Government’s line being put in a media 
conference?7 This is the same media briefing where the person who had not been 
invited until the last minute, Geoff Clark, Chairman of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC)8 spoke up about the realities of Indigenous 
life in Australia. It appears that Australian society is locked in by the dominant 
culture view that if one Aboriginal woman runs a race that is ‘enough said’.
The media’s representation of the Olympics, apart from a few notable 
exceptions such as Debra Jopson of the Sydney Morning Herald, did not come 
close to an appropriate reflection of Aboriginality or Indigenous life. NBC, the 
American broadcaster, for example, described Cathy Freeman as an Australian 
‘Maori’. Maori people are Indigenous people of New Zealand and this illustrated 
the lack of knowledge of Indigenous Australians by many media organisations 
and their representatives.
I attended the Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games and sat in wonder at 
the display. But where were we as Indigenous people, except in some stereotypical 
representation, where a petite blond, non-Indigenous girl was lifted up and 
portrayed as the typical Australian. The ‘kylette’9 was surrounded by a mix of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural ‘bits and pieces that locates the 
majority of Aboriginal people in a past that does not reflect our contemporary 
way of life or the differences in our lived experience. Neither the greeting by 
Sydney Aboriginal Land Councils nor the welcoming song by the Aboriginal 
performer Deborah Cheetham was broadcast. These are recognised representatives 
of the city’s Indigenous communities, but they were not given the international 
acknowledgement they deserved. The Olympic Games were held on Aboriginal 
land with which Indigenous people of Sydney have a connection that goes back 
thousands of years. The international telecast of the Opening Ceremony focused 
on more generalised and often more non-urbanised notions of Indigenous 
Australians. Are we not Aboriginal enough to be seen if we live in the city with 
the largest Indigenous Australian urban population?
Upon leaving the Opening Ceremony with my friends I bumped into a non­
Aboriginal man who was involved in the organisation of the Opening Ceremony. 
He was excited, as we were, and declared what a great success it had been. He 
asked me what I thought of the participation by Aboriginal women from remote
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desert areas in the show. I responded by affirming how it was great to see a group 
of women who would hold so much traditional knowledge of THEIR community. 
He interrupted, ‘but these are real Aborigines!’ I stood mute as he wished us 
‘Good night. Have a great Olympics’. I looked to one of my kinswomen in the 
group and any flickering hopes we might have held for change were extinguished. 
He failed to understand that Aboriginal people who live in urban environments 
maintain traditional beliefs and practices albeit often invisible to those who do 
not have a close connection with urban Indigenous communities. Although we 
may not dress in the same way or have the same skin tones of some of our more 
remote brothers and sisters it does not mean we are less Aboriginal. It is extremely 
disturbing for urban Aboriginal people to find racial authenticity being equated 
only with colour.
Many of the international media however seemed very keen to try to produce 
an accurate representation of Indigenous Australia. In the Centre where I work 
we were contacted by journalists (print and electronic) from around the world, 
Finland, Malaysia, Canada, Japan, USA, United Kingdom, France and so on. 
Some of the University of New South Wales’ Aboriginal Research Centre staff, 
Katrina Thorpe and Shirley Gilbert, assisted the NBC TV team to correct some 
interesting errors on their website where Catherine Freeman was described as an 
Australian Maori. Well, some still believe that all Indigenous people in the Pacific 
are the same. We answered questions about mandatory sentencing, reconciliation, 
the stolen generations (with an ‘s’), health, education, alcoholism, violence, and 
how we perceive our future. Some of us felt that we were getting another message, 
with just as much effect, around the globe as, the highly recognised ‘bum, baby, 
bum’ statement of the late Kumanjay Perkins.10 Jenny Pryor, ATSIC Commissioner 
for North Queensland, said of the Australian media, ‘there has never before been 
such a sustained period of overwhelmingly positive media coverage of and about 
Indigenous people — as there has been for Sydney and Australia’ (Public Address).
It is deeply disturbing that this has not been sustained and that the media 
strives to find ways to insert a negative image of Aboriginal people. An Aboriginal 
woman from Brisbane was in the headlines in relation to a criminal matter, not 
long after the Olympic Games ended, and a reporter announced that a solicitor 
representing her was from the Aboriginal Legal Service. This is a common mse 
by the media to identify Aboriginal people in legal matters, despite codes of 
behaviour agreed to by various bodies not to racially identify those involved in 
criminal matters. One does not read or hear statements that a ‘white lawyer’ is 
representing ‘a white person’. To the rest of the world Australia has the appearance 
of having run the ‘race for Reconciliation’ and it was won by one Aboriginal 
woman, which according to an ABC commentator is ‘enough said’. In Garry 
Linnell’s article for the Good Weekend Magazine, ‘Olympic Souvenir Edition’ in 
October he commented on Catherine Freeman’s achievement and recovery from 
the emotion of the win with: ‘Later, there is the medal ceremony and recognition
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of how these Games have changed another fact of Australian life. At last, everyone 
knows the words to the national anthem’ (41). Reconciliation was not the success 
for Linnell: it was the crowd memorising more than the chorus of ‘Advance 
Australia Fair'. Now, Australians do not have to feel ashamed of this strange 
musical refrain nor their previous inability to recall it.
At the ‘Post-Olympics Post-Mortem’ discussion hosted by the Research 
Institute for Humanities and Social Sciences, at the University of Sydney in 
November 2000, the panelists were asked to comment on the question of whether 
‘we are mature enough to countenance pride and shame?’ My response was that, 
‘we certainly are!’ On the front page of the Aboriginal fortnightly newspaper, the 
Koori Mail, of October 18, the headline read, ‘Our mob can do anything!’ The 
lead article was a response to the federal Minister for Reconciliation Philip 
Ruddock’s comments that Aboriginal people ‘didn’t have chariots, I don’t think 
they invented the wheel’ published in a French newspaper. As the Minister 
responsible for Reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Indigenous Australians 
his statement illustrates the lack of understanding of and failure to wholly engage 
in cultural change at the level of government. The response on the front page of 
the Koori Mail did not focus on the Olympics. It pointed out that, whether it was 
lighting the Flame, ‘painting an award winning work of art, contesting one of the 
largest rugby league carnivals in the world, or having the courage to surf the big 
waves of Margaret River in Western Australia, Indigenous Australians are defying 
the odds. Despite making up only 2 per cent of the population, our contribution to 
Australian society is considerable and belies our minority status’ {Koori Mail). It 
was a clear statement of pride, but the struggle for Indigenous Australians is about 
the retention of pride in a society where the dominant culture have institutionalised 
a process of ‘shaming’ Indigenous people.
Juan Antonio Samaranch’s declaration during his speech at the Closing 
Ceremony of the Sydney Games, that it was the best Olympic games in modem 
times, no doubt filled the majority of Australians with pride. It further eroded the 
‘cultural cringe’ which has been so much a part of Australian society and which 
to my mind had its beginnings in the ‘shame’ of being part of and descended from 
a colonising culture. Indigenous Australians feel no shame for being Aboriginal 
but, through the oppression and violations of basic human rights, often sense the 
shame of having to live in disadvantaged circumstances. In this we do not suffer 
a sense of shame rather the reverse. We feel cultural pride. However, we may 
experience the embarrassment of constantly being put on public display in regard 
to our lives, our communities and our experiences.
It is still open to debate as to whether the Olympics enabled non-Indigenous 
people to deal with the shame of colonisation. Peter Garrett, lead singer of the 
socially conscious band, Midnight Oil, and the group Savage Garden, made public 
their feelings, while the Indigenous Australian singer Christine Anu and the 
Indigenous rock music band, Yothu Yindi, added to the significance of this moment
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where Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australian performers showed their support 
for Reconciliation. Pat Dodson, Aboriginal spokesperson and former head of the 
Reconciliation Council declared that, ‘We can have no more of a schizophrenic 
national behaviour where the people celebrate our existence, while those who are 
guided by the political pragmatism of the day deny us the rights to our country 
and the rights to maintain our spiritual strength’ (Online). There was a 
determination on the part of a large number of Australians to ensure that biases 
and prejudices and the legacies of colonisation were not a matter of shame in 
relation to the Olympics. Cheers for the East Timorese contestants was always 
long and loud, encouragement for teams no matter which country they represented 
and presenting a ‘good face’ to visitors were the most obvious efforts on the part 
of the majority of Australians to show the country was mature. However, that 
which forms a nation continues to inform the responses of people to difference, 
whether it is to skin colour, beliefs, cultural expressions or physical factors. While 
the media may to all appearances have treated Aboriginal issues in relation to the 
Olympics with more goodwill than is usual, it is for the most part, as my elderly 
father would say, ‘with a backhanded compliment’, meaning some of the old 
responses still surface.
The same can be said of audience responses to Olympic events, whether they 
were sporting, visual or the performing arts. There are similarities in they way in 
which readers take up a text, for the competence to comprehend it has to be learnt.
Enculturated ethnic readers who understand the referential world of the narrative may 
be distanced by the form of the contemporary novel, a genre inscribed with a complex 
of Western ideas concerning identity, authorship and ways of knowing. Eurocentric 
readers, on the other hand, often fail to understand either the core experience of the 
epistemology and subjectivity represented in ethnic and post-colonial fiction.
(Linton 41)
Transferring this analysis to audience responses during the Olympics reveals that 
most were responding to that which stimulated their sense of having ‘settled the 
past’. For the Olympics is about going beyond the limits and Australian audiences 
were determined to be the best. Their joy at the Opening and Closing Ceremonies 
was very real and engaging. However, one can never know how many amongst 
those many thousands would have subjected themselves to a personal act of 
reconciling Black and White relations, or of reconciling the past and the present 
injustices that continue in Australia.
One was never sure of what Linton calls the ‘enthusiastic embrace’ of the 
audience to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and culture during the 
period of the Olympics. The audience refused to be excluded or left at a distance 
from the performance. The extent to which all had to be embraced led to Aboriginal 
society being characterised as that which is understood only through song, 
storytelling or dance. The present realities of Aboriginal life were removed so as 
not to undermine the dominant culture’s demands of how Aboriginal Australia
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was to be seen in that moment. Ultimately this resulted in the Indigenous 
performance being diluted and (re-)represented so that it became palatable for 
the audiences, both present and those observing through electronic media. What 
did contain some acknowledgement of the lived experience of Aboriginal people 
of Sydney and the realities of our connection with the land was the welcome by 
representatives of the local Aboriginal Land Councils. However, it was not 
considered significant enough to be televised. In analysing the Olympics David 
Williamson came closest to an accurate interpretation of the events.
The truth is that much as it made us feel warm and progressive as we cheered 
Catherine’s victory, we recent Australians have no real right to call her ‘our Cathy’ or 
celebrate her victory deliriously as if it were our own. Until we do complete the process 
of reconciliation, she’s nobody’s Catherine but her own, her family’s and her people’s.
(Williamson 15)
The audience cannot ‘occupy’ (as the land has been occupied) the Indigenous 
performer whether it is in sports, the arts, or elsewhere because the performer has 
the right to set boundaries which must not be invaded. The Olympic Games were 
about overcoming obstacles, endurance, and survival — something that the world’s 
Indigenous peoples have unwanted, but universal experience of.
The moments of the Olympic Games that will stay with me are being seated 
in the stadium at the Opening Ceremony surrounded by my friends, hearing the 
cheer for Catherine Freeman as she stepped up to light the flame, seeing the 
Premier of NSW kneel before Catherine at the Parade of Olympians, and receiving 
the thanks of a member of the international media for explaining about what my 
identity, as an Aboriginal person, means to me. The most emotional experience 
was watching Catherine’s race on television at home, jumping up and down to 
urge her on, cheering at the top of my voice when she won, and hearing my 
neighbours doing the same. That was truly the best Olympics moment ever for 
me.
NOTES
1 Cathy (Catherine) Freeman is an Aboriginal Australian athlete who won a Gold medal 
in the 400 metre women’s track event at the Olympic Games held in Sydney, Australia 
in September 2000. She is the first Aboriginal Australian track athlete to win a Gold 
medal.
2 Bandjalan(g) has a bracketed (g) to indicate pronunciation change.
3 The Australian Broadcasting Corporation is a federal government funded public
broadcasting body. .
4 This website is now closed but was in operation during and post the Sydney Olympic
Games. The site closed in early 2001. .
5 The Aboriginal Tent Embassy was first established in the 1970’s on the front lawn of 
the Federal Parliament House. A group of Aboriginal people and their supporters put 
up tents to protest for Aboriginal land rights. Some of the Aboriginal people who 
participated in the original Tent Embassy and others decided to engage in a similar 
form of protest during the year 2000 Olympics to bring attention to human rights and
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social justice issues effecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians in the 
present. The Aboriginal Tent Embassy (2000) was erected on a public park, which 
had been an ancient Aboriginal meeting ground. The park is on the main road leading 
from the city to the Olympic site along which spectators, athletes and Olympic officials 
travelled during the event. It was a bold statement by Aboriginal people about the 
state of race relations in Australia.
6 The Mayor of the local government authority attempted to invoke state laws to have 
the protestors removed, however the state government did not support his moves and 
the Tent Embassy remained for the duration of the Games.
7 The federal government attempted to use a media conference with national and 
international journalists to put their position of Australia’s human rights record and 
how it had supported the Reconciliation process.
8 The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission was established under a former 
federal Labor government to address Indigenous issues in Australia. It is a mixture of 
a public service structure that has elected representatives from Indigenous Australian 
communities who have input into local, state and nationals concerns of the Commission.
9 Kylie Minogue is an icon for contemporary Australian pop music and was one of the 
main performers at the Opening Ceremony of the Games. She is blond, petite and is 
considered a model of Australian musical success. The young girl who performed in 
the Opening Ceremony mirrored the same attributes of Kylie Minogue.
10 Kumanjay Charles Perkins, was the first international Aboriginal soccer player, a former 
senior Aboriginal public servant and an outspoken activist for Aboriginal rights. Prior 
to the Olympic Games he made a statement which the mass media reported, where he 
declared that Aboriginal people would stage major protests, including that the city of 
Sydney would ‘bum, baby, bum’. It was more a symbolic threat but one that did gain 
media attention.
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MARK O’CONNOR
An Olympic Experiment
In 2000 the Australia Council, the Australian government’s arts funding instrument, 
gave poet Mark O’Connor a $40,000 fellowship, to cover in poetry ‘all aspects of 
the Sydney 2000 Games’. The appointment of the first ‘Olympic poet’ of the 
modem Olympiads brought intense media interest, and unexpected controversy. 
Mark O’Connor comments on the Australia Council’s experiment.
My Olympic adventures began in Greece. In 1991 the Greek government invited 
me to Athens to help celebrate ‘2,500 years of Hellenic Democracy’ (with a few 
gaps). Granted the importance of poetry in that part of the world, and specifically 
to Greek culture, the centre-piece of the celebrations was a sumptuously hosted 
World Conference of Poets. In the course of the conference I made several Greek 
friends, and I learned from them, with mild interest, that they were hoping to see 
the office of Olympic poet revived when Athens next got the Olympic Games. 
When instead Sydney got them first, it occurred to me that there was no need to 
wait till 2004. I have long believed that poets ought to be able to write about 
topical issues, and that one way for poetry in English to compete with that green 
sappy weed the novel, is for it to deal with current issues and news . (I am 
ambivalent about the importance popular culture grants to sport, but ambivalence 
is no bar to literature).
I talked firstly to my friends Judith Wright and Les Murray, both of whom 
encouraged me to pursue the idea of creating the position of Olympic Poet for 
the Sydney 2000 Games. Judith offered to write a letter in support of my 
application. (Les generously disqualified himself as a front runner for the position 
on a technicality, claiming: ‘I can’t stand sport’.) To make a long story short, after 
much political foot work, and with Premier Bob Carr s blessing, the Australia 
Council gave me a large fellowship for the project.
The Australian media were immediately interested. In a year of Olympic 
fervour, the idea of having an ‘Olympic Poet’ turned literature into news, but this 
publicity brought dangers. SOCOG, the powerful autonomous Sydney Organising 
Committee for the Olympic Games, was informed of the Australia Council’s 
decision before it was publicised, and claimed to ‘welcome it; but it soon became 
clear that at least some of their committee were miffed. SOCOG had had a stream 
of PR reverses, and it may have seemed to some of their media people a madness 
to welcome backstage an independent literary writer whose responses they could 
not predict.
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Since I needed ‘backstage access’ to do my job, and since I wanted there to be 
other Olympic poets at future Olympics, I made a point of pushing my case with 
SOCOG through various intermediaries. The Minister for Arts Peter McGauran 
and his Labor opposite number Bob McMullan were among those who did their 
best, but without success. It seemed that this job was going to be as much about 
politics as literature. All my requests for access to athletes, coaches, or ceremonies
— not to mention media passes — were refused on the pedantic grounds that I 
was ‘not a journalist’. When interviewed about difficulties encountered, I made a 
point of explaining to journalists that my situation both was and was not official
— emphasising that SOCOG was under no strict obligation to recognise or help 
me. To my surprise, the media sided strongly with me. In particular, the various 
radio and TV programs of the Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC) 
interviewed me at least three times a week during the three months that I was 
following the Olympic Torch around Australia. The fact that I was almost the 
only person following the Flame who was not with SOCOG’s official party made 
me the sort of independent commentator the media wanted.
I clinched a vehicle deal two days before leaving, and on the last day got a 
‘floor’ put in it, so I could sleep on top of my gear. An advantage of the van was 
that I could have an air mattress blown up in the back, and could simply jump in 
the back and sleep for an hour or two when too exhausted to drive further, which 
means that for a few days I could drive more or less round the clock. Without that 
I would never have got to Uluru on time. [It was from Uluru, Australia’s notional 
centre, on June 8th that the flame was to begin its long and circuitous journey to 
Sydney.] By the time the van was loaded I had only two and a half days to drive 
from Canberra to Uluru. I got only two hours down the track, before I had to pull 
off the road and sleep. I was woken by a call on the mobile phone I had got for the 
trip. Lateline (the ABC TV program) wanted me to write (and read) some poetry 
about the Flame’s arrival for their program of June 8th. That added to the pressure 
to get there safely and on time. I reached Mildura the first night, the top of the 
Bight on the second, and then drove for twenty-two hours (with two one-hour 
naps) due North to reach Uluru at dawn.
I became one of the first independent commentators to report that the Olympic 
Torch Relay was proving a stunning success. SOCOG took a calculated risk in 
sending the torch relay initially through Northern areas, many of which had large 
Aboriginal populations. Yet despite rumblings — including Charlie Perkins’s 
famous claim that it would be ‘Bum, Baby, Bum at the Olympics’ — Aborigines 
not only did not boycott the Olympic Torch but turned out for it in far larger 
numbers than the rest of the population. By the time the relay came back into the 
wet and wintry south and its parades started to get rained on, it was already a 
media-anointed success.
Mind you, the price of this success was regimentation. The ceremonies in 
each town were largely identical. I, and the world-weary man who drove the
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portable sewage block, would hear 200 mayors give the same speech. It began 
‘Today the eyes of the world are upon... ’. It was a form letter. Only the name of 
the town and the shire were allowed to change. One got no sense of the speaker’s 
personality. Yet each country town saw the Torch as something new — and the 
slowly fading towns would support anything that brought them the attention for 
which they had been starved, and helped them resist the pull of those population 
stealing black holes, the cities.
Yet there was plenty to comment on as I followed the Olympic torch for some 
20,000 kms around the continent. The Torch relay was multiculturalism and One 
Nation rolled into one, and each wearing their blandest face. It was also 
globalisation and nationalism in an odd embrace. It was local patriotism and 
sometimes cultural cringe — it was one earth meeting the ideologies of national 
pride. It was ‘us versus them’ meeting the multicultural belief that there can be no 
us versus them. And it was win-at-all-costs meeting ‘respect your enemy’. (As 
Pindar put it: ‘Respect your enemy for what he does wholeheartedly and well’.) 
Sport, of course is an issue on which Australians are deeply divided. Australia 
has more than its share of sports fanatics, yet more people left Sydney for the 
Olympic period than arrived. Perhaps not all of those would have endorsed Barry 
Humphries’ definition of sport as ‘a loathsome and dangerous occupation’; yet 
my observation is that a good 30% of Australians wanted nothing to do with the 
Olympic Games.
The ABC’s regular interviews were wide ranging and unpredictable. I phoned 
in one morning from a public phone, expecting to be asked to talk about Nero, 
who received Olympic wreaths in one ancient Games for three events: poetry, 
song, and chariot racing. Instead they said, ‘We’ve just heard that Judith Wright 
has died. Can you announce her death, and talk about her life and work? At two 
minutes notice I did my best. It was to be a Long Drive punctuated by funerals of 
friends. Three weeks later I was breaking the news to Radio National s breakfast 
listeners of A.D. Hope’s death at 93. Then when I had followed the torch as far as 
Bundaberg on the Queensland coast, National Parks flew me back to Sydney to 
read a poem in St Andrews Cathedral in Sydney at the memorial service for a 
group of their people tragically killed by a fire in Kuringai Chase National Park. 
I was assured my travel worn clothes would be fine among the rangers field 
uniforms, but they looked decidedly odd when I was shown on that evening s TV 
news reading between the Premier and the Governor General.
When I had applied for the grant and promised to follow the Flame, I envisaged 
a leisurely experience of Australia with many side excursions while keeping pace 
with joggers moving at eight kilometres an hour. In reality the Flame was run 
only about fifty kilometres a day (100 runners, doing a half-kilometre each) and 
that’s what the media showed. But when you didn t see the flame, it was sitting in 
a first-class plane seat with a gas mantle on its head, and flying like the clappers. 
I went about twenty miles North of Alice Springs, then turned off to head east for
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two days over gravel roads, getting fuel at cattle stations like Jervois. Local advice 
about this dirt road shortcut was the usual mixture of ‘Don’t even think of it and 
‘a perfectly good road so long as you take it sensibly’. The truth was a bit in 
between, but the Landcruiser van coped, and forty-eight hours later I popped 
back onto the bitumen in Western Queensland.
In the 1956 Melbourne Games Australia worked through the poetic metaphor 
of ‘bringing the Olympic flame from Olympus’ as literally as possible, landing it 
in Cairns and running it straight down the East coast to Melbourne. In 2000 that 
idea had undergone a vast alteration. Instead of ‘bringing the flame’ to Sydney it 
was being carried on a lap of honour around the whole country. The media endorsed 
this change, though there were some grumbles when it made a purely scenic 
detour to Fraser Island. The day consisted of a convoy of 4-wheel drive vehicles 
rumbling around the island with the Flame in a miner’s lamp. Occasionally it 
would stop at some beauty spot, a torch would be lit, twig markers placed on the 
ground, and the runners would get out and carry it around the desired course, so 
that the cameras could show it ‘crossing the lake’ on Fraser Island. Then it went 
back to the mainland.
By the time the Games began in September most of my grant money had gone 
on living, travelling and motor expenses, and I could afford only a handful of the 
exorbitantly expensive Olympic tickets that remained. Sympathetic ABC listeners, 
politicians, and diplomats donated further tickets, but these were mainly for the 
last week. I missed the opening ceremony and most of the first half of the Games, 
and also had no access to athletes or officials. My project was not wholly but 
significantly crippled. SOCOG were inflexible, but by now the international media 
were onto the story. Geraldine Brookes who interviewed me for the Wall Street 
Journal was indignant: ‘I would have cost them nothing to throw you one of 
these’, she said, gesturing to the media pass round her neck and to the hundreds 
of unfulfilled seats in the media section of the stands. Her long front page article 
of 27th September, four days before the end of the Games, brought immediate 
results. A few hours later there was a phone call from IOC President Samaranch’s 
office. ‘How many tickets could I use?’ SOCOG’s opposition vanished. I found 




Fanned by the flail of Pindar’s tongue 
from Olympia’s dry creeks it leapt 
past empires, swift as signal-fire from Troy.
Next it took wing, in a slipstream’s howl, 
approaching the Top End 
of the great scorched Southland 
over the slow arrows of the people smugglers 
glued to ocean’s dark plate, arriving 
where dawn is a curve of primal white 
so distant it seems straight.
The Last Land was waiting, a saucer in darkness; 
its fire-glow lit by a screaming torch of parrots, 
over the dragon-breath plains, 
where desert peoples winnow grass seeds, 
share honey-ants, living 
that perfect democracy whose each citizen 
is a Local Member.
Now the flame is down.
It runs swift as bushfires 
past dry hiss of rock-kissing scales 
that whispers its runners trespass here 
Yet runs on in triumph, borne by those who have sworn 
that honor will not out-run them.
Now the flame runs South 
through the blood-heat places 
where a firm-fleshed human dries like a jellyfish, 
and the bicycling lizard gets up, levitates 
on its blur of legs 
outrunning the bare red earth.
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South, south, past cool morning interludes 
of parrot song and gully chortle 
as any in Australia’s winter, 
further south than Ulysses dreamed could be 
South to Melbourne, that furthest city of Greeks, 
and up to Sydney, that stunning womb of harbor.
The feather-trousered lorikeet, a honey-gathering robot, 
punk colors to the soles of his feet 
stares, briefly amazed, in this land of rainbows 
where the full moon has come to stare.
And a voice beats out 
in the panting heat, 
in restless scud of the thudding heels:
‘No need now to be Greek; 
we are all Earth’s children; our huge future wars 
will be personal, and bloodless.’
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‘Almost the same, but not quite.... 
Almost the same, but not white’ :
Maori and Aotearoa/New Zealand’s 1981 
Springbok Tour
The contradictions exposed by Maori responses to the 1981 Springbok rugby 
tour are clearly seen on the East Coast of New Zealand’s North Island, as they 
were in every other iwi.1 The Springboks were welcomed at Te Poho-o-Rawiri 
marae at the same time as other Ngati Porou, Rongowhakaata and other local 
Maori were spreading broken glass across the playing field at Gisborne’s Rugby 
Park — the visitors were told in no uncertain terms that they would not be 
welcomed again. Others from the region could not see the problem. Rugby great, 
George Nepia, said in 1985 ‘we have got what we wanted — the Maori in All 
Black teams that play in South Africa. I can’t make out why other teams can visit 
South Africa without all the fuss’ (Romanos 39). Other iwi and regions suffered 
similar problems, dissension and uncertainty. The Tai Tokerau District Maori 
Council in the north of the country announced its support for the tour in July 
1980. This prompted a vigorous debate in the Far North and an announcement in 
January 1981 that the Council opposed the tour. (New Zealand Herald 1980a; 
1980b; 1981). In August 1980, the New Zealand Maori Council announced its 
opposition to the tour with two District Councils supporting the tour, three opposing 
it, three unable to decide and one not duscussing the issue (New Zealand Herald 
1980c). Even after the Tai Tokerau Council changed its view in 1981 fewer than 
half the District Maori Councils had taken a stand against the tour. Indeed, there 
is little to suggest that the distribution of Maori support for and opposition to the 
tour was significantly different from the distribution of Pakeha2 support and 
opposition. Among Maori, as across the entire country, the debate was difficult, 
confused and far from clear.
The political struggles surrounding the on-going sporting contact between 
New Zealand and South Africa dominated public protest and pervaded public life 
between 1922 and 1991. Scandal first broke after South Africa’s Springboks played 
the New Zealand Natives (the Maori team) in 1922. It was bad enough that the
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Springboks only narrowly defeated the Maori team (9-8), but the following day 
the local Napier newspaper published a copy of an article sent back to South 
Africa by a correspondent travelling with the touring team. It read:
This was the most unfortunate match ever played. Only great pressure brought to bear 
on the Manager (Mr H.C. Bennett) induced them to meet the Maoris (sic), who had 
assisted largely in the entertainment of the Springboks. It was bad enough having to 
play a team officially designated ‘New Zealand natives’, but the spectacle of thousands 
of Europeans frantically cheering on a band of coloured men to defeat members of 
their own race was too much for the Springboks, who were frankly disgusted.
(Richards 11)
This brought forward a deluge of complaints from Maori and from the 
mainstream newspapers alike. In some cases, the critics of the correspondent, 
Blackett, sought to defend the honour of the ‘noble Maori’ against the South 
African. In other cases, including that of Maori anthropologist, Te Rangi Hiroa 
(Sir Peter Buck), the criticism was that the Maori were ‘not of negroid extraction, 
but of Caucasian descent’, and thus were a higher ‘race’ than South Africa’s blacks 
who should not be compared to them (New Zealand Herald 14 September 1921 
qtd in Templeton 28) In the same article, Te Rangi Hiroa also called for the 
cessation of sporting contact between New Zealand and South Africa until the 
‘colour line’ was removed from South African sport.
Between 1928 and 1960 the New Zealand Rugby Football Union claimed it 
was protecting Maori by refusing to select them as members of All Black rugby 
teams touring South Africa. By 1960 public discontent had grown to the extent 
that there was a major public protest campaign. The terms of that discontent had 
changed by 1970 when the All Blacks next toured South Africa and the South 
African Government had agreed that Maori could be part of the team, as long as 
there were not too many of them and they were not too dark. During the later 
1960s the protest movement internationally had become more explicitly anti­
apartheid: the political demand had become one of isolation of apartheid. During 
1973, in response to the growing anti-apartheid movement the New Zealand 
government cancelled a proposed Springbok tour of Aotearoa/New Zealand citing 
public safety concerns. As a result, ‘sporting freedom’ became a key issue during 
the 1975 general election won by the conservative National Party under Robert 
Muldoon. The All Blacks toured South Africa in 1976, and an invitation was 
issued to tour Aotearoa/New Zealand in 1981. It was the single biggest political 
campaign in post-war Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the largest and most sustained 
anti-apartheid protests outside South Africa as twice a week, for the eight weeks 
of the tour, thousands of New Zealanders took part in nationwide anti-apartheid 
protests.
This essay will examine the question of the relationships between Maori, rugby 
and dominant masculine and colonial identities to explore the contradictory and 
difficult relations between Maori and the struggle against apartheid sport. It
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presupposes post-coloniality, not as a state already achieved in Aotearoa/New 
Zealand, but as a political and cultural mind-set to be sought in a developing bi­
nationalism. Aotearoa/New Zealand should more properly be seen as a post­
colonising society with colonial and post-colonial forms and tendencies coexisting 
(Fleras and Spoonley). In this essay, Aotearoa signifies the colonised elements of 
Aoteraoa/New Zealand and New Zealand the colonising entity. The essay’s four 
sections consider questions of Maori, colonialism, dominant masculine and 
national identities and apartheid, and the role of rugby in that dynamic.
Colonialism, M aori and R ugby
Nicholas Thomas has called for particularist analyses that develop theoretical 
positions clearly relevant to the context of study. In an overview of post-colonial 
writing he suggests that
the field, however, seems less inclined to localise or historicise analysis, than to put 
Fanon and Lacan (or Derrida) into a blender and take the result to be equally appetising 
for premodem and modem; for Asian, African and American; for metropolitan, settler, 
indigenous and diasporic subjects. (Thomas ix)
This problem can be clearly seen in Aoteraoa/New Zealand. It is a colony of 
settlement where the settlers significantly outnumber the Indigenous population, 
but specifically invoke Indigenous characteristics for cultural and state purposes. 
There is little in post-colonial analysis that is clearly applicable to this sort of 
setting where it is the descendents of the metropole who are diasporic, but the 
indigenous people(s) are significantly isolated from the land and other sites that 
inform their being. Sociological, historical, and much political discussion of 
colonial relations in Aotearoa/New Zealand is overwhelmingly primordialist in 
tenor. This means that the bases of ethnic relations are depicted as permanent and 
unchanging — as ahistorical.
Thomas argues that the vision of colonialism as a process of economic or 
political domination legitimised by ideologies of racism does not result in the 
clearest analysis. He argues for interpretations of colonialism as a cultural process 
that does not simply mask relations but actively expresses and constitutes them. 
The smoothness of the process of colonisation is confronted by two sets of 
influential factors: colonialism’s internal contradictions and the intransigence and 
resistance of the colonised.
In Aotearoa/New Zealand, these factors conflate. The intransigence and 
resistance of the colonised accentuate and play out the contradictions of 
colonialism. Although this resistance has been most clearly understood in terms 
of war, Maori cultural resistance was also profound. Despite repeated claims to 
the contrary, imperial and colonial troops were overwhelmingly unsuccessful in 
their attempts to militarily subdue Maori (Belich 1986). As Belich has argued, it 
was the type of war rather than the battles themselves that defeated Maori. Maori
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cultural resistance has also been strong (Walker 1989; Cox 1993). Despite this, 
the impact of colonisation is horrific. Maori were deprived of their land, fisheries 
and other taonga.3 Economic, social and cultural dispossession was, and in many 
areas remains, very high.
This was a predicament few twentieth-century Pakeha saw. They remained 
isolated from Maori communities and few had any direct contact with individual 
Maori until the great Maori urban migration of the late 1950s and 1960s. Few 
even now have significant cultural engagement with Maori. Yet New Zealand 
prides itself on its good ‘race relations’ and Maori imagery is widely invoked in 
depictions of the nation — from the corporate logo of Air New Zealand to the 
opening of the 1990 Commonwealth Games. Thomas points to the tendency in 
colonies of settlement to cherish Indigenous cultures where they are identified 
with the mythological, spirituality and caring for the land. They are held to be 
primordial, metaphysical and natural (Thomas 28-32). In Aotearoa/New Zealand 
there are strong parallels between many sympathetic representations of the ‘native’ 
in the present and the primitivist discourses of earlier times. Culturally dominant 
icons of national identity are firmly placed in the ongoing appropriation of 
‘Maoriness’.
Phillips exposes a countervailing movement in the national imaginary with 
his case that Pakeha masculinity is an underground tendency producing an 
unofficial identity. It is rough and beyond the pale of acceptability (Phillips 1996a). 
That this analysis is Pakeha-specific suggests that colonial relations are 
ideologically gendered. Sara Mills has argued that ‘representations of women 
[were] central to the process of constructing a male national identity in the colonial 
period, but that paradoxically has been based on an excising of women’s 
involvement in colonialism’. This process required that women in the colonial 
exercise remain ‘signifiers, but n o t ... producers of signification’ (Mills 58-59). 
The development of the notion of the colony as female and weaker was associated 
with the exclusion of women from the process of colonisation. Ironically, among 
those labelled female by New Zealand colonialist discourse are those very same 
Maori men who so often defeated the imperial and colonial armies in battle.
The tendency of colonialist discourses to depict (male) natives as violent, 
shifts focus from the Europeans’ own violent colonial role and acts. This attributed 
violence of the male native is juxtaposed to the sexualisation of women. In the 
Pacific, the desirable forms of this sexualisation are restricted to Polynesian women 
(as dusky maidens) while some men (mainly Polynesian) were ennobled through 
classical allusion. The point is that colonialist discourses are not necessarily 
pejorative. Maori were admitted to an upper echelon of the hegemonic order that 
is New Zealand and of ‘native peoples’ as easily civilisable. According to Nicholas 
Thomas, Maori could only ever become, in the words of Homi Bhabha, ‘almost 
the same, but not quite... Almost the same but not white [because] to be Anglicised 
is emphatically not to be English’(qtd in Thomas 1994, 40). The liminal status
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accorded to Maori by the discourse of the noble savage inadvertently produced a 
hybridity which threatened and subverted colonial hegemony. While Bhabha points 
to this sense of liminality, and eloquently argues ‘the difference between being 
English and being Anglicised’, his globalising conclusions of colonial discourses 
as mimicry are not easily applicable to colonial relations in Aotearoa/New Zealand 
(Bhabha 322). Bhabha’s notion of mimicry, at least as it seems to be often applied, 
fails to make sense of ‘native’s point of view’ (Geertz 1977) — in this case, the 
meaning of rugby union within particular Maori networks or communities. This 
criticism does not imply the legitimacy of a particularly Geertzian hermeneutic, 
but suggests the validity of Thomas’ call for particularist post-colonial critiques. 
For Thomas, in the same way that colonial artefacts are appropriated or redefined, 
colonial discourses are also reformed and refashioned in the light of Indigenous 
formations such that ‘they are projected back at Europeans with a variety of serious 
and parodic intentions, and enter into discourses of tribal, customary and national 
identities’ (Thomas 64). There is little in analyses of New Zealand sport that 
points to this discursive reformulation and refashioning. McConnell, for instance, 
has recently noted that ‘Maori have adapted to Pakeha sport with varying rates of 
involvement’, and that colonial social practices have prevailed (230). McConnell 
is right to point to the significant role sport has played in the colonialist disciplining 
of the Maori body, and a more detailed examination of this refashioning and 
reformation than he is able to develop allows the exposure of the challenge posed 
to dominant masculine and national identities by Maori rugby (and other martial) 
success (MacLean 1999).
M aori, rugby and hegemony
Com m entaries on New Zealand rugby tend to operate outside any 
understanding of processes of cultural domination and thus validate patterns of 
social dominance. Spiro Zavos (1992), for instance, holds firmly to notions of a 
rugby community operating a doctrine of inclusion rather than assimilation, 
integration or bribery. He does not see the contradiction between this assertion 
and the evidence he marshals to build his case. The elision of evidential 
contradiction is a key tactic in the construction of hegemonic discourses. This 
tactic, where the force and potency of claims over-ride that contradiction allows 
the naturalisation of ‘common sense’. For instance, Zavos endorses Michael King s 
claim that ‘apart from warfare, the one national activity to which Maoris (sic) 
contributed in a measure resembling their full potential was rugby football by 
pointing to the leadership roles Maori have held in rugby from the outset (King 
1986, qtd in Zavos 1992, 78).
Zavos argues, after King, that rugby provided a place where a positive sense 
of ‘Maoriness’ existed in Maori communities, and where Pakeha could see Maori 
activity they understood and of which they approved. This is a reinvocation of 
Keith Sinclair’s argument that rugby stimulated national pride and brought people
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together. Zavos attacks Phillips as anti-rugby, claiming he sees the sport as the 
cause of brutalised Pakeha men. In making this assertion, Zavos asks why rugby 
did not do the same to Maori men (Zavos 1992, 78). This is an excellent case of 
masculinist and colonialist hegemonic discourse. He ignores the social context 
and the role rugby plays in that framework. He does not ask about the implications 
of King’s comment that Maori only held high public profile in rugby and war, or 
in what sphere of public life Maori were not high profile. In asking what 
characteristics of these spheres facilitate Maori elevation and success, attention 
returns to colonialist discourses on the noble savage and the warrior.
King points to the problem that Zavos ignores. In understanding and approving 
of Maori rugby Pakeha are sustained by the view that Maori, by their supposedly 
savage nature, were expected to fight. Neither war nor rugby requires intellectual 
work or significant social competence, but brawn and physical ability. In 
nineteenth-century social and racial thought, significant elements of which 
continue in the present, Maori were childlike, in need of guidance and direction, 
and incapable of full social membership or citizenship. These myths of empire 
are at the core of Pakeha understandings of Maori and their place in the world.4 
They are the basis of Pakeha perceptions of their/our cultural dominance and 
superiority. Any rereading of the image of Maori that questions these myths 
threatens that perception, and as a result threatens the perceived and actual 
dominance it sustains. Rugby success could be admitted comfortably and Maori 
men granted card carrying membership of the dominant masculinities but for one 
cultural characteristic: as the defeated people, as the colonised, they are feminised 
by colonial discourses.
Rugby’s intimate association with masculine identities is clear in the specific 
creation of a national identity equated with the legitimate form of dominant 
masculinity where the cultural traits of rugby are the core. Obversely, these cultural 
factors also sustain the illegitimate and subversive elements of the ‘hard man’s’ 
masculinity. This association has been stressed and vaunted since the earliest 
discussion of rugby in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In June 1890 Zealandia welcomed 
the development of rugby union stating that New Zealand was no longer ‘a nation 
of milksops, effeminate fops, [and] luxurious dandies’ (qtd in Sinclair 143). We 
can see support for, or involvement in, rugby as a sort of utopian engagement 
where pleasure is derived from watching through fetishistic scopophiliac lens. 
This allows the process of watching to become the invention of the nation and the 
fratriarchal community (Mulvey; Williams 93-119).
There are hints of this psychoanalytic approach in J.O.C. Phillips explanation 
of rugby as a masculinised cultural icon in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Phillips 1996a; 
1996b). Phillips is concerned to explain the nature and basis of Pakeha masculinity, 
and specifically makes it clear that Maori are not part of his analysis. He sees 
Pakeha identity as being formed from two sources: a desire to protect muscular 
power from urban decadence, and a desire to discipline masculine spirit within
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respectable bounds. He points directly to the Victorian ideal where rugby in New 
Zealand was designed to produce the gentleman who was also manly.
Whereas Phillips’ view of rugby sees it initially as disciplining and restricting, 
its conflation with a series of other myths — such as the defeat of the Maori and 
the spirit of the pioneers — makes rugby into a powerful component of the 
dominant ideology. He suggests that after 1971 rugby began to lose its hold on 
the New Zealand male as declining All Black success weakened the sense of 
national pride that accompanied their tours, and as other sources of leisure became 
available. Most significantly, though, the place of rugby in male identity became 
less important as the ‘bloke’ came increasingly under siege by revisions of the 
national imaginary (Phillips 1996a).
Rugby itself inflicted considerable damage and undermined it’s hold on a 
national psyche and identity during this period through a persistent engagement 
with South Africa. The period between 1976 and 1981 was vital to this cultural 
shift. After protest, the 1976 tour went ahead coinciding with the popular anti­
apartheid rising in Soweto. During 1981 the New Zealand was wracked by protest 
against the Springbok presence. The belligerence of the New Zealand Rugby 
Football Union, Prime Minister Robert Muldoon and other sectors of the New 
Zealand elite in advocating, organising and defending contact with the apartheid 
regime was too much for many New Zealanders, and rugby rapidly lost its sheen.
The A partheid C onnection5
The question of ongoing sporting contact with South Africa stimulated the 
biggest mass political movement of the 1970s and 1980s in Aotearoa/New Zealand. 
The only issue to provoke a sense of social division and emotional response at a 
similar level was the campaign for homosexual law reform in 1984 and 1985. 
This in itself is highly significant suggesting a widespread defence of perceived 
forms of legitimate masculinity. Widespread discontent over a range of issues 
from increasing state power to Muldoon’s political style coalesced into action 
against the Springbok tour. Despite these influencing factors the protests were 
against sporting contact with South Africa (King and Phillips 11-12). Opposition 
to apartheid in sport had a long gestation in Aotearoa/New Zealand but only began 
as a specific social movement after 1959.
The 1960 All Black tour of South Africa was a turning point. In this instance 
it was the exclusion of Maori from the touring party that prompted significant 
controversy. The campaign, based around the impact that apartheid was seen to 
have on New Zealand’s race relations, was significant because of the seriousness 
with which New Zealand rugby was viewed and the high degree of Maori support 
for rugby. This controversy was bound in a clash of loyalties towards two crucial 
elements of New Zealand identity: rugby and Maori. In assessing the 1960 tour 
campaign, which was organised around the slogan ‘No Maoris (sic) No Tour , 
Thompson is critical of the leadership for failing to seek international support.
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This meant that the issue was treated as a purely domestic concern harming race 
relations in New Zealand. Under these circumstance it was not possible to connect 
with the emerging international anti-apartheid movement because the issue was 
not South Africa as such, but the preserv ation of New Zealand's alleged high 
quality race relations.
.Although the New Zealand and South African governments thought they were 
making progress, the situation had changed by 1970 with anti-tour groupings 
becoming anti-apartheid and developing strong links to the international 
movement. This produced a fundamental shift in the attitude of New Zealand’s 
anti-tour campaign and in the nature of the debate about sporting contact with 
South Africa. The focus of debate had shifted from whether Maori players would 
be allowed to tour to a concern that sporting contact with South Africa was seen 
to give succour to the apartheid regime and make New Zealand complied in the 
oppression of the Black majority (Lapchick 1975: Chappie 1984, 8-14).
Maori student leader Svd Jackson succinctly expressed this political change 
at a public meeting in the Auckland Town Hall to oppose the 1970 tour. Jackson 
argued that ‘no Maori should go to South Africa for how can we, when seeking 
equality, go to a country7 which actively denies another coloured people the rights 
we either enjoy, want extended or we are striving to achieve for ourselves’ (Chappie 
1984.9). This argument presaged debates to emerge during the 1970s. The key to 
understanding this period, and the passions exposed by the campaign against 
apartheid, is the potency of both identity and affinity7 politics. These political 
forms were played out by both Maori, as in Jackson's speech, and many Pakeha 
in their defence of apartheid and identification with white South Africa. Challenges 
were issued that questioned the naturalised discourses of the New Zealand nation 
and masculinity7 as connections were built between campaigns around domestic 
issues and then extended to those focusing on international concerns. Not only 
was sporting contact with apartheid a concern but also the cultural formation that 
prioritised rugby mores came under increasing scrutiny.
Throughout the 1970s the New Zealand anti-apartheid movement considered 
a wide range of other contact with South Africa both sporting and non-sporting, 
but the cultural centrality of rugby to elites in both countries made it the key site 
of struggle (Nauright and Black 1995: 1998: Grundlingh). Increasing criticism of 
New Zealand's race relations combined with growing international anti-colonial 
sentiment to make any form of contact with apartheid the focus of significant 
attention. South Africa had been isolated by many sports bodies although the 
culturally vital rugby was the last to go and remained in isolation for no more 
than five years (1986-91). South Africa’s sporting policies were increasingly seen 
as fundamentally tainted by apartheid and the mantra that normal sport is 
impossible in an abnormal society was widely adopted. As the cultural, social 
and sporting isolation (that is, all but economic and military contacts) of South 
Africa became more comprehensive during the 1970s, those who stayed within
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the South African laager were seen to both benefit from and provide support to 
apartheid. Accordingly, both the New Zealand Government and rugby 
administrators were seen as complicit in New Zealand’s shame through maintaining 
contact.
M aori, R ugby and A partheid
The background to, and history of, the anti-apartheid movement in Aotearoa/ 
New Zealand until the middle of the 1970s is well known. The commonsensical 
ideology that sport and politics are separate had, and retains, wide support, and 
the cultural significance of rugby made these tours a crucial event for many in 
Aotearoa/New Zealand. New Zealand’s self-satisfied complacency that it was 
still the world’s social laboratory; that it had the best race relations in the world; 
and that women had little about which to complain had been questioned, but little 
else had happened to shake these beliefs. Throughout the later 1970s the 
questioning grew louder and in some specific areas — particularly regarding 
elements of colonial and patriarchal relations — actions defied those certainties. 
The anti-apartheid movement still had only a small core of activists but there was 
an increasingly sympathetic constituency for its message. The factors preventing 
action against the 1956 tour — the dominance of rugby in the national self-image, 
latent racism that made apartheid tolerable, and lack of appreciation for anti­
colonial and Black nationalist feeling — had weakened (Pearson 1979). Rugby 
remained a crucial, if weakened, element in the predominant national identity, 
but increasingly public discussion of racism in New Zealand and several years of 
high profile activity around anti-colonial issues had severely undermined the hold 
the other two factors had over political opinion.
These circumstances and the growing international isolation of South Africa 
made apartheid a key issue. Other concerns arose during the 1970s. Rising 
unemployment and increasingly restrictive immigration controls had led to 
concerns about Pacific Island ‘overstayers’ resulting in deportations, dawn raids 
on Pacific Island households by Police and immigration officials, and Pacific 
Islanders being questioned in the street (Ross; Fleras and Spoonley 197-201). 
Yet in 1978, Immigration Minister Frank Gill defended policies that allowed 
migration by Rhodesian and South African whites on the ground that they were 
‘our kith and kin’ (MacDonald). Gill’s comments reinforced the impression many 
people had that state policies were becoming increasingly racist.
By the end of the 1970s, the campaign against contact with apartheid therefore 
combined a number of elements facilitating broad support. It retained a strong 
focus on an international issue while prioritising the issue of race (at home and 
abroad) and also targeting rugby union as central to the campaign. In combining 
these dynamic elements, the anti-apartheid movement could draw support from 
those focusing on international concerns, women critical of patriarchal and 
fratriarchal cultural mores, and Maori seeking to focus on issues of domestic
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racism, as well as build support for larger black struggles. In addition, the 
increasingly comprehensive international isolation of the apartheid regime and 
the strengthening boycott movement multiplied the number of sports people 
opposing contact, albeit often from self-interest. Others were concerned that New 
Zealand was increasingly out of step with world opinion and risked becoming a 
pariah, especially in a world where market diversity was crucial for an exporting 
nation. Finally, the tour was to be held in an election year: an election it was 
widely expected National Party would lose (Shears and Gidley 1981; Newnham 
1981).
The questions of apartheid rugby, dominant masculine and national identities 
and the clamour of socio-political and cultural change converged around 1981 
but dissolved rapidly soon after. An analysis of these events and the question of 
Maori rugby can inform and develop a post-colonial understanding of Aotearoa/ 
New Zealand. T.P. McLean places his understanding of the role of Maori rugby 
firmly in the hegemonic discourses centred on the myth of the best race relations 
in the world. In discussing the 1888-89 New Zealand Natives tour of Britain he 
argues
That, surely, was one of the romantic developments of all sport — the mingling, within 
so short a space, of natives and newcomers in an expedition which, while not truly 
representative, identified New Zealand Rugby to the world long before any other 
nation’s game had become known outside its own shores. How different might have 
been the history of South Africa, one cannot help thinking, if the peoples native to 
that country had been permitted and encouraged, as were Maoris (sic), to join the 
sport brought in by the foreign settlers. (McLean 11)
His argument is a common case in rugby writing. He sees rugby as a tool not for 
making one people, but ‘two peoples mutually growing and mingling and 
concentrating their efforts into the good of one community — of which a not- 
insubstantial part was to turn out to be Rugby’ (McLean 11). Zavos has made the 
same case in a discussion of the form and nature of the anti-apartheid movement. 
He argues that rugby has traditionally been more inclusive. In doing so, he quite 
properly points to the exclusion of Maori from hierarchies of the state, from 
leadership positions in the church (failing to note that the Anglicans have had a 
Maori Bishop of Aotearoa for many years) and argues that the major anti-apartheid 
organisations ‘never had Maori in leadership positions’ (Zavos 1986, 192-93). In 
making this argument, Zavos assumes that HART and CARE6 equalled the anti­
apartheid movement. This was not the case. These organisations certainly provided 
the structural core, but every other major protest action since the 1960 All Black 
tour saw the development of broad oppositional coalitions where Maori played 
key leadership roles.
The dominant ideological theme running through these discussions of the 
Maori-rugby nexus is one which is shaped by and shapes colonialist discourses. 
These discourses seldom include any discussion of questions of masculinity, or
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even any hints that these issues may be a concern in developing analyses of the 
contours of colonialism in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In maintaining these silences, 
popular rugby writing grants legitimacy to the all-one-people view of New Zealand. 
Zavos stresses rugby’s inclusiveness while McLean highlights the ‘natural gifts 
of strength, courage and audacity’ which have seen Maori readily and successfully 
‘assimilated into and [become] proficient at rugby’ (McLean 13). In these ways 
the potential challenge to dominant masculinities of Maori rugby proficiency is 
circumvented. This silence also allows Maori men to claim a place, or at least 
indicates that a place may be available, in that dominant masculine formation. It 
thus accounts for significant elements of their silence and ambivalence over rugby 
contact with South Africa.
Pakeha analysts have tended to see the 1981 tour in ways that do not give 
significance to this complex colonial relationship, if they even recognise Maori 
support for the tour as in part a product of the complex patterns of colonialist 
making of meaning. Maori are assumed to have supported the 1981 tour on the 
same basis as the rest of the population, such that ethnicity is not a factor in the 
reasons for tour support or otherwise. Ethnicity does not appear to have been a 
factor in opinion surveys. The position of Maori is only a minor part of Geoff 
Fougere’s highly influential early analysis of the tour campaign, and is based in 
economic rather than colonial relations (Fougere). For Fougere, understanding 
the 1981 tour rests on questions of national and gendered identities where social 
changes mean that rugby is no longer seen as a valid basis for national identity.
The 1981 tour is a metaphor of the Muldoon era with its complex but essentially 
paternalistic ethnic politics. Fougere’s argument that opinion on the tour did not 
conform to the ‘usual map of New Zealand opinion’ does not allow a deep reading 
of the issues or the debates. (Fougere 12). It is limited because it fails to engage 
with New Zealand’s colonial existence — a key factor underpinning the ‘usual 
map’. The proposition that ethnicity and colonial relations were not an issue in 
tour support does not mean that there is not an issue to consider. The very fact of 
the potency of All Black-Springbok rugby makes colonial heritage and colonial 
relations a vital part of the nostalgic basis of tour support.
NOTES
1 Tribes, although iwi may also be used for bone, strength, people or nation.
2 Pakeha are New Zealanders of European descent. The term is highly contested.
3 Taonga is best translated as ‘treasures’, and carries with it a sense of more than material 
assets. Language, for instance, is held to be a taonga. Less obviously, the practice of 
the use of taiaha — sparring with spear-like wooden shafts — was recently described
as a taonga (McConnell 231). .
4 This view is becoming widely accepted, and has been forcefully advanced in Belich,
1986: 291-335; 1996: 213-17, 229-46.
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5 There is no good single history of anti-apartheid struggles in Aotearoa/tNew Zealand. 
This synopsis is drawn from Thompson 1964, Thompson 1975, Templeton 1998, and 
Richards 1999. Other references are included where necessary.
6 HART— originally the Halt All Racist Tours — movement combined with the National 
Anti-Apartheid Council in 1980 to become HART: the New Zealand Anti Apartheid 
Movement. It was a single issue campaign group opposing any form of contact with 
South Africa. CARE — the Citizens Association for Racial Equality — was formed in 
the early 1960s. It had a broad mandate, campaigning on a wide range of anti-racist 
issues. HART and CARE were the institutional core of anti-apartheid campaigns in 
Aotearoa/New Zealand, but were not in any sense the movement.
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An Empire of Good Sports:
Roger Casement, the Boer War, and 
James Joyce’s Ulysses
As one critic has tersely put it, ‘It is time it was more widely recognised that by 
the late nineteenth century sport lay close to the heart of British imperial culture’ 
(Mangan 1). He goes on to say that while certain aspects of this connection have 
been rehearsed, ‘the significance of this ideology in the context of the British 
Empire should never be underestimated’, and it is questionable whether it has yet 
been sufficiently appreciated. He describes ‘this ideology’ as follows: ‘A potent 
education ideology known as athleticism evolved in response to a late Victorian 
obsession with character and imperialism’ (Mangan 3). Others speak to its 
twentieth-century manifestations, as, for example, in the evolution of the practices 
of fitness (Hargreaves). Certainly there has been quite a lot of treatment of Empire 
ideologies and their consequences in this last wave of critical debates around the 
postcolonial, nationalisms and transnationality. At the heart of these debates is 
the idea of fitness — national, racial, sexual, moral — and athleticism, or more to 
the linguistic point, sport, the apt metaphor for this ‘condition’. Sport is 
performative in any number of grammatical ways: it is a noun in two senses, not 
only to do with physical practice but spiritual mettle; it is a verb — the donning 
of clothing or attitude; it is both adjectivally and nominally characterological. 
The empire has represented itself through good sports, metonymised in the idea 
as much as in the game of ‘cricket’ which was perhaps the most effective of 
Britain’s imperialist exports. C.L.R. James suggested that cricket was delivered 
and received as the ‘stylised epitome of a moral order and the metaphoric essence 
of a cultured civilization’ (Mangan 7).
In this essay I wish to discuss one ‘bad’ sport (Roger Casement), one good 
sport (Leopold Bloom) and the sport that is war (Boer War). What brings them 
together is James Joyce’s Ulysses in its considerations of the idea of fitness, in 
literary and other terms. For while Ulysses is centrally concerned with challenging 
conventions governing reading and form, it does so through the tropes of national 
character. The linchpin of the various sports mentioned above is manliness or 
the fit body: of Casement as Irish martyr/homosexual, Bloom as Irish Jew and the 
Boer War in its constructions of nativism and Englishness. (Even Ulysses as fit 
novel’ is implicated here.) In each case, national character is at stake: the production 
of the ‘genus Britannicus' (Mangan 1), in the context of these particular figures.
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Finally, this essay employs the metaphorology of sport more than its physical 
practices.
A figure in whom this volatile metaphorology is crystallised is Roger Casement 
(1864-1916), the Irish traitor/hero, who, when nearing his execution by the British 
for the crime of treason, was reported to have said that he would have to go 
through the ‘old ordeal of “dying for Ireland’” (Sawyer 132). Casement was tried 
for his enlistment of German support and arms for the legendary 1916 Irish Easter 
Rising. But what has made him a subject of particular interest recently has to do 
with the murkiness of the charge (see, for instance, Linguafranca's recent article, 
‘Who Framed Roger Casement?’). As a British subject in the service of the Foreign 
Office, Casement had several times submitted critical reports against the unjust 
treatment by imperial powers (British, Belgian and Boer) of native populations 
of places in which he was stationed. It seemed, however, that neither his acts as 
British subject nor Irish national were sufficient to condemn him, for as becomes 
clear from all the records, it was finally the charge of homosexuality, gleaned 
from his diaries, that would clinch the case against him. As a result, he would not 
be deemed fit for the martyr role by a jury of his Irish peers who would have to 
recuperate him before giving him a proper hero’s place.
Although the Boer War was over by 1902, it seems to haunt Ulysses. It becomes 
an emblem of split allegiances and ambivalent national assertions. Ireland was, 
of course, in its own right a British colony, and Joyce makes Ulysses, set on June 
16,1904, a story about a kind of national schizophrenia. Because Joyce purportedly 
set that date in conjunction with the day he met his lifetime partner, Nora Barnacle, 
readers sometimes ignore or forget the other ‘romantic’ myths that attend this 
moment in the histories of Dublin and Ireland — those of national aspirations. 
Ulysses interrogates the relationship between the ideals and the agendas of 
nationalist politics, what appears to be the Janus face of such liberatory movements. 
He does so in large part through the elusive character of Leopold Bloom, an Irish 
Jew of various — some think dubious — background and allegiances. Joyce chose 
this kind of figure, I believe, not only because of the historical impress of ‘the 
Jew’ in these terms of national liberation and self-realisation, but also because of 
the analogue ‘the Jew’, Jewishness, and, especially in that historical moment, 
Zionism, provided for the Irish. Bloom is certainly the novel’s hero, but his 
‘heroism’ is always attenuated by his sacrificial status as scapegoat Jew, both 
historically and locally. In fact, as the novel insists, romantic national myths are 
always peppered with sacrificial acts rewritten as martyrdom; the ambivalent figure 
of the Jew in relation to Jesus Christ, for example, provocatively underscores this 
catachrestic exchange. The novel piles up analogues with such figures of heroism/ 
sacrifice to dramatise the volatility of national(ist), religious and even literary 
imperatives. (There are, after all, the heroic and the popular literary traditions, 
the first worthy of regard and reproduction, the other of discarding.) Someone 
like Roger Casement fits neatly into this paradigm, as we shall see.
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It is almost always the case in the novel that when the Boer War is mentioned 
it is in conjunction with, however obscure, a reference to Zionism (or Jewish 
oppression), roughly analogous with Irish and Boer nationalist movements. As 
the novel displays, this set of analogues is shot through with ironies whose nexus 
is more likely British colonialism. The Irish, as one historian put it, were ‘bitterly 
pro-Boer’, which in a phrase articulates the psychic reservoir of such support, a 
kind of ‘therapeutic anglophobia’. There were volunteer Irish brigades in the 
Transvaal; John MacBride, the Irish nationalist later executed for his part in the 
Easter Rising, led one of them, while his wife, Maud Gonne was at home rallying 
the troops, in both a military and domestic sense.1 This support for the right of the 
Boers in South Africa becomes a battle cry of national aspiration, but the analogue 
is clearly misplaced or even displaced, since the record of Afrikaner treatment of 
the indigenous populations of the lands they had, after all, occupied, was far 
worse than that of the English there. By displaced, I mean that in supporting the 
Boers, the Irish can achieve a kind of double or semi- position of colonised and 
coloniser, of underdog and imperialist. For as we see in Ulysses, the disdain for 
the so-called ‘native’ is palpable, and therefore a form of disavowal is at work in 
the alliances formed there. Casement himself would have been out of line with 
this sentiment, being critical of the Boer government. His nativist allegiances 
with the Irish did not extend in this case to a pro-Boer position, an essentially 
anti-British one.
In 1966 — on the 50th anniversary of the Easter uprising and Casement’s 
execution — the Irish reclaimed Casement’s remains from the English prison 
where he was buried. Perhaps, as Enda Duffy has pointed out, Yeats, in his poem 
the ‘The Municipal Gallery Revisited’, (1937), was the first to redeem Casement 
by animating and placing him in a reimagined Ireland, now ‘terrible and gay’. In 
both acts of reclamation — Yeats’ poem and the physical transfer of the body (as 
Duffy also points out) — the gaze remains upon Casement’s body, it, like Ireland, 
needing exhuming by those who would sacrifice the body in question to the martyr 
cause (Duffy 104—6). In needing to prove false what had nailed shut the treason 
case of Sir Roger Casement — his disease of homosexuality, as it was called 
the Irish by implication take a British view of Casement and themselves. Instead 
of dismissing the charge as a ruse to deny Casement’s nationalism and heroism, 
and thereby through a kind of projection on to him, British transgressive, positively 
‘ungentlemanly’ behaviours, the Irish buy into the British reading and, by 
association, defend themselves as well as Casement against the charge of unfitness, 
or even unmanliness. In wanting to prove him ‘fit’ to die for his country, they 
make particularly ironic Casement’s characterisation of himself as an embodiment 
of the Irish Nation awaiting ritual sacrifice’ (Sawyer 129), aka, mother Ireland.2
Casement, as Duffy and others point out, is the perfect insurgent subject of 
ambivalence, ‘exposing the split between native and colonised versions of that 
subject’; a (pre) figure of ‘contradictious loyalites and politics (Duffy 103, Caserio
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140). Yeats describes Casement, in the portrait of him standing trial, as ‘half 
hidden by the bars’; it is the hidden half, a shifting property, that aligns him 
uneasily with an array of figures. One of those figures is Arthur Griffith, father of 
the Sinn Fein movement, proponent of Irish separatism and editor for a period of 
the nationalist newspaper of the period, the United Irishman. Griffith appears in 
the next line of Yeats’ poem and in and out of line with Casement in terms of their 
Irish national positions.
Around me the images of thirty years:
An ambush; pilgrims at the water-side;
Casement upon trial, half hidden by the bars,
Guarded; Griffith staring in hysterical pride;
Kevin O’Higgins’ countenance that wears 
A gentle questioning look that cannot hide 
A soul incapable of remorse or rest;
A revolutionary soldier kneeling to be blessed;
(‘The Municipal Gallery Revisited’, W.B. Yeats)
Casement is mentioned once in Ulysses in the Cyclops chapter, there too, as 
in Yeats’ poem, in at least typographical alignment with Griffith. Cyclops (Chapter 
12) plays a key role in any discussion of the politics of nationalism in the novel. 
It takes place in Barney Kieman’s pub where the ‘Citizen’, drawn on a well- 
known nationalist figure of the day, Michael Cusack (founder of the Gaelic Athletic 
Association (1884), which banned participating in and watching ‘English ‘ sports) 
is associated through the Odyssean parallel with the powerful but blinded Cyclops, 
and holds forth against all that he determines as unlrish, most notably here, Leopold 
Bloom. The chapter is infused with interpolations of cultural myths and journalistic 
accounts of national battles, small and large, to weave its parodic narrative, or, to 
heuristically illustrate the inescapable interventions into the stories that constitute 
national identities. The Citizen comes off as a representative self-righteous bully, 
Bloom as a heroic shlemiel. The chapter makes us wonder what is wrong with the 
picture of two ‘victims’ of history facing-off in this way.
In one section of the chapter, the ‘boys’ in the pub are wondering whether a 
racist skit that appeared in the United Irishman that day, read out here by the 
Citizen, was penned by Arthur Griffith, that other bully-nationalist par excellence. 
The skit involves the exchange between a Nigerian Alaki visiting England and 
Queen Victoria (12.1509-33). (The papers reported the visit to England of the 
Alaki of Abeakatu, a leader of a small province in western Nigeria, misrepresented 
in the chapter and/or Griffith’s parody as a Zulu chief — all are Africans alike?) 
While the Alaki is mocked in the passage as a colonial lackey subject — ‘he 
tendered his best thanks to Massa Walkup (Lord Walkup on Eggs)’ — the English 
queen too is demeaned by the association with the native chief. He refers to her in 
the parody, at least, as ‘the white chief woman, the great squaw Victoria’. This 
certainly makes a further mockery of the African as his epithets for the queen
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conflate him with the most caricatural of natives, the native American, well known 
to the Irish through the Wild West narratives that had become standard fare in 
Joyce’s Dublin. But those epithets also serve to capture the queen, to colonise 
her, you might say, by the discourse of the ‘native’, a reversal sought by the Irish 
and effected by Griffith’s words. What brings on the Citizen’s reading of the skit 
is a series of associations having to do with misuses and misreadings of the holy 
word, beginning with Bloom’s homily about ‘love’ just moments before. His 
outburst is prompted by a sense of danger around the question of his affiliations. 
(This is one of the most oft-quoted passages from Ulysses, in which Bloom 
responds to the Citizen’s question — ‘what is your nation?’ — ‘Ireland, says 
Bloom. I was bom here’. [12.1430-31].) As Jew, he is unfit to sermonise, to use 
the holy word, regardless of what he preaches, just as ‘sanctimonious’ Cromwell, 
who comes next in the series, practices a hypocritical piety in his injustices against 
the Irish — putting ‘the women and children of Drogheda to the sword with the 
bible text God is love pasted around the mouth of his cannon’ (12.1507-9). 
Both Victoria and the Alaki by association here are ‘heathen’ abusers of the word, 
appropriating the bible for their political aims: she has given him an ‘illuminated 
bible, the volume of the word of God and the secret of England’s greatness’; he is 
represented as ingratiating to the English crown. Fitness to rule, it becomes 
ironically clear, is sanctioned by God himself, as are the various injustices against 
the native Irish — or, in Cromwell’s terms, the ‘barbarous wretches’ (Gifford and 
Seidman, annotation for 12.1507-9).
Unholy alliances and sanctimonious derision lead directly to Casement, who 
is mentioned in conjunction with the speculation about British colonial practices 
in Nigeria, a British protectorate in 1904. Casement is, for one thing, the person 
who reported on the Belgian’s mistreatment of the Congolese while in the employ 
of the British government, even though in the context of the pub what is important 
about him is his very own nativism. ‘He’s an Irishman,’ says the Citizen. His 
identification as such at this moment aligns the men in the pub with those who 
would expose the British/coloniser’s injustices against natives, native like 
themselves; therefore also aligning them, the Irish, with African blacks, Zulus, 
Congolese, Nigerian natives (it is perhaps notable in this context that the damning 
diaries were called the Black diaries). This is an uneasy alignment which the 
grammar of the rest of the passage and the development of the ideas of national 
identity and nativism in the rest of the chapter illustrate:
_Well, says J.J., if they’re any worse than those Belgians in the Congo Free State
they must be bad. Did you read that report by a man what s this his name is?
— Casement, says the citizen. He’s an Irishman.
— Yes, that’s the man, says J.J. Raping the women and girls and flogging the natives
on the belly to squeeze all the rubber they can out of them.
— I know where he’s gone, says Lenehan, cracking his fingers.
— Who? says I.
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— Bloom, says he. The courthouse is a blind. He had a few bob on Throwaway and 
he’s gone to gather in the shekels.
— Is it that whiteeyed kaffir? says the citizen, that never backed a horse in anger in 
his life.
— That’s where he’s gone, says Lenehan. I met Bantam Lyons going to back that 
horse only I put him off it and he told me Bloom gave him the tip. Bet you what you 
like he has a hundred shillings to five on. He’s the only man in Dublin has it. A dark 
horse.
— He’s a bloody dark horse himself, says Joe. (12. 1542-58)
The identity of ‘the man’ in this passage is a bit elusive, a shifting subject. At the 
very least, he is a conflation of Casement and Bloom, but also of the nationalists 
and the natives. More on this shifting subject in a moment.
Here and throughout the chapter we have the topics of the exploitation of the 
natives, parasitism (Lenehan), and degeneracy (‘Bloom is a “perpetrator” of frauds 
of every sort’). Griffith would, of course, be a likely candidate for the authorship 
of that piece of racist journalism. He often used the United Irishman, what became 
the official arm of Sinn Fein, for exactly such purposes. What puts Griffith on the 
same page with Casement is ostensibly their common Irishness and finally — 
both British subjects — their anti-Englishness. But they would have found 
themselves at odds on the subject of Irish nativism. (Not to mention that Casement 
was a Protestant, like the late nineteenth-century statesman Irish Charles Stuart 
Parnell and the late eighteenth-century rebel Robert Emmet, whose undoing was 
attributed more often to their sexual rather than political improprieties; they are 
‘worth wiping your ass with’, as are the leaves of the Protestant bible given to the 
Alaki by the white chief woman.) Griffith’s stand on the Boer war makes this 
difference plain.
Griffith’s journalistic campaigns in favor of the Boers were laced with anti­
Semitic sentiment, something for which he was notorious. The English were 
‘uitlanders’ (technically, non-native outsiders), as were the Jews, their financiers 
(of course, in the rhetoric of the Boers or the Afrikaners, so were the Irish). In 
many essays during this period, his anti-Semitism became virulent, almost 
hysterical, and I believe that the shift in valence from one characterisation to the 
other is culturally relevant here. In a well-known piece written for the United 
Irishman in (Sept. 23) 1899, called ‘The Pirate and the Jew’, he identifies the 
pirate, the freemason and the Jew as the ‘three evil influences of the century — 
marauders of all kinds, who threaten the true and decent forces’ (2-3). He conflates 
Jewish support of the British in the Transvaal where British subjects may be, as 
he puts it, ‘any Jew, swindler, or murderer who can buy for a small sum the full 
and right title of a Britisher in South Africa’, with what he calls the Anglo-Saxon 
anti-French sympathies of the Jewish supporters of Dreyfus. Such supporters are 
described as ‘swarming from their London ghetto, a sorry gathering of phenomenal 
ugliness and dirt’. Through these alignments we see the shifting positionality,
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determined by the fixed property of anti-Britishness. But the metonymy of Jew 
or Jewishness finally does not besmirch the English as much as it reinforces, in 
Joyce’s configuration, an hysterical relationship between the Jews and the Irish, 
regardless of the aggressive attempt at virulent self-possession on the part of 
those like Griffith. For while in Ulysses, ironically, it is Bloom the Jew who 
occupies the role of native in this skewed and paradoxical cultural configuration, 
in Cyclops where these national states, alignments and battles are played out, the 
Irish citizen and the Jewish Bloom are finally mirrored in one another as impotent 
soldiers (among other things).3
Bloom’s defense of his national identity as Irish, mediated through his 
impassioned statement about the persecution of his Jewish ‘race’ — famously, ‘at 
this very moment sold off by auction in Morocco like slaves or cattle’ (12. 1471— 
72) — is the precipitating event of Casement’s ‘appearance’ in Cyclops. This 
reference, among other things, might also have to do with the forced conscription 
of Jews in this period into the Moroccan army, another instance of impotent 
soldiers.4 Bloom’s status as ‘slave’ seems oddly reinforced several passages later 
(cited above) when the grammar momentarily permits a confusion of Bloom with 
Casement and ‘the whiteyed kaffir’, all it seems, performing a kind of nativism.5 
The confusion works to make Bloom suggestively like black African slaves sold 
off at auction (both Moroccan slave and kaffir) and, at the same time, in the very 
next line, an exploiter of the Irish native, going to ‘gather in the shekels’ he has 
made on the withheld bet. He can be at once Casement’s object of rescue and 
derision, and like him in this way, too. This confusion between them also redounds 
upon Casement, who, by a slip or omission of the pronoun, might be transformed 
into the one ‘raping the women and girls and flogging the natives on the belly to 
squeeze all the red rubber out of them’; he becomes the accused rather than the 
accuser in this construction. Similarly, while Bloom is lamenting being robbed, 
plundered, and so forth (however much this may be a displacement from his 
thoughts about his wife Molly’s presumably adulterous behavior at this very 
moment of the novel — adultery is a major trope of the novel), he is in the Citizen s 
eyes not the victim but the perpetrator, the ‘robbing bagman’.6
Bloom’s and Casement’s interchange in these terms appears also to reflect on 
the fitness of Irishmen, as fathers, sons, soldiers: men. One might see in the 
momentary textual confusion of Casement as the subject antecedent of raping 
the women and girls’, a wish by the men in the pub, the Irish, to rescue him from 
the degeneracy (physical and moral) of which he was accused through another 
(mis)reading — and which rendered him unfit for any kind of heroism for at least 
fifty years.7 In this possibility for confusion or exchange, Casement s sexual 
redemption in turn becomes Bloom’s sexual condemnation. Bloom is a scapegoat 
for the Irish cause, whose manhood is in question throughout. In Cyclops the 
questioning is virulent: Bloom is ‘limp as a wet rag , can t stand up to it , a nice 
pattern of a Romeo and Juliet’ (proffering love), beggaring , or would that be
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buggering his neighbor. As this chapter in particular makes clear, ‘the Jew’ becomes 
a displaced self-projection, the other’s other, whose damnation is necessary for, 
perhaps even interchangeable with Irish salvation (see Duffy 44-45). Such 
salvation entails fitness of body and soul, what it takes ‘to stand up to it [injustice, 
that is, the English] then with force like men’ (12. 1475). Casement and Bloom 
exchange places as bad and good sports: Bloom is bad at the game of self-defense/ 
justification; Casement is tough, the defended martyr.
The Dublin papers between 1888 and 1904 reveal a great deal of discussion 
about nation building, the idea of the nation literalised in the image of the ‘fit 
body’.8 The metaphor is extended in a Cyclopsian interpolation, a parody of a 
newpaper account of the minutes of an actual organisation of the period, Sluagh 
na h-Eireann (The Army of Ireland — akin to the Gaelic Athletic Association), 
described as a patriotic society whose aim it was to revive ancient Gaelic sports 
and to emphasise the importance of physical culture, as understood in ancient 
Rome and ancient Ireland, for purposes of the development of the race (Gifford 
and Seidman, notes to 12.859, 880, 881-82). This idea of nation building as body 
building, what is suggested by ‘racy of the soil’ (12.890), is resonant of the 
contemporaneous Zionist theories of Max Nordau, author of Degeneration (1892). 
In an essay called ‘Muskeljudentum’ ( ‘Muscular Jewry’, 1900, written originally 
for a sports journal — Jüdische Tumzeitung), Nordau argued that Jews of the/m- 
de-siecle needed to strengthen their muscles, develop the body instead of 
‘remaining a slave to the nerves’ (stemming from a then prevalent theory that 
Jews suffered in a high degree from neuresthenia).9 Jews could not afford to be 
weak ‘for in such weakness the gentile world sees proof of Jewish inferiority’ 
(Mosse xxvii). As Gilman and others have observed, Nordau’s theories, ironically, 
grew out of the German nationalist ethos about the Aryan body.
The mirroring of Casement and Bloom continues in this resonant association, 
this time mediated through the bodies of the ‘boys in the pub’ who speak of the 
so-called Irish games like hurley, and ‘putting the stone’ (discus-throwing) of 
‘Irish gladiators’. According to the men, Bloom’s major exercise is that of caution, 
illustrated by the narrator who recounts ‘Bloom had to have his say about if a 
fellow had a rower’s heart violent exercise was bad’ (12.891-93); in other words, 
too much fitness can be detrimental to a body. Bloom by implication would be 
the one interested in or associated with ‘shoneen’ — would-be gentlemanly, read 
‘sissy’, or ‘English’ — games like lawn tennis, mentioned here in antithesis to 
‘Irish sports’. He, in keeping with the symbology of the chapter regarding vision 
of all kinds (Cyclops), offers tennis for ‘the agility and training of the eye’, though 
at that moment his comment acts like a blind to the spectre of Molly’s lover 
‘Blazes Boylan’, cited by the men as the big winner in a bet on a boxing match. 
Bloom has been both following and avoiding Boylan all day who is on his way to 
an adulterous rendezvous with Molly about which Bloom got wind in the first 
chapter. His choice of the gentlemanly, what is in effect unmanly, games becomes
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synonymous for the men with his sexual lack, something, which he too fears. The 
language throughout this exchange is laced with references to winners and losers, 
traitors and scapegoats (or ‘pet lambs’, as in the pet name for the Irish fighter, 
M.L. Keogh, of the parodic interpolation here — 12.960-88), physical brawn 
and Irish worthiness. But, of course, the muscle of this particular army of Ireland 
is being developed most emphatically in Barney Kieman’s, in the flexing of their 
drinking arm; this army is ‘halfseasover’, to recall Bloom’s musing in a passage 
from ‘Lotus Eaters’ in which the Boer War is alluded to (5.65-75). By contrast is 
Bloom’s caution or prudence about drinking, another reason the men have to be 
suspicious of him. Bloom’s admonishments about excess are characterised as 
excessive, in contradistinction to his stinginess. He talks too much but drinks and 
spends too little, his flapping mouth suggestive of a general flabbiness about him. 
But if as Nordau and other ‘race scientists’ warned, the habits of speech and the 
body would betray one’s race, the hard drinking Irishmen are just as susceptible 
of this kind of typing inversion, where their excess becomes a marker of their 
lack in direct analogy with the scapegoat Bloom. Drinking and endurance are 
equated by the men. Any suggestion that they are antithetical is for sham purposes 
only, which in the example of the boxing match recounted on the next page in a 
parody of sports journalism that exploits the stereotype of the drunken Irishman: 
‘He [Boylan] let out that Myler [the pet lamb] was on the beer to run up the odds 
and he swatting all the time’ (12.947-8; my brackets). This is a seeming veiled 
reference to Boylan’s training for winning Molly, his conquest over Bloom. Finally 
the comedy and the pathos of impotence seem to win the day, or maybe just the 
moment. The men may be talking about boxing, but they are enacting what Barthes 
called the spectacle of wrestling whose aim is to display ‘Suffering, Defeat, and 
Justice’ (Barthes 23). Just about all this misfit army can stand is a — round.
The sociology of boxing demarcates a shifting pecking order within the 
participating groups, typically poor, working-class, and/or disenfranchised. As 
one sociologist observes, ‘reviewing the boxing results in the sports pages of the 
American press provides a reasonable parody of the succession of working-class, 
racial and ethnic minorities who have been involved in a century-long struggle to 
gain access to that country’s melting pot’ (Sugden 187). The sports credo that 
governs this ‘subterranean world’ (Sugden 188) of the ‘disadvantaged’, instantiates 
the romantic myth whereby one bludgeons one’s way out. Recent films like Jim 
Sheridan’s The Boxer starring Daniel Day Lewis (Irish) and even Billy Elliot 
(English working class) employ and test the cliche of sport as metaphor for survival. 
(A film like Neil Jordan’s The Crying Game has subtly done the same for cricket.) 
I can imagine a reading of Billy Eliot very much in terms of the decline of the 
Empire, where manliness is no longer the domain of either class, or even the 
obverse of such a reading, where the release from the ideologies of empire provides 
an analogue of release in social terms.
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In Joyce's parody of the 1904 boxing match between Keogh and Garry, he 
pulls out the cliché by recasting the loser of the match, the Irish Garry, as English, 
referred to as Bennett in the passage (actually a reference to Percy Bennett, a 
Swiss consular staff member against whom Joyce held a personal grudge). In this 
way. the match takes on the semblance of allegory, a battle royale between the 
oppressor and the underdog.10 Keogh, called here by his first name. Myler. is the 
winner. ‘Dublin’s pet lamb’, surely meant to be a reference to the sacrificai lamb 
transmogrified in to the lamb of god. The parody here is in the fantasy narrative 
that is the stuff of sports journalism, reproducing the myth of escape, victory, 
even manliness, not to mention the parodie elevation of the sports match and its 
journalistic mode to the proportions of allegory (the chapter is filled with such 
‘mixed’ accounts). The description is laced with sexual innuendo and puns about 
drinking and drunkeness (see the note for the passage). Such narratives are as 
much a prop of ideology as any article by Griffith in the cause of Irish nationalism. 
The passage demonstrates this not only through the narrative of the fight but by 
the duplicities that surround it. The promoter, the sporty Blazes Boylan. is the 
person who is ‘getting it up’ — he has rigged the odds on the fight and is arranging 
the singing tour for Molly Bloom, his paramour. In each case, he has sold out 
someone or something to make it happen. As Joyce's Ulysses so well illustrates, 
the sports narrative and ethic can quickly deteriorate into a 'violent exercise’, a 
description used by Bloom to characterise the danger to the body sports present, 
and used by the boys to celebrate those very7 dangers. The role of Bloom in this 
exchange around the match helps to underscore the point: he is the analogue to 
the losing Englishman, having traded places again as before with Casement. And 
like the Englishman, he is metonymically cut down to size. Through the fancy 
footwork of the chapter. Bloom is. in the analogue with the Odyssean parallel, 
‘no-man’, and in his specular relationship with the Irish men. the Jewish scapegoat 
of this lamb of God.
As historian Thomas Pakenham has pointed out. 'contemporaries talked of 
the Boer War as a “gentleman’s war" and a “white man’s war” '. And while he 
insists on the misleading nature of this notion, he does so by reminding us that the 
official absence of ‘Africans’ — by which he means ‘native’ or Black Africans — 
from the ranks of both armies further erases their participation in sendee roles on 
both sides ( ‘labourers, drivers, guides and so on’), and the nearly ten thousand 
volunteers to the British side by the end of the war (Pakenham xvii). What he 
does not do is follow through on the cultural and historical implications of such a 
characterisation. After all, the British assumption of the moral high ground and 
sense of entitlement was a direct result of their investments in such self­
representation, as the very zenith of civilization. Through much of the recent 
critical inquiry into the Boer War in particular and British colonialism in general, 
the complex of contradictions that inhere in such conceptual relationships as that 
between gentlemanliness and imperialism has been foregrounded.11 Many English
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liberals became proponents of the Boer side precisely because of this contradiction. 
They could not accommodate the paradox inherent in the idea that one cannot be 
a bully and a gentleman at the same time, or to put it another way, that they could 
not be both gentlemanly and manly; but they did so without recognising a similar 
problem in their own election of the Boers. Gentlemanliness (what Cardinal 
Newman defined as ‘never inflicting pain’, Rutherford 162) would become 
antithetical to manliness and therefore such a characterisation (as that of the Boer 
War) along with whiteness would come to suggest impotence and sterility. The 
English have had historically to juggle these contradictions, often finessing their 
imperialism with their gentlemanliness. (Nordau’s new Israelis encountered this 
same dilemma; their muscularity or muscle would eventually forfeit them moral 
ground.) In this way we can see the very vulnerability of the cultural or racial 
categories of nativism, and of national and moral fitness, despite the political 
certainties of domination. Joyce’s interest in these matters will often return to the 
work’s abiding concern with acts of fidelity and betrayal, made all the more difficult 
(or easy) by the contradictions which obtain.
Throughout Ulysses, Bloom’s expressions of altruism make him suspect as 
Irishman and lover. Casement’s radically altruistic acts too make him sexually 
suspect, or, at least, his sexual (mis)conduct seems a necessary corollary of his 
treasonous acts, impossible on their own of condemning him, his anti-imperialism 
and radical Irish nationalism ironically a sign of his inability to stand up to it with 
force like men. Or in Casement’s own words from his ‘Speech From the Dock 
(1916)’: ‘loyalty is held to be a crime, something less than love and more than 
law’. His very final words are both haunting and instructive: ‘surely, it is a braver, 
a saner and a truer thing to be a rebel in act and deed against such circumstances 
as these than to accept it tamely as the natural lot of men’ (Field Day Anthology of 
Irish Writing 7/7299-300). Casement’s allegiances seemed to be driven by a sense 
of justice which would have to be countered with the spectre of degeneracy. The 
question of what is the ‘natural lot of men’ is exactly at the heart of the history 
and proof of Casement’s treason/sexuality, and it is much at the heart of Ulysses, 
the novel that would remember him before Ireland or Yeats could. The relationship 
of jingoism, militarism and athleticism contribute to an understanding in Ulysses 
of the connection among figures as seemingly disparate as Griffith and Casement. 
The Boer War with its divided and confusing allegiances finally did more to unpack 
than reinforce any notion of ‘natural’ rights, of national or native belonging or 
inheritance, even in terms of the very system of apartheid that ensued.
NOTES
1 Enda Duffy uses and explains the term ‘therapeutic anglophobia in accordance with 
Ray Foster’s definitions in Roy Foster’s ‘Anglo-Irish Literature, Gaelic Nationalism 
and Irish Politics in the 1890s’ (Duffy 44—45). Maud Gonne, the charismatic Irish 
revolutionary, probably (and unfortunately) most famous for her insistent rejections
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of W.B. Yeats’ proposals of love and marriage, and by his equally insistent poetic 
representations of her, exhorted on the subject of the Boer War in these terms: ‘England 
was the robber nation of the world. Hence it matters not what nation is at war with 
England, right or wrong, it is Ireland’s duty to oppose’ (New York Times, Feb. 5,1900; 
cited in Warwick 318). Gonne was notable for her recruitment of Irish men for the 
Boer cause and for her campaign against the fraternisation with fighting English troops 
by Irish women.
2 Many have recorded Casement’s identification of himself as the classical 
personification of sacrifical Ireland, the ‘Shan Van Vocht’ (old woman of Ireland), 
with which he would sign articles written for the Irish Review. See, for example, 
Denis Gwyn 194. Robert Caserio discusses this phenomenon in his compelling essay, 
‘Casement, Joyce, and Pound’ (153 note 28). See also Lucy McDiarmid for her 
discussion of Yeats’s and Ireland’s efforts to exonerate Casement.
3 See Duffy’s discussion of such mirroring in Cyclops in his chapter 3, and Cheng’s 
210. See also my ‘When the Saints Come Marching In: Re-deeming Cyclops’.
4 See Cheng (212) and my ‘Swiss Customs: Zurich’s Sources For Joyce’s Judaica’.
5 In Ulysses Annotated, Gifford and Seidman provide the following note on the ‘white­
eyed kaffir’: ‘G.H. Chirgwin (1855-1922), a music-hall entertainer and multi­
instrumentalist, performed in blackface with large white diamonds painted around his 
eyes, billing himself as the White-Eyed Kaffir (suggested by Vincent Deane)’. It is 
interesting to note here the performative aspect of blackness or nativism and to recall 
Michael Rogin’s argument in his book about the way in which groups on the margin 
would use blackface to validate themselves in mainstream terms — blackness was a 
removable mask. In this context it might suggest that Casement’s nativist sympathies 
were a blind for his sexual deviance, while Bloom the Jew masquerades as Irish. All 
are conflated in ever-shifting ways.
6 See Cheng, in particular pp. 208-18.
7 See McDiarmid’s description of the controversy over the Irish effort to rehabilitate 
Casement, including Yeats’s contributions (134). Caserio discusses such an interchange 
between Casement and Bloom through Duffy’s manipulation of it: ‘Duffy’s Casement- 
derived thoughts are all said to be impacted by Joyce in Bloom’s audition in Cyclops 
of Casement’s name. Duffy concludes that, because Bloom in the episode can see 
what stereotyping has made of Casement, Bloom is able to imagine, even stand for 
the “worthy” future “counterhegemonic subject” of a realistically considered 
postcolonial community.... When Bloom is announced as the seer of a worthy 
postcolonial community, an all-too-conventional substitution has taken place: Duffy 
has dislodged Casement, an actual gay male, and put in his place Bloom, an imaginary 
man who desires woman. This imaginary being is dubbed the one “worthy” to imagine, 
in all complexity, a postcolonial state’ (Caserio 143-40).
8 See, for example, The United Irishman, Aug. 26, 1899, p. 3, with three letters on the 
topics of ‘Militarism’, ‘Irish Jingoism’ and ‘Irish Failings’. These form part of an 
ongoing exchange through editorials and correspondence on these topics. ‘The Jewish 
Question’ is represented here too, with discussions about the Dreyfus case and Jews 
in Ireland.
9 Many contemporary critics of Jewish culture studies, including George Mosse and 
Sander Gilman, have commented on Nordau’s theories. Gilman examines a number 
of fin-de-siècle sources for the discussion of the (malformed) Jewish body, including 
Jewish unfitness for military service (see, for instance, The Jew s Body 40—48; Freud, 
Race, and Gender 104-46 on Nordau and Chapter 3).
10 The Keogh-Bennett match ‘has some basis in fact, since M.L. Keogh did box one 
Garry of the 6th Dragoons as the second event in a tournament in late April 1904.
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Percy Bennett, a member of the Zurich consular staff when Joyce lived in that city, is 
a grudge substitute for the more Irish Garry. Keogh knocked out Garry in the third 
round’ (Gifford and Seidman, annotation for 10.1133-34). And here is the passage 
from Ulysses in which the match is described:
It was a historic and hefty battle when Myler and Percy were scheduled to don 
the gloves for the purse of fifty sovereigns. Handicapped as he was by lack of 
poundage, Dublin pet lamb made up for it by superlative skill in ringcraft. The 
final bout of fireworks was a gruelling for both champions. The welterwight 
sergeantmajor had tapped some lively claret in the previous mixup during which 
Keogh had been receivergeneral of rights and lefts, the artilleryman putting in 
some neat work on the pet’s nose, and Myler came on looking groggy. The soldier 
got to business, leading off with a powerful left jab to which the Irish gladiator 
retaliated by shooting out a stiff one flush to the point of Bennett’s jaw. The redcoat 
ducked but the Dubliner lifted him with a left hook, the body punch being a fine 
one. The men came to handigrips. Myler quickly became busy and got his man 
under, the bout ending with the bulkier man on the ropes, Myler punishing him. 
The Englishman, whose right eye was nearly closed, took his comer where he 
was liberally drenched with water and when the bell went came on gamey and 
brimful of pluck, confident of knocking out the fistic Eblanite in jigtime. It was a 
fight to a finish and the best man for it. The two fought like tigers and excitement 
ran fever high. The referee twice cautioned Pucking Percy for holding but the pet 
was tricky and his footwork a treat to watch. After a brisk exchange of courtesies 
during which a smart upper cut of the military man brought blood freely from his 
opponent’s mouth the lamb suddenly waded in all over his man and landed a 
terrific left to Battling Bennett’s stomach, flooring him flat. It was a knockout 
clean and clever. Amid tense expectation the Portobello bmiser was being counted 
out when Bennett’s second Ole Pfotts Wettstein threw in the towel and the Santry 
boy was declared the victor to the frenzied cheers of the public who broke through 
the ringropes and fairly mobbed him with delight. (Ulysses 12.960-87)
11 See for example, Jonathan Rutherford’s Forever England: Reflections on Masculinity 
and Empire, in particular his discussion of the much elegised Rupert Brooke, and his 
characterisation of himself in his poetry as ‘a body of England’s’. Also, Pat Barker’s 
recent WWI Regeneration trilogy reconsiders the English body/empire through the 
historical image of the male body or soldier. The title of her trilogy and one of the 
novels is clearly a play on Nordau’s concept of degeneration.
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Mario Dobrez: Displaced Sportsman
This account of Mario Dobrez’s European career in the late 1920s and early 1930s 
and its traumatic Australian aftermath is necessarily personal, since he is my father. 
While he was alive and I was young I had no interest in the factual details of his 
boxing life, except for the stories of travel and occasional drama, and he had even 
less. I gather from him and from Italians who knew him at the time that he won 
most of his 100-odd bouts and was comfortably in the running for the European 
middleweight title, by which time, however, he was losing interest, having fought 
two matches with opponents of major reputation, one with Bosisio (which he 
lost), another with Jacovacci (which he drew or, if one is to believe a partisan 
report, effectively won).1 But within a decade of professionalism he was bored 
with the business and gave it up for better things, training other fighters, finally a 
job as accountant in a government enterprise. Vanity played its part in the switch: 
he wanted his Roman nose intact. In any case, though press cuttings refer to him 
as ‘the challenger’, he was totally indifferent to the idea of a challenge. The 
‘climbing everest because it is there’ argument would have struck him as vacuous. 
He had no ‘will to win’, no ‘killer instinct’, no ‘urge to achievement’. The 
competitive ideal puzzled him. In a nation outrageously passionate about football 
he sometimes commented on the oddness of kicking an item from one end of the 
field to the other. Or was he too proud to admit he had got close to substantial 
sports success and failed? He was certainly proud, in the ultimately self-destructive 
way of a Richard Mahony to whom I’m inclined to compare him in his Australian 
years.2 But on reflection I do not believe he had the slightest regret at the outcome 
of his boxing. It had never been other than a pretext and he was too perceptive to 
take symbolic activity seriously, knowing the real tests were elsewhere. Not that 
activity of the non-symbolic kind worked out any better for him.
His many photos, some now out of reach in Denver, Colorado, give an idea of 
his life as a sportsman. Fit, handsome, photogenic, sperm-laden and with money 
to bum he faces the camera boldly and innocently, without self-doubt or self­
knowledge in the Deco decade of flash convertibles, transatlantic liners, South 
American starlets and Brownshirts. Hair pushed back in the fashion of the day, 
expensive double-breasted suit or tweed plus-fours or in boxing gear for the fancy 
publicity shot. With luck well on side, he is experiencing fame at a time when pc 
has yet to be and the sport has some glamour to it, prepared for an exit which will 
sidestep the shabbiness of prolonged professionalism. The photos locate him at 
the training camp near Venice, or in the ring, or on board ship, or as a coach at the 
Rome Famesina, home of Raphael’s ‘Galatea’, or as tourist at the arena at Verona,
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or at the pyramids, or skiing in the maritime alps. Most of the northern Italian 
cities are there: Trieste, Padua, Bologna, Florence, Genoa, Milan, Como, Brescia, 
Trent. As well as Naples, Zurich, Geneva, Belgrade, Budapest, Cologne, Berlin, 
Paris, Alexandria, Algiers, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Bermuda, New York. 
He is impressed by Belgrade, thinks Budapest the finest city in Europe, perhaps 
because it is at the time, or because he meets beautiful women there. The verdict 
on Britain is richly ambiguous: English women, apparently, ‘either very beautiful 
or very ugly’. (As a boy, I ponder these pronouncements.) Once, as a raw youth, 
he spends the night in the same room as a dead pugilist. In New York, on the 
verge of World War II, he is feted by the Jewish émigré community, one of whom 
touchingly proposes a marriage of convenience so that he might avoid coming 
events in Europe. (The offer is declined.) In Berlin he dances with a splendid girl 
until told she is a man. (Very Weimar.) In Buenos Aires the fights are rigged: one 
of the squad drops to the mat at once, in protest; he, with difficulty, keeps his 
feeble opponent on his feet for the duration. Once he does an exhibition bout with 
his friend Camera, world heavyweight champion.3 Crossing the Atlantic he is 
masseur to Dolores del Rio. At any rate that’s his story. I see it all as an unreal 
retro movie, complete with slightly off-key period soundtrack (Dave Rentz on 
Canberra radio 2xx) set on the eve of universal catastrophe. Struck by an MD 
portrait with the motto ‘Je prend mon bien ou je  le trouve’ [sic] or by a posed shot 
of a Leni Riefenstahl athlete who addresses his ‘dear partner Mario Dobrez’ ‘aus 
Dankbarkeit fiir die Gute Lection’. Gratitude for the good — lesson? Perhaps 
MD beat him.
My father fought for ten years because he enjoyed spending money on his 
entourage of friends, sportspeople, aficionados and admiring gays. He could not 
comprehend the sports enthusiasm of intellectuals but took to any company. Café 
and restaurant culture fostered endless articulate talk, one of his legacies to me. A 
legacy not passed on was that of admiring females. He kept a rough tally, like that 
of his exploits in the ring, after the manner of Don Giovanni’s operatic mille e tre, 
until his conversion to my mother and monogamy. With the curious naivete of his 
generation, a naivete which led to the war, to postwar disasters and the quarter­
acre banality of reconstruction, he believed in Heimat, the family, coffee and 
conversation.4 Heimat was Fiume, an attractive Austro-Hungarian coastal city at 
the northern end of the Adriatic, where Italian, Slav and German meet. The family 
was characteristically postwar nuclear. Friends mattered until they fell away in 
hard times.
I am reminded of the political in all this, both in connection with sport and, 
more generally, as it put an end to Mario Dobrez’s social existence, by comments 
made on yesterday’s Late Night Live by Paul Keating on the subject of Menzies 
alleged policy of appeasement vis á vis the Nazis.5 My father, being apolitical, 
accepted the fascist status quo which favoured sport and sports success. He 
exhibited the unthinking contradictions of his peers, more honestly than most,
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defending the Italian Right when, postwar, it was unfashionable, but, prewar, 
having his best friends in the large ex-Hungarian Jewish community of Fiume 
and, once at least, during the German occupation, risking all our lives for one of 
those friendships. He avoided service during World War II, a war in which he did 
not believe (partly out of an inexplicable sympathy with all things American), but 
volunteered for the late-colonial invasion of Abyssinia, having nothing better to 
do and with the mental proviso that, in the event of combat, he would fire in the 
air. (This was never put to the test.) I am shocked at the foolishness of his serving 
in Abyssinia. It is neither more nor less shocking, however, than Australians serving 
in the Sudan or in South Africa. But I expect my father to be better than that. He 
was, eventually, with experience of adversity. In Australia he once voted for 
Menzies ‘because he brought us here’ and out of residual suspicion of communism, 
in his mind identified with Tito. In the end he was persuaded to march in the 
Vietnam moratorium, because his son’s university circle did so — still thinking 
the Americans weren’t so bad.
The war brought Mario Dobrez to Australia, in the process erasing a 
comfortable bourgeois way of life. This after my uncle Oskar, founder of the 
local CP branch, was held in internal exile in Calabria for three years — like the 
author Carlo Levi; after Fiume was bombed by the Allies for its torpedo-making 
facilities; after uncle Willy was tortured and killed by the Germans, my father’s 
fascist contacts cutting no ice in that situation; after the Germans left and Tito’s 
partisans moved in, driving out the majority of the Italian-speaking population — 
something one would now term ethnic cleansing. After ‘Fiume, Italy’ became 
‘Rijeka, Yugoslavia’, Dobrez, then in Trieste, city of Svevo and Joyce, should 
have rebuilt his fortunes on the basis of sporting connections in the postwar boom. 
But in the late ‘40s the boom was yet to come. He rashly opted to emigrate, 
having no idea what that entailed. For some reason the US was excluded as an 
option, though we had a Californian branch of the family. Canada, he recalled 
from his earlier visit, was too cold; Argentina, he reasoned, too politically unstable. 
Knowing neither good nor bad about the antipodes, he decided on that. It was an 
astonishing choice, suggestive of suicidal despair, given its implications: that he 
would cut himself off completely from his society, his past and all he’d ever 
achieved. But his mood, while disillusioned, was not despairing. He did it out of 
ignorance; too great or insufficient imagination; the feeling, understandable at 
the time, that Europe was finished; and detachment from his past, now that his 
home no longer existed. Italians, more so than many Europeans, give their first 
loyalty to a region or a city. Dobrez was already as much an exile in Trieste as 
Joyce had been. The further step to Australia evidently seemed a small one.
Human jetsam in the postwar fell into the hands of the International Refugee 
Organisation. Since the Italian border had shifted, we were classed as Displaced 
Persons, in the company of Latvians, Poles, Ukrainians. IRO processed us in a 
series of German camps, then, on the Flotta Lauro ship, the Fairsea , transported
1
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us to Melbourne and to a series of Australian camps: Bonegilla, Cowra, Greta. 
Alienation in the camps was total. It was Sophia Turkiewicz’s Silver City without 
the romance.6 Like everyone else, my father was required to work for two years 
in situations dictated by the government: he laboured on Punchbowl roads, in 
Hunter mines, on the Waragamba dam. Fitness made the adjustment to physical 
labour a little less difficult than it would have been for some. In due course the 
family of four settled in Adelaide.
South Australia was marginally less remote to my father’s previous existence 
than would have been, say, Pitcairn Island. His life in Adelaide, the city in which 
he died in 1976, amounted to the burial of sorts which haunted Richard Mahony 
and which is figured in the opening of Richardson’s novel. Since there was no 
Italian community to speak of at the beginning, and since the later Italian migrants 
came from the other end of the peninsula, he had no scope for making social 
contacts. Even so, things would have improved had not my mother died soon 
after our arrival, correctly diagnosed in Trieste as having a curable illness, 
repeatedly misdiagnosed in Adelaide. Many years after this event, when Xavier 
Herbert’s partner Sadie died, I received an outraged letter from the writer, detailing 
how Sadie had been ‘killed by the doctors’.7 My father’s alienation was such that 
it never occurred to him to protest. The loss was of a kind that could only trivially 
or superficially be ascribed to human agency. At any rate it altered fundamentally 
the meaning and mode of our being in Australia. Dobrez reasonably saw no point 
in learning the new language, no point in adapting creatively to new surroundings. 
He had no motivation to change his first factory job, or even to progress in that 
job beyond the lowest level of machinist. Likewise none to return to boxing as a 
coach or entrepreneur. To begin with he fought not to go mad, succeeding in this, 
so that my analogy with Mahony stops short of that particular extreme. Beyond 
that, he fought to sleep nights, with the aid of booze. When drunk he was civilised 
and depressingly prone to reminiscence. It was at this time that my maturing 
relationship with him generated rage in me, rage at his having given up in all but 
the care of his two children (at which, however, he was very good, learning to 
cook for us — at a high level of middle-European cuisine, claret permitting — 
ensuring our education and so forth). My anger, which it’s unnecessary to censor 
from the present essay, is due above all to the love I feel for my father and to the 
pity which identified me with his suffering, so that in the end I wondered if I had 
not lived out the most intense part of his life as intensely as he had.
In spite of himself, Dobrez was placed in situations through which he might 
have returned to sport. People remembered him in places as distant as Canada. In 
Adelaide the migrant community sought him out — he was asked to coach fighters, 
on two occasions given a gym to run. But the quality of local boxing was poor 
and the organisation of matches so unprofessional that it was not possible to 
participate. My father made no effort to promote the gyms, whose only useful 
outcome was the training of his son and his son’s undergraduate friends. He taught
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us what he called Swedish exercises and sparring without contact. It seems 
superfluous to explain why the gyms were doomed to fail. At a time of maximum 
commodification, when universities are required to reckon in profit and loss, I 
am encouraged by my father’s stubborn incapacity to be a salesman. He could 
not promote himself as a product, even in the worst of circumstances, when he 
was unable to cover bills with his basic wage and took to high-interest loans, then 
loans to repay loans, and so on. At the same time there was also something 
pathological about it. His pride was immense and it destroyed him while I looked 
on, understanding finally that we were in Australia because he had been unable to 
hustle and beg his way in postwar Europe, in particular because he had been too 
proud to ask for favours from people he had previously patronised. Likewise we 
remained in Australia because he was too proud to return. Thus my father 
condemned himself to exile and to solitude, paying the horrendous price the rest 
of us lovingly paid also.
His attitude to Australia was absurdly positive, even de profundis. He regarded 
criticism of the place as irresponsible and cheap, since we were here by choice. 
We found Australia provincial and sympathetic, marvelling at dripping, chops, 
bad tea with milk, and the outside dunny. When three of us went through the 
naturalisation ceremony, we each received a framed photo of Elizabeth II from 
the mayor of Thebarton. There are awkward photographs to prove it. Returning 
home we trashed the queen and substituted our own deceased madonna, but without 
political intent. My father had no sense of nationalism of any kind, his only loyalty 
being to his regional identity, the people, the culture. He had never imagined 
himself as boxing for the glory of any country, only for the sake of travel, sexual 
conquest, good company and good food. His formal education stopped in his 
impatient late teens, but he was well read, periodically reminding me that Fiume 
rates a mention in The Divine Comedy and introducing me, long before I learned 
to read in English, to translations of popular writers like Jack London and RG. 
Wodehouse. Being Italian, he liked opera, forever recalling Gigli and others he 
had heard. Likewise, being Italian, he took for granted a little knowledge of the 
visual arts. He liked his operas sweet and his pictures florid, Baroque: we argued 
uninhibitedly about this. Australia did not figure; his real was elsewhere. 
Ineradicably Catholic, he loathed the church, surprised (half impressed, half 
disappointed) that Irish Australian priests did not keep a mistress. All his 
intelligence was squandered on nostalgic conversation over a glass. It was, by 
any standard, a terrible waste of a life, convincing me that first-generation 
migration must inevitably be a disaster. The next generation being the one fully 
to grasp the extent of the disaster. Searching for something that might serve as a 
suitably ambiguous epitaph for Mario Dobrez, I find the following in a glossy 
Rome publication, dated 1953, on the subject of Fiume:
A separate chapter is merited by Mario Dobrez, the strongest and classic product of
boxing in Fiume. Dobrez had the ill-luck of fighting at the time of Bosisio and
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Jacovacci, the two greatest continental pugilists. Nonetheless his victories in all the 
world’s rings made him a renowned champion. The Trieste match with Jacovacci for 
the national title definitely revealed him as outside his class. Only a forced draw 
allowed the mulatto to retain his middleweight crown. Now, down there in distant 
Australia, our Mario tries to conquer nostalgia as he conquered in so many battles 
over the world’s rings.
Even with the facts right, epitaphs, of course, never tell the truth.
NOTES
1 Bosisio and Jacovacci each held the Italian middleweight title for a time. The Milan 
match with Bosisio was abandoned in the thirteenth round, that with Jacovacci, in 
Trieste, went the full fifteen rounds. All this in 1930-31.
2 Mahony is the protagonist of Henry Handel Richardson’s The Fortunes of Richard 
Mahony (1930), a novel which charts the rise and fall of an Irish migrant to Australia. 
Mahony’s tragedy ends in madness.
3 Camera held the world heavyweight title in 1933-34, winning it from Jack Sharkey, 
losing it to Max Beer. Bom in Udine, he was from my father’s part of the country and 
the two were good friends. In later years the enormous and gentle Camera appeared in 
On the Waterfront, made and lost a great deal of money and utterly mined his health. 
When he visited Adelaide in the 1950s my father took me to meet him — after midday, 
as he could not recognise anyone before that.
4 The German term ‘Heimaf seems to me to have more force than its English equivalent, 
‘home’, and more local application than the Italian ‘patria’.
5 Interview with Phillip Adams on ABC radio, 23 April 2001.
6 Silver City (1894), a fine film by a Polish-Australian director, deals with events in an 
Australian migrant camp c.1950.
7 Herbert is one of Australia’s most noted novelists, author of Capricornia (1938) and 




The sun looks through 
the three-cornered kite 
above the houses.
It’s ochre
against the litmus of desire; 
sharp air the string.
I fly this scarlet every day.
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But Is It Cricket...?
My grandfather collected autographs — Kingsford Smith, Dame Nellie Melba, 
Jardine’s English cricket team and Don Bradman’s Australian from the infamous 
Body line Series.... Don Bradman’s autograph was there three times, from different 
decades. Having left England shortly before the First World War with his mother 
and sister, my grandfather arrived in Australia full of notions of Empire. The 
English cricket team was both an expeditionary force, and in the vanguard of the 
defence of the realm. It was more than a sporting team. And leaving the corpse of 
his recently suicided father behind, my grandfather made the transition to his 
new home easier by carrying the values and ‘manners’ of his cricketing heroes 
with him. He remained a lifelong supporter of the English cricket team, and would 
later bet with judges and politicians on long or short odds for English victories 
against the Australians.
Interestingly, he was an equally one-eyed Western Australian cricket supporter, 
with a particular dislike of the Victorians, mainly because they ‘plundered’ Western 
Australian Australian rules footy teams to get players. He was also a lifelong East 
Perth supporter. My grandfather was a sign-writer by trade, and also a very skilled 
and successful ‘commercial’ artist. He painted the giant coronation Queen, the 
Cook Centenary painting on Barrack Street Arch, the Flinders, and many other 
temporary landmarks. He painted a lot of the scenery for leading theatrical 
productions, and actually saw Houdini backstage. He collected autographs. He 
also painted signs, right through his retirement, for East Perth Football Club which 
never gave him a life membership. Given that he was with them almost from 
inception, this was a disgrace in the eyes of family and friends, and for various 
Western Australian grade cricket teams. He knew ‘everybody’, and ‘everybody’ 
knew him. I often wondered about the connections with eminent figures in 
government and law, but recently I came across his ‘temple’ membership card, 
and realised he’d been a life-member, also, of a Masonic order. So, that was it.
While my grandfather took great pride in some of my achievements, he 
lamented my leftwing politics and strong support of the Australian cricket team. 
He couldn’t make sense of my overtly anti-nationalist stance as I entered my late 
teens and yet strong support of the national cricket team. I explained it away at 
various times as an addiction, as a desire to oppose the colonisers at every 
opportunity (the team I followed above all others was actually the West Indies, 
because I felt they were still being screwed over by the British, though this was 
more out of an aversion to the racism of ‘white’ commentators reporting West 
Indian matches in the 70s). As an aside, my problems with following the cricket
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team increased as I grew older — the nationalism thing, the implicit violence and 
aggression sublimated by sport, but also from a vegan perspective. I stopped 
playing the game because of the leather ball — I couldn’t morally defend the idea 
of belting a piece of a dead cow around an oval for fun. I’ve bowled since, but 
with a synthetic ball, and I still watch the game on television with the same fervour, 
but this is a big downer for me, and something worse for the cow. It’s just 
unnecessary.
It’s been strange spending five years in Britain, living in a College environment 
where the first words uttered to me at High Table came after a meal-long break of 
agonising silence: ‘cricket or rugby’, to which I replied ‘cricket’, and consequently 
gave myself a social life. For an Australian, the successes of the Australian cricket 
team, and the persistent failures of the English cricket team until recent seasons, 
gave focus to colonialist jokes — which in most other fields are, I’m told, becoming 
less frequent. Cricket is the embodiment of a world order which even the Packer- 
assault on the game— the money, the commercialism, the multi-coloured uniforms, 
the ‘circus that is one-day cricket’ — can’t dent, at least within the dying kernel 
of Empire itself. And that includes Australia. So cricket became the circuit-breaker, 
the language that linked arts and sciences. I was asked to play with the other 
Fellows against the students, and had to decline because of the leather ball. Or 
chose to decline. I was asked to umpire, and avoided it for the same reason. Cricket 
wasn’t mentioned to me by the Fellows again.
But the porters talked about it all the time, ragging me whatever the state of 
play. One of the porters barracked for my grandfather’s old county, so there was 
a point of connection. Since I was Australian, we connected anyway because 
colonials (their words) weren’t part of the class structure that prevented intimacy 
between those who worked for the College and its Fellows. So cricket became a 
language across barriers. It worked against the values it still seems to stand for. 
The separate change-rooms for gentlemen and ‘others’ that my grandfather had 
told me about (which he opposed, though ‘understood’), might still be there, but 
the ‘coal-miner’s son could still bowl the fastest ball and send the gentleman flat 
on his face!’. Cricket was a decoder, a way of breaking down prejudices. My 
grandfather told me about the great West Indian team of the ’50s in which ‘blacks’ 
and ‘whites’ overcame the opposition together. He couldn’t understand how bans 
of playing in South Africa would stop apartheid — meanwhile I was being arrested 
for challenging nuclear warships and Western Australian cricketers who joined 
rebel groups to South Africa.
The people I supported interrupted cricket matches, shone mirrors in players’ 
eyes (I thought this dangerous and non-effective), and walked onto the pitch (which 
I did do). The idea of sport as apolitical was, and is, absurd to me. It was political 
to my grandfather as well, though he’d say it wasn’t. It was just a game, but one 
in which there was huge cultural investment. He wanted England to win because 
it reconfirmed his whole worldview — it made sense out of the colonies, out of
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the suicide of his alcoholic artist father — who threw himself under a train in 
front of my grandfather when he was barely ten years old. My grandfather never 
drank in his life, and never left the values of Britannia behind. He worshipped the 
Queen, and if something had the royal stamp of approval, it was good enough for 
him. For him, cricket was order. He also loved football for the same reason — an 
arena in which aggression and skills could be acted out. He loved boxing and 
classical music. It was all the same thing, it made sense.
Odd thing is, that having lived in England for so many years, it has become 
very much part of my notion of ‘home’. I found myself following the careers of 
individual cricketers, I began to think outside the simulacrum of the game, and to 
think of the team as a collection of individuals. The ‘English’ (as opposed, of 
course, to notions of Britishness) team, was one thing — its propaganda role in 
the issues of colonisation within Britain itself, the question of Englishness versus 
British identity, — but the players themselves were something different. I’d always 
admired Devon Malcolm because he’d brought a confrontation with questions of 
race and English identity not only within the team but in British society. When he 
says he suffered racist taunts in South Africa, there’s no reason to doubt this (his 
‘revenge’ was a nine-wicket haul, bowled at a blistering pace). And I’m sure the 
racism was a regular thing in English cricket — one only had to listen to British 
commentators for a few minutes to pick this up. Nassar Hussein has shattered the 
binary. He gives what the English want in terms of manners and decoration within 
the simulacrum, but is ‘colonial’ English — his background is ‘part migrant’. He 
is a brilliant strategist and has turned the English team around. This positive image 
has, I believe, challenged racist stereotypes in many parts of the community. But 
don’t worry, if he starts to fail, those racisms will come back with a vengeance. 
How many times have I heard this: how can you call it an English cricket team... ? 
Well people, England is that.
Earlier this year, I had a terrifying experience. I have never felt racism in a 
‘safe place’ in the same way. It’s obviously only a fraction of what some people 
experience, but it was enough to show a pattern. I was catching the bus to Gatwick 
(off to the New world — joke), and a couple of young guys got on the bus. They 
began to smoke, and having given up a hundred-a-day habit six years ago, I felt 
bothered enough to ask them to stop. They told me to fuck off. The driver grew 
annoyed and told them to put the cigarettes out or they’d be off. The young men 
abused him and kept smoking. For the next hour they abused me, moved into the 
seats just behind me and jostled me. As I got off the bus at Gatwick, they elbowed 
me and said, ‘go back to your own country’. I have residency status in Britain and 
told them this was as much my country as anywhere. They got particularly 
aggressive and went on about jobs and migrants and physically harassed me again. 
Other people wanted to intervene, but were intimidated. Shortly afterwards, the 
young men connected with others — all wearing English footy colours. They 
were meeting other soccer fans, it seemed. They were in nationalistic, pumped-
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up-for-England mode. Good thing Australians aren’t overly successful at soccer 
(yet?).
It’s been difficult dealing with my cricket addiction living in the United States. 
There’s the internet, of course. I check every day on scores and the progress of 
games around the world. I follow the issues of corruption with semi-bemused 
interest — that it should come as a shock to anyone astonishes me. That’s what 
empire was always about, and we are post-nothing. Cricket almost is that perfect 
metaphor. Cricket Studies. I am reminded of Georges Perec’s W. The eternal 
competition. The raison d ’être. The eugenics of selection, of competition. I am 
reminded of the recent lauding of Hitler’s film-maker, Leni Riefenstahl, and the 
’36 Olympics. Time is an evil thing; it lets the greatest of sins become commodities. 
It is not unforgiving, it is entirely insensitive. The rebels who supported apartheid, 
despite their protests (just making a living, it’s only sport, etc), have been forgotten. 
But I still look for the game. I look in other places. I have taken to watching 
baseball.
The attractions are obvious on one level — baseball is said to derive from 
cricket, though I’m sure it’s not that straightforward. And various people would 
have much invested in tracing such an evolutionary line, which always leaves me 
doubtful, no matter what the permanent record dictates. Baseball is its own game, 
coming out of a very different, or maybe very different (plural) cultural space/s. 
That it’s a ball and bat game rich in strategy and tactics, is also obvious. The 
chess of the sports world, or a different version of this. My original attraction, 
glancing at a game on network television late one night, was its numerical 
complexity. Here was a game of stats, as many or more stats than cricket. I half 
believe that my original attraction to cricket was the maths, or, as they say here, 
the math. To work out averages is to play with hierarchies, sure, but it’s also to 
play questions of probability. It’s chance interwoven with skill. It’s the precedent, 
the combination, probability, and much more.
In baseball, nine innings with an infinite variety of potential outcomes, appeals 
to me greatly. They have long innings and short innings, the game could go on. I 
loved reading about the Timeless Test when I was young, the cricket match that 
might never end. That’s what test cricket is about — movements greater than the 
thirty-second soundbytes, the fusing of the micro and macro, of the small gestures 
with great consequences, of a simulacrum that mimics and parodies the travesties 
of the human condition. Depends how it’s used, I guess. It’s a poem, an epic, or 
more interestingly, an anti-epic. It goes against the necessity for social niceties, 
of commodity fetishisation, of clocking in and clocking out at a particular time. It 
works against the market forces. Alas, things are working against this in cricket, 
and the one-day game — prime target of the match fixers, and the gambling 
syndicates — is the Frankenstein’s monster of the media. There are different kinds 
of colonisations going on. There are parallel and mirror territories being claimed.
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Baseball has the razzamatazz down pat. No question, and the notorious ‘pinch 
hitter’ question — the substitution of a batsman for a pitcher, almost creates open 
conflict behind traditionalists and the media-friendly amongst baseball fans. I 
live in Ohio at present, and the big team here is the Cleveland Indians. The 
appropriative and disrespectful banter behind the doings of the tribe don’t seem 
to be questioned by their loyal following, at least not publicly. And if an outsider 
comments, it will be pointed out that as a team it opened the doors for ‘mixed’, 
inter-racial teams. And this is good. So, two kinds of discourse, at least, are going 
on here. There is a language between cricket and baseball on a meta-textual level, 
a political and cultural level, and certainly on the level of blind nationalism. Just 
watch when the United States is playing Cuba. For all the Packer-media-construct’s 
sins, they at least created a ‘world team’!
Why do certain stories stick with you out of childhood? Rod Marsh, the 
Australian wicket-keeper, held the record for the most cans of beer drunk on the 
plane from Australia to England. Wonder how many beers the gentlemen drank 
coming and going over in the days of ship travel? David Boon might have beaten 
the record. Which one of them was nicknamed Keg? Or Stubby? Dennis Lillee 
was an idol to Western Australian grade cricketers, though a friend of mine in 
fourth grade cricket said he was a giant poser, a real show-off. I’ve sat on the 
same planes as Kim Hughes, and wanted to speak to him of his elegant batting, of 
his ability to explode gracefully into action, of his having to captain a team 
destroyed by Kerry Packer and big contracts, but feeling unable to speak to him 
because of his reprehensible touring with other Australians in apartheid South 
Africa. Of the entire team in itself — of the Dan brothers, Aborigines of brilliant 
sporting ability, legendary surfers in Geraldton, my home of three years who 
have spoken of the racism that’s the foundation stone of cricket. As they point 
out, class keeps Aborigines out of Australian cricket. Class in Australian cricket? 
— for sure. To do with ethnicity and which school you went to. There’s the famous 
Aboriginal team of the late 1800s that toured Britain, but they’re a kind of racist’s 
museum piece in the eyes of white Australians. For many Aborigines I’ve spoken 
to, they are revered figures, though scepticism is strong about how they’ve been 
positioned in cricketing parlance.
Cricket — a skinny guy like me, the school ‘Dictionary’, could charge in and 
whip a fast ball under the bat of a school tough, could knock the middle stump 
flying. Or could bowl a leg-cutter because it took some thought, and send the ball 
flying off the edge. It was empowerment, a way of staking a place in a territory 
that did its best to keep you out. It’s a game, more than any other in my mind, that 
should not be about prejudice or rejection. The individual can flourish, but only if 
that individual is part of something greater than this, as part of the whole.
Greg Chappell was a great batsman. I watched his ‘horror trot’, when duck 
after duck finished off his career. Glasses were called for. Confidence. The 
blindness of Australia. And there was the infamous underarm incident, against
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‘our’ trans-Tasman ‘rivals’. Cricket was war, is war, between Aussies and Kiwis. 
Now, if that’s not a combination of cultural uncertainty, guilt, and fear, I don’t 
know what is. Brotherly love? We’ll talk about the sisters shortly. Greg Chappell, 
is a vegan now — alternative living with kudos. I’ve been in the offices of a 
businessman who had a signed photo of Chappell in full flow. I’ve had email 
contact with him as a vegan. He’s a vegan for health reasons, I ’m an ethical 
vegan. I want to chat with him about that leather ball. He was the greatest — the 
most aesthetically pleasing — batsman I’ve ever watched. What does this mean? 
Notions of beauty are informed by factors that are always going to be exclusive, 
contradictory, often offensive. But he seemed great to m e... he does now.
The sisters. There was a match in which Brian Lara, the world’s highest-scoring 
batsman, was bowled by a woman called Zoe (and I can’t recall her second name, 
which says a lot). It was a ‘fun’ match — she was included in the team as a 
gesture of good will (a novelty?). Whatever. It lifted the profile of the ‘woman’s 
game’, according to the male commentators. According to the papers. She received 
plenty of press, made cameo appearances — in commentary boxes, in newspaper 
columns. Test match cricket between women’s teams in the Commonwealth is 
particularly active. Great sporting achievements. Little or no television coverage, 
little financial support. The need for an equivalent to Anna Koumikova’s knickers? 
It’s sickening: another prejudice of the lore that surrounds cricket. Great game, 
plenty of socio-cultural oppressions.
I’m playing backyard cricket in Geraldton. It’s with a non-leather ball. The 
team opposing me is the poet Anthony Lawrence. This is almost a decade ago. 
Anthony has written poetry on playing cricket — he was pretty good, reckons he 
almost made state selection as an all-rounder for NSW. He can certainly swing 
the ball both ways — I’m a right-hander, and he gets me with a wicked in-swinger. 
Pretty fast as well. But then I’m not much of a bat. He can accumulate the runs as 
well. But I can keep him pinned. I’m accurate. We play all afternoon. Kids, but 
competing for adult stakes. Exhilarating and sad at once. We’ve rarely seen each 
other since then.
My grandfather would overcome his dislike of the Australian cricket team, 
even the Invincibles, when it came to Don Bradman. He would tell me stories of 
the Don keeping a ball off the ground with a single stump — up, up, up. He had 
numerous anecdotes like this about how the Don honed his skills as a child. No 
privilege there, he’d add. I don’t know how true any of this is, and I don’t really 
want to know. It’s not the point. Bradman is an Australian Icon, but that’s the 
worst part of it. For my grandfather, he was above nation — even above the royal 
family. He was the creation of something extra-human, and as my grandfather 
was an atheist (the Church of Her Majesty was a political entity for him), Bradman 
represented the closest link to the spiritual world you could get. His achievements 
were unbelievable, and yet measurable. His trick, my grandfather pointed out, 
was an absence of ego on the field. ‘Never lifted a ball above the ground...’,
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which I’m sure is untrue, but the point is that he was not given to displays of 
bravado. Bradman was empirical evidence of the sublime. He gave credence to 
the questionable notion that birds can fly and fish breathe under water. And truly, 
my grandfather clung to that all his life. ‘A batting average of 99.9.... it should 
have been a hundred... wouldn’t it slay ya!’ he’d say most times I saw him.
Of course, I can’t buy into this. Greg Chappell, for all the sledging and golden 
ducks and Underarm Incidents, is, as a vegan, far more of a hero to me. In fact, 
that very fact transports him from the role of being a hero. Cricket will only be 
liberated when we forget the names of individual achievers, and confront what it 
is in us as viewers and players that engenders so many problems in the societies 
we help perpetuate.
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Unpacking the Canoe: Alternative 
Perspectives on the Canoe as a National 
Symbol
A Canadian is someone who knows how to make love in a canoe.
Pierre Berton1
Introduction: T he Canadian Canoe
The association of the canoe with Canada has a long, if not necessarily exclusive, 
history. Basic reference guides, such as the Encyclopedia Britannica, tell us that 
there are ‘two main forms of canoe: that open from end to end (the modem 
recreational or sport Canadian canoe), propelled with a paddle having a single 
blade; and the kayak’ (2: 807). The sport of canoeing was popularised throughout 
Europe and North America during the mid-nineteenth century, primarily by a 
British lawyer named John MacGregor, who founded the Royal Canoe Club in 
London in 1865. Canoeing became an Olympic sport in 1936. Canoe racing is 
now designated into two categories: the Canadian canoe (nominated as C l or C2 
depending on the number of paddlers) and the kayak (K1 or K2), both of which 
are raced over a variety of distances.2
Within Canada, the canoe was, of course, originally a Native craft, developed 
out of geophysical necessity. As Charles Franks notes, in The Canoe and White 
Water, the constraints of geography have determined and still do determine the 
ways in which travellers move across the land. ‘The Canadian Shield, which is 
the surface of most of the interior, is covered by muskeg, cliffs, rivers and lakes 
that make travel by foot almost impossible during the summer months. Yet the 
terrain is barren and unsuited for agriculture. Living off it demands hunting and 
fishing over a wide area’ (7). The Native peoples who migrated into the interior 
of the country created a technology of lightweight portable canoes quite different 
from both the dugout canoes of the coastal tribes, such as the Haida, and also 
from the sea-going kayaks of the Inuit. European explorers and colonists soon 
realised the ideal nature of the canoe, adopting it as the primary mode of 
transportation both for trade and exploration. In a recent article, ‘The Canadian 
Canoe Museum and Canada’s National Symbol’, John Jennings, a professor of 
Canadian and American history at Trent University, takes this historical 
significance one step further, arguing that ‘Canada exists as it does today because
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of the canoe. In the United States, it was the horse that determined national 
boundaries; in Canada the canoe’ (4). He goes on to add that the ‘essential shape 
of Canada was determined, above all, by canoe exploration and the fur trade’ (5). 
While Jennings may be overstating the historical case, his comments are important 
specifically for the central place he ascribes to the canoe, not merely as a reality, 
but as a symbol that defines a country.
If the canoe can thus be seen from inside Canada as essential to Canadian 
history and nation-building, both prior to and after the arrival of the first Europeans, 
it seems somewhat less obvious that it should also be taken as an icon of what it 
means to be Canadian or that it should be, in Jennings’ words, ‘Canada’s national 
symbol’. The canoe is, after all, a type of vessel that can be found in many forms 
and in many cultures. Australian Aboriginal peoples construct both dugout and 
bark canoes, while China has its dragon boats and the Polynesian Islanders have 
several types of canoe, including the outrigger. If any country were to claim the 
canoe as its national symbol, it might logically be New Zealand, where the canoe 
is intrinsic to the history of the Maori, whose social organisation has traditionally 
depended in part upon organisation of clans {hap) into waka, ‘a loose grouping of 
tribes whose members believed they were descended from ancestors who had 
travelled on the same migratory canoe’ (Davidson 149). Laurie Barber concludes 
that ‘Maori concern to trace tribal and individual origins back to the founding 
canoes is as important as any genealogy of aristocratic descent anywhere’ (Barber 
14). That the word waka refers both to the canoe and to the social group associated 
with it gives some indication of its importance within Maori culture.
Thus we are faced with the inevitable fact that the adoption of national symbols 
is not a logical process. The lion is scarcely indigenous to England, yet it is a 
symbol recognised in a variety of contexts, from the football (soccer) jersey to 
the exalted halls of Parliament. Yet this symbolic value within England does not 
prevent the lion from being similarly iconised by a variety of other countries. 
When England meets Cameroon on the football pitch, two sets of lions face off 
against each other. Thus we may accept that the canoe has been taken up by at 
least some Canadians as a national symbol, although we note that Jennings is 
unclear as to whether the canoe is actually a national symbol or whether it should 
be made into one, a question we will return to below. It is clear, however, that the 
canoe does have some sort of symbolic or iconic value in Canada; like the beaver, 
the canoe occurs in a variety of aspects of Canadian visual culture. As James 
Raffan notes,
A canoe still ensures free passage, lockage and camping for paddlers on the Rideau 
Canal. And it’s not all that long ago that regular fare on any Canadian passenger train 
included space for a canoe in the baggage car. For years, the image on our highest 
denomination coin ... was of a European coureur de bois with an Indian bowman in a 
classical Dogrib or Chipewyan birchbark canoe ... and in advertising the religion 
of everyday life — canoes have been used to flog everything from Export A cigarettes
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and Canadian Club whiskey to bottled water, fresh air and healthy vacations in the
Canadian wild ... [A]nd, of course, there is the ribald definition, often attributed to
Pierre Berton, that a Canadian is someone who knows how to make love in a canoe.
(17)
Accepting that the canoe is in some sense a national symbol within Canada, 
the focus of this article then is to ask what it is that is being symbolised by the 
canoe. What meaning does ‘Canadian’ come to have within the apparently all­
embracing gunnels of that ironically narrow vessel? We ask these questions 
specifically within the ongoing discourse of Canadian national identity, a topic 
that is always fraught, both by historical circumstances, such as the division 
between Anglophone and Francophone and the issues of Native identity and self­
governance within the Canadian framework, and by contemporary identity politics 
of all kinds. We ask these questions, moreover, as Canadians, yet noting the 
particular relationship to the symbolic of the canoe created by our own identity 
formations, which include issues of class, ethnicity, immigration, gender and 
sexuality. In doing so, we will inevitably be asking these questions in the context 
of the personal as much, or more, than in the context of the institutional; when we 
do so, we will be referring to ourselves by our first names, that is, as Susan and 
Wendy. Furthermore, as queer Canadians, in particular, and ones with backgrounds 
outside the mainstream of middle-class Anglo-Canadian culture, our investigation 
of the iconic status of the canoe must necessarily take into account whether or not 
the symbolic of the canoe really attains the universality attributed to it by certain 
writers and critics.
The Place of the Canoe
What little scholarship has been done on the particular cultural phenomenon 
that locates the canoe as a symbol of Canadian cultural identity has been collected 
largely within the covers of a recently published anthology called, unsurprisingly, 
The Canoe in Canadian Cultures. The cover photograph of this anthology is typical 
of the visual iconography of the canoe in its Canadian context. In the foreground 
of the cover photograph, a red canoe lies drawn up on the shoreline, empty save 
for a lifejacket and a single paddle; the background shows the viewer a landscape 
serene and entirely Canadian: rocks, lake, trees, a hint of early morning mist. One 
can easily imagine an accompanying soundtrack of rosy-cheeked (but invisible) 
children singing ‘Land of the silver birch/Home of the beaver ... Blue lake and 
rocky shore/I will return once more’.3 Blue lake, rocky shore, canoe: there is no 
shortage of these images in Canadian culture, from the cover photograph of The 
Canoe in Canadian Cultures to the many images of lone canoeists (usually one, 
occasionally two) which decorate tourist posters and brochures. Tourist information 
from Canadian Consulates around the world is rife with canoes (along with other 
Canadian icons: Mounties, bears, maple leaves, skiers and the inevitable phallic 
upthrust of the CN Tower, notorious for being the world’s tallest freestanding
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structure).4 The composition of these photographs varies so little as to be formulaic: 
the canoe, which is usually red, is somewhere in the bottom half of the picture, 
both dwarfed by and separated from the unpeopled landscape it traverses.
The canoe, for Canadians at least, is the pre-eminent symbol of penetration 
into the wilderness, a land conceived as a terra incognita untouched by human 
hand; no matter that it has aboriginal and settler/immigrant inhabitants or that 
tour groups pass through it with the regularity of a suburban train schedule, the 
image is always one of the pristine and empty land, its sublimity domesticated 
just enough not to frighten away the tourists. At the same time, these images 
function within national borders to interpellate the would-be Canadian into a 
specific set of cultural values, in which the country can scarcely be differentiated 
from the landscape. ‘The landscape’, discursively speaking, is not simply a 
photograph or painting of a part of Canada, but is synonymous with ‘the wilderness’ 
as represented by the paintings of the Group of Seven, the early twentieth-century 
painters whose work changed the face of Canadian art from an imitation of 
European style and subject matter to a particularly Canadian style with a focus on 
the rocky face of the Canadian shield, with its apparently untouched lakes and 
wind-blasted pines.5 Not for we hardy Canadians the domesticity inherent in 
paintings of Dutch interiors, for example, or the bourgeois portraits of landowners; 
we are the people of the sublime, an idea which tends to conceal the ways in 
which the geography of ‘here’6 is discursively constituted in Canadian sensibilities 
‘as a space in which social constructions are absent’ (Cavell 110).
The canoe is the vessel through which Canadians have navigated the waterways 
that conjoin our various types of sublime and ‘empty’ geographies. From a 
postcolonial perspective, this depiction of the canoe and its landscapes is 
problematic in its own right, both because of its failure to recognise not only the 
colonial appropriation of Native technologies and because of the erasure of the 
existing population — a discourse that is a close parallel to the Australian 
conception of that continent as a ‘terra nullius’ prior to the arrival of Europeans. 
Even beyond this, we need, perhaps, to recognise that not all of those waterways 
are undomesticated wilderness, even to the most colonial of imaginations. This 
can perhaps be most clearly seen through a personal narrative, in terms of how 
and where Susan taught Wendy to canoe. Wendy immigrated to Canada when she 
was twelve, managing to skip the unfamiliar business of summer camps and canoe 
lessons, and learned to canoe as an adult, mostly along the shoreline of Lake 
Ontario in Toronto. Her canoeing territory, unlike both the artificial lake of Susan s 
experience and the more ‘pure’ canoeing experience of those with access to the 
lakes and rivers of the Canadian ‘wilderness’, was the beach in front of Sunny side 
Park, with high-rise buildings on the one hand and the moored yachts of wealthy 
Torontonians on the other (see Figure 1). This space was neither silent and s till7 
nor unpopulated. Construction sites and the Neo-Nazi graffiti of the bridge where 
Lakeshore Drive crosses the Humber River were more common spectacles in
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Figure 1
Wendy’s canoeing experience than beaver or loon. Yes, she had the blue lake and 
rocky shore, but the lake was polluted and the shore was man-made. Like Susan’s, 
as we shall see — and yet differently — Wendy’s canoeing experience clearly did 
not match the discourse of the canoe’s place in, and thus symbolism of, a pristine 
Canadian landscape.
The urban landscape plays little part in most narratives of the canoe. Canoe 
books of every kind, whether they emphasise practical instruction, history or 
cultural analysis, are replete with what Robert Fleming calls the ‘mythic romance 
. . .o f  white settlers and Indigenes brought together in a state of nature’ (online). 
The canoe is mobilised as a symbol which is able to integrate — and thus by 
unstated implication to interpellate — not only the traditional settler societies of 
English and French Canada with the Native population they displaced, but also 
as a symbol which can bring together Canadians of all sorts of ethnic and immigrant 
backgrounds.8 To take just one example, John Jennings argues that the canoe is a 
necessary symbol for a country currently in a state of crisis:
Canadians, today, need things around which to rally.... The canoe reaches deep into 
our history and extends into our future as the symbol of our stewardship of the land. It 
conjures images of things that, according to surveys, Canadians collectively hold dear 
— images of wilderness: of the mystique of the North; of space and tranquillity; of
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the Group of Seven — Canada’s best known canoeists; and of a Mountie singing in a
canoe!(9)
Jennings suggests that one way that Canadians can counter the ‘centrifugal’ 
pressures of ‘political devolution, multiculturalism, Native self-government, [and] 
a stress on regional identity’ (9) is to instate the image of the canoe in the Canadian 
consciousness, beyond even its current iconic value, in the same way that Theodore 
Roosevelt, along with novelist Owen Wister and sculptor Frederic Remington, 
‘self-consciously set out to create the image of the cowboy’ (Jennings 8). The 
canoe, is deemed to be a symbol which is accessible to all Canadians ‘no matter 
what their background’ (Jennings 9), and can, it would seem, help us to hold 
together as ‘the world’s first truly multicultural society ... a model of diverse 
people living together in relative harmony under a system of tolerance and respect 
for minority rights, equality before the law, a sense of obligation to the world 
and, above all, of a pragmatic federalism able to adjust to the occasion’ (Jennings 
14).
Whether or not one accepts Jennings’ valuation of Canada’s place in the world, 
one might still want to ask whether Canadian culture and Canadian values would 
really be furthered by the deliberate manipulation of the canoe into a Canadian 
icon to parallel the cowboy. The image of the cowboy is not, in any case, an 
unproblematic one; while it may indeed represent ‘freedom, courage, initiative 
and a connection with open spaces’ (Jennings 8), there is no doubt that it also 
represents a particular version of heteronormative white masculinity. Various 
scholars, including most notably Jane Tompkins, have pointed out that the image 
of the cowboy and the concomitant rise of the Western, in novel, film and 
eventually television, were ideologically loaded from the very beginning. The 
cowboy is a repudiation of the female, particularly as it was (and is) associated 
with the domestic, the urban and the urbane. A related critique is made by Wendell 
Berry, who points out that the ideological emphasis on movement, on the cowboy 
as pioneer, restricted the ways in which Americans could relate to the land, thus 
influencing not only settlement patterns, but also ideologies of agri/culture which 
involved, in particular, the loss of a notion of husbandry; if you over-farmed the 
land, there was always more out there. Just go west!
Of course, there are similarities between the construction of the cowboy as an 
iconic emblem of American masculinism and the ways in which the image of the 
canoe is deployed in certain forms of Canadian culture.9 Examining the visual 
culture of the canoe created by the photographs in The Canoe in Canadian Cultures, 
one can scarcely help but note that the majority of the photographs show men 
canoeing. While the figures in some of the photographs are indistinct, the visual 
context of Western society invariably suggests to the reader that these figures 
must be male; Western visual culture requires specific clues to identify the other, 
regardless of whether that otherness is to be found in gender, race, class or sexuality. 
The same effect of visually identifying canoeing as an overwhelmingly male
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pursuit is also created by the many photographic illustrations of male paddlers in 
Bill Mason’s famous canoeing manual, The Path o f the Paddle, even though Mason 
notes explicitly that his daughter, Becky, is on shore only because she volunteered 
to take the photographs and not because she’s a lesser paddler than his son, Paul 
(vii). The visual exclusions of these photographs create an effect of normalising 
the canoeist’s masculinity that is quite in opposition to Mason’s stated intent and 
philosophy. Similarly, almost all of the photographs in The Canoe in Canadian 
Cultures, save for the photograph of Madeline Katt of the Teme-Augama 
Anishnabai nation, appear also to be pictures of white people (and in the case of 
‘Grey Owl’ [Archie Belaney], of white people pretending to be Native). These 
are rather visually specific illustrations of the unstated ideologies which, in addition 
to ethnic, racial and class differentiation, do much to demolish the rhetoric which 
seeks to instate the canoe as a symbol that carries equal valence for all Canadians, 
just as the image of the cowboy has never been equally accessible in the USA to 
women, gays, or Afro-Americans — despite the fact that historically there were 
women, blacks and gays who worked as cowhands on the ranches of the American 
west.
The image of the canoe is more imbricated with colonial discourses than 
Canadians would generally like to admit, even though Bill Mason, who was one 
of the iconic figures of Canadian canoe culture, noted in The Path o f the Paddle, 
that as ‘the white man took over their land, the native people would regret the 
generosity with which they shared their amazing mode of travel’ (2). At the same 
time, like most dominant discourses, it is complicated by the resistances that 
inevitably arise, as Judith Butler suggests, alongside any attempt at interpellation. 
The more masculinist and heteronormative the canoe or the cowboy seems, the 
more disturbed it is by the shadow image it seeks to suppress. To go back to the 
example of the cowboy, one hardly needs even to resort to Leslie Fiedler’s classic 
chapter on homoerotic attachments in Love and Death in the American Novel to 
point out that the masculinist heteronormativity of the cowboy is always already 
compromised by the spectre of homoeroticism that haunts virtually every all­
male endeavour. In the attempt to repudiate the female, the image of the cowboy 
carries its shadow self within it, the unheimlich figure of alternative possibilities 
all too easily accessible in the predominantly masculine world of the West. To 
quote the rather caustic liner notes from queerpunk band Pansy Division’s cover 
of Ned Sublette’s ‘Cowboys are Frequently Secretly Fond of Each Other’, ‘[t]he 
Old West equation of ten men for every woman makes for easy math. You add it 
up’. The heteronormativity of the cowboy is further compromised, at least within 
popular culture, by the association of the phrase ‘Go West’ with the Village People’s 
1979 album of that title. As Alan Sinfield has noted, there is some interesting 
subcultural work taking place when a gay male anthem can appropriate for itself 
the ‘imperial motif’ of American expansionism, so that the ‘trappings of “manly” 
pioneering [became] part of the fantasy paraphernalia of the gay leatherman’,
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especially at a time when many American gay men really were migrating west to 
San Francisco (2).
The masculinism of the canoe gets repeated in all sorts of ways in Canadian 
culture, most recently in the assertion that photographs of former Prime Minister, 
Pierre Trudeau, in a cedarstrip canoe make him more of a ‘real man’ than do 
equivalent photographs of would-be Prime M inister Stockwell Day in a 
m otorboat,10 while the heteronorm ativity  of the canoe is — probably 
unintentionally — ensured by the endless repetition of the quotation traditionally 
attributed to the journalist and popular historian, Pierre Berton: ‘A Canadian is 
someone who knows how to make love in a canoe’. While there is nothing in the 
quotation per se that disallows the vision of two lesbians or gay men making love 
in a canoe, the heteronormativity of the public imagination, in concert with the 
largely unspoken heterocentrism of our discourses of Canadian nationalism, 
combine to make it most unlikely that the ‘average’ Canadian is imagining anything 
other than two white people of opposite sexes in that now legendary canoe. That 
the man and woman making love are young, fit and probably fair-haired is yet 
another inevitable consequence of the larger cultural discourses within which 
virtually all Western cultures have been interpellated.
Canoeing 101, or, Learning T o Be Canadian
In 1973, at the age of 11, Susan first went to summer camp and learned to 
canoe. It was not really an auspicious beginning, and though it did much to develop 
an affection, even passion, for the joys of canoeing, it seemed to do little to inscribe 
her within the socio-cultural framework of the ideology of the canoe. Or did it? 
The camp Susan attended was a local one on a man-made lake in southern Ontario. 
It was run by the YMCA, staffed by tumed-on and dropped-out counterculture 
‘wannabes’ and primarily frequented by the children of working class immigrant 
families. In its locations — geographical, geological and social — therefore, it 
stood in stark contrast to the gracious, smartly painted, well-equipped summer 
camps dotting the lakes of the Canadian Shield in Muskoka and Haliburton, just 
as its rag-bag counsellors and campers stood in contrast to the sons and daughters 
of upper-middle-class Anglo-Ontario inhabiting these bastions of canoe culture. 
In spite of this, Camp Belwood instilled in both Susan and her brother a profound 
respect for canoes and an appreciation for the environment canoeing made uniquely 
accessible. The canoeing ethos of Camp Belwood was, nevertheless, still heavily 
steeped in the mystique of the north woods and the appropriateness of the canoe 
as a vehicle in which to explore the otherwise inaccessible lakes, rivers and streams 
of the Canadian Shield. The Camp taught, perhaps inadvertently, that same attitude 
which the Canadian Prime Minister of the time, Pierre Trudeau, referred to when 
he wrote of paddling in the Canadian wilderness with the words I do not just 
mean “canoeing”’ and went on to distinguish between canoeing as a pastime and 
canoeing as a means of interpellation into the Natural, which was also the Canadian.
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What sets a canoeing expedition apart is that it purifies you more rapidly and 
inescapably than any other. Travel a thousand miles by train and you are a brute; 
pedal five hundred on a bicycle and you remain basically a bourgeois; paddle a hundred 
in a canoe, and you are already a child of nature. (2000, 40)
In the same work, Trudeau also wrote that T know a man whose school could 
never teach him patriotism, but who acquired that virtue when he felt in his bones 
the vastness of the land, and the greatness of those who founded it’ (41). To be 
truly Canadian then involves more than just an afternoon’s pleasant paddle along 
a lake or river; it involves a vision of the canoe as a means of entrée into the 
sublime of the country, the nation as landscape. Susan and Andy thus came away 
from their two week summer camp with the desire and skill to paddle and portage 
a canoe and an understanding of the places where the canoe really belonged. 
They soon attempted to transfer those skills to what they saw as their more 
‘appropriate’ or ‘natural’ location, the lakes of the Canadian Shield, and, in 
particular, of Algonquin Park.
The ideology of the canoe was constructed for the campers through narratives 
of the canoe circulating throughout the summer camp. There was a nostalgic 
reverence paid to the few wooden canoes at the camp (most were made of more 
durable fibreglass or aluminium) based on the notion that wood was a ‘natural’, 
and therefore ‘authentic’, material. Paddling giant ‘freighter’ canoes, an homage 
to the historical canot du maître, or Montréal Canoe, was framed in historical 
terms as a type of re-enactment, as was camping on an uninhabited island out of 
sight from the main camp, just like, the counsellors said, the voyageurs did. 
Certainly the young Knabes and their camp-mates were and are not alone in this 
veneration of the historical freighter canoe. For instance, Peter Labor, in an article 
discussing historical voyage re-enactments, notes that these canoes were used to 
transport large volumes of furs out of central Canada and that each was paddled 
by as many as twelve paddlers. Moreover, Labor acknowledges the ideological 
legacy of the canot du maître by noting ‘it symbolises a vast land of rock and 
water and an era of adventure and growth ... [and] exemplifies one of the most 
culturally defining periods in Canadian history’ (93). These camp canoe narratives, 
however, also served more specifically to spell out the ways in which the particular 
experience of canoeing offered at the camp was measured against, and fell well 
short of, the gold standard of canoeing experiences: the mythical canoe trips along 
the uninhabited rivers and lakes of ‘the North’, which were liberally illustrated 
by the counsellors’ colourful, and no doubt apocryphal, anecdotes of narrowly 
avoided waterfalls and the running of legendary rapids. These narratives wove 
the strands of history, geography, nature, sport, and adolescent hero-worship into 
a powerful tapestry of Canadian national identity; moreover, the canoe was able 
to be seen as the vehicle through which this identity was made tangible. Thus 
Susan and her brother came away with an indoctrination into the ideology of the 
canoe which, however incomplete, contingent and contested, nevertheless dictated
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Figure 2
how they positioned themselves and were positioned within specific discourses 
of Canadian identity.
Moreover, as subsequent Knabe family canoe trips to Algonquin Park 
demonstrated, living up to the ideology of the canoe was not simply a matter of 
geographical location. The broad-beamed aluminium Sportspal canoe, complete 
with fake birch bark paint, oarlocks, and black foam flotation bumpers, purchased 
specifically because it was ‘safe’, was as far from the sleek slender wooden canoes 
of their adolescent fantasies as the shallow river running past the Knabe farm was 
from the deep, cool lakes of the Pre-Cambrian Shield. The canoeing cachet of the 
once yearly trips to Algonquin was further compromised by the necessary inclusion 
of their mother, who took up residence in the middle of the boat (Figure 2). Thus, 
even as Susan and Andy occupied the geographical space of canoe culture, they 
were subtly and surely displaced from its ideological space.
The canoe as an index of national belonging was mapped out not simply in 
terms of the activity and the place; rather it was also the product of a complex and 
contingent amalgam of unspoken markers of class and ethnicity which located 
Susan and Andy outside the ideological mainstream of Canadian culture. Christl
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Verduyn, who was at that time Chair of Canadian Studies at Trent University, 
gives a very similar account, in Charles Foran’s ‘Different Strokes’, of her family’s 
attempt to use the canoe as a way to fit into the culture of their adopted Canadian 
town. Verduyn notes that she ‘finally woke up to the class dimension of canoeing.... 
It wasn’t about getting out into nature. It was about where you sent your kids to 
summer camp. It was about which lake your cottage was on’ (67). The experiences 
of those othered by their ethnic or racial heritage or class background reveal both 
the functioning of the interpellative discourse of the canoe and its very real failure, 
as a universalising symbol, to demolish the barriers that have historically prevented 
those more marginalised inhabitants of Canada from becoming the ‘proper’ 
subjects of these discourses. The implicit rhetoric of what one might call 
‘canoeism’, the metaphorical tap of the paddle on the shoulder, as it were, which 
suggests that the canoe is a ‘uniquely’ Canadian, although universalised, symbol 
to which all segments of Canadian society should be able to relate, thus functions 
as one means by which Canadians are differentially constituted as national subjects.
However, it is also important to realise that this sense of displacement, 
specifically with respect to canoe culture, but also, by extension, to a certain type 
of Canadian identity, was not ever complete or uncomplicated. For instance, in 
spite of a sense of alienation, both Susan and Andy spent substantial parts of their 
adolescence and early adulthood paddling, portaging and camping. Andy went 
on to make many canoe and raft trips north of Lake Superior and in the Yukon, 
while Susan taught her partner, Wendy, how to canoe in Toronto in the mid 1980s, 
in essence renegotiating her relationship with canoeing culture. Christl Verduyn 
also speaks about this process of renegotiation, noting that she too has an ‘inner 
canoe.... Mine just happens to be the wobbly, cheap thing my immigrant parents 
bought’ (67).
The sense of alienation Susan felt but could not articulate during those early 
canoeing years reappeared when, in 1996, she entered the Canadian Heritage and 
Development Studies Program at Trent University to study for an MA. Several 
times during her tenure in the Program, Susan mentioned to faculty members that 
she had canoed as a young person and that she enjoyed this pastime. This was an 
admission which was motivated, in part, by a desire to indicate that she was perhaps 
not so far removed from the Program’s defining institutional culture, which was 
most clearly reflected in the annual retreat at Temagami, ‘a four-day wilderness 
quest through the lakes and rivers of northern Ontario’ (Foran 67), as might initially 
be assumed on the basis of her project’s subject matter. Even though her work 
was urban, theoretical, and queer in its focus, she wished to indicate that she 
could still ‘fit in’ to the Program. Yet each time, her assertions were met with 
surprise, which itself was an indication of an assumption about ‘who canoes’ 
based on, possibly, gender, sexuality, and body habitus. What was more striking, 
however, was that in each case it was the same faculty member, a person firmly 
committed to an inclusive vision for the Program, who found Susan’s canoeing
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past surprising. Moreover, this exchange was repeated at least two or three times 
a year over the three years of her degree: not only did he find her canoeing past 
surprising, but he also apparently subconsciously suppressed his knowledge of 
this fact. One possible explanation, and one which demonstrates the insidious 
ways in which the ideology of the canoe is deployed to differentially inscribe 
individuals within discourses of the nation, is that it was impossible, on some 
fundamental level, for this man to imagine a ‘queer’ woman in a canoe: so 
impossible, in fact, that he had actively to forget that she was ever there in the 
first place. If this is the case, and we strongly suggest that it is, then the rhetoric of 
the canoe as a nation-building and nation-strengthening symbol is anything but 
unproblematic; if there is no room for queer bodies in the canoe, is there similarily 
no room for queer bodies in Canada?
Conclusion: Q ueering the Canoe?
Is there then, or can there be, someone queer in the canoe? Or, to paraphrase 
Peter Dickinson, himself paraphrasing Northrop Frye, can here be queer? (3). In 
the contemporary discourses of the canoe, the answer is perhaps ‘No’; and yet the 
canoe might yet be taken as a heterotopian, rather than a simplistically utopian, 
symbol.11 Alternatively, one might rather agree with Christl Verduyn’s assessment 
that we would all be happier if ‘the canoe could just be brought down to the level 
of, say, a nice paddle along the Otonabee’ (Foran 67). While it is unlikely that the 
symbolic meanings of the canoe can at present be evacuated to that extent — a 
strategy that is the pragmatic opposite of Jennings’ desire to interpellate all 
Canadians within a universalised symbolic — there are still opportunities to 
celebrate the canoe outside of the hegemonically white and heterocentrically 
masculinist discourse that has usurped it for so long. Let us finish with one attempt 
to decentre and reappropriate the canoe, from Mohawk writer Beth Brant’s essay, 
‘Physical Prayers’:
My partner and I have a small cottage on Walpole Island in Ontario. Walpole Island is 
held by a confederacy known as the Council of Three Fires — Potawatomi, Ottawa, 
Ojibwa, and since it comprises several islands, there are numerous canals and tiny 
channels of water where only a canoe can get through. Denise and I canoe every 
chance we get .... On this one day, we found a small patch of dry land with a black 
willow growing straight out of the earth. There was a noisy Red-wing flying in and 
out of the branches .... We talked, ate our lunch, breathed the air, then lay under the 
willow and touched each other, kissed, made love between us. As I felt the first tremors 
of orgasm take hold of me, a Blue Heron entered my body and I became her. (60-61)
Brant makes crystal clear the connection between what she calls iorenda, a 
Mohawk description of what cannot be explained but is accepted as the natural 
order of life’ (61) and the ‘physical prayer’ that is encompassed both in sex and in 
(becoming) the heron. At the same time, she connects the learned self-hatred of 
many lesbians and Native people to the homophobia and misogyny which
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Europeans brought with them to Canada and which were not previously a part of 
Native culture. In doing so, she seeks nothing as grandiose as the creation of a 
symbol for all Canadians, but rather attempts to speak to what it means to be a 
lesbian, a mother, a grandmother, a lover, a Mohawk. At the same time, Brant’s 
account of canoeing with her same-sex partner reiterates the infamous quotation 
about Canadians being those who know how to make love in a canoe in a context 
that defuses the quotation’s presumptive heteronormativity and reinstates those 
who have been excluded — the Native, the queer, the female, and the working 
class — as potential canoeists in their own right. Furthermore, Brant’s description 
of taking the canoe through a known and loved landscape reclaims a sense of 
Canada as a place that is local, specific and familiar, rather than the uninhabited 
sublime which initiates the young canoeist into the landscape as nation and the 
canoe as the instrument of its penetration and creation.
It is perhaps in connections like this that Canadians can find a way to unpack 
the baggage threatening to swamp the canoe. Postcolonial theory and practice 
can perhaps teach us why it is problematic to assert that the canoe is 'one of the 
greatest gifts of the First Peoples to all those who came after’ (Jennings 1), just as 
feminist and queer theory can reveal the hidden masculinism and heteronormativity 
that underlie its recent uses as an interpellative strategy for young Canadians.12 
Being a symbol is perhaps not the best fate for the canoe, in any case. After all, 
the most vehement celebration of being Canadian the country has seen in many 
years was inspired by a commercial in March 2000 for Molson's Canadian beer.11 
Despite Trudeau, the canoe makes a better pastime than it does an ideology.
NOTES
1 This very famous quotation has invariably been attributed to Pierre Berton although, 
when asked. Berton noted that he has no clear memory of having originated it. See 
The Canoe in Canadian Cultures 255. fn. 5.
2 These facts can be found in a variety of sources. One of the most succinct is the entry 
on canoeing in Collier's Encyclopaedia, vol. 5, 357-58.
■’ These are lyrics from the traditional folksong ‘Land of the Silver Birch’, which is 
familiar to most Canadian children from either (or both) school or summer camp, and 
is particularly egregious for the imitation Native drum of the chorus: 'Blue lake and 
rocky shore/I will return once more/Boom didi boom boom/Boom didi boom boom/ 
Boo-oo-oo-oo-oom'.
4 The CN (Canadian National) Tower is one of Toronto's prime tourist attractions.
5 For a discussion of the invisibility of the indigenous inhabitants of the Canadian Shield 
in the work of the Group of Seven, see Jonathan Bordo's 'Jack Pine — Wilderness 
Sublime or the Erasure of the Aboriginal Presence from the Landscape', Journal of 
Canadian Studies (Spring 1992). The Group of Seven consisted of Lawren Harris, 
A. Y. Jackson. J.E.H. MacDonald. Arthur Lismer. Frederick Varley, Franklin Carmichael 
and A.J. Casson. Tom Thomson, one of the artists associated with group members, 
drowned — ironically at Canoe Lake — shortly before the group was formed.
h In 1973. Northrop Frye. Canada's most famous literary critic, asked the question, 
'Where is here?', a question which still has resonance today for work on issues of
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Canadian national identity. Like Margaret Atwood, Frye conceived of Canadians as 
being first and foremost concerned with the struggle to survive against the indifference 
of nature. The country’s very disinterest in human affairs is intrinsic to our sense of 
the sublimity of the Canadian landscape, which is to be found in the serene distance 
of unhindered views, rather than in the propinquity of mosquitoes and bogs. To quote 
Atwood, ‘Nature the Sublime can be approached but never reached’ (Survival 51).
7 Last line of the fourth and final verse of ‘Land of the Silver Birch’.
8 Witness the very different responses to Bill Reid’s sculpture, ‘The Spirit of Haida 
Gwaii’, which represents the inhabitants of the canoe both through Haida mythology 
and contemporary references, in John Jennings’ ‘The Canoe Museum and Canada’s 
National Symbol’ and Richard Cavell’s in ‘Where is Frye? Or, Theorising Postcolonial 
Space’.
9 Because of the seriousness with which some aspects of middle-class mostly Anglo- 
Canadian culture take the canoe’s symbolic value, it is also available as a subject for 
satire. Due South, a recent Canadian TV show whose subject was primarily Canada- 
US relations and which spent a lot of time satirising both how Americans see Canadians 
and how we see ourselves, used a canoe exactly once. In an episode called ‘Manhunt’, 
Due South takes the symbol of access to the pristine wilderness and sends it down a 
Chicago sewer, manned by two Mounties and a Chicago cop. It’s hard to take one’s 
national symbols (whether Mountie or canoe) all that seriously when they’re being, as 
the cop complains, ‘humiliated by rats’.
10 The last federal election, which took place in November 2000, featured this curious 
argument about whether Stockwell Day, leader of the very right-wing Alliance Party, 
who was being consistently contrasted with incumbent Prime Minister, Jean Chretien, 
in terms of his youth, fitness and All-American good looks, was more or less masculine 
than the late Pierre Trudeau. Trudeau, of course, was notorious for his devotion to the 
canoe, both as a means of exploration and as a tool for teaching Canadian nationalism; 
photos and documentaries of Trudeau, both during and after his tenure as Prime 
Minister, placed him time after time alone in a cedarstrip canoe.
11 Michel Foucault describes the heterotopia thus: ‘There are ... probably in every culture, 
in every civilisation, real places — places that do exist and that are formed in the very 
founding of society — which are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively 
enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within 
the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this 
kind are outside of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location 
in reality. Because these places are absolutely different from all the sites that they 
reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias’ 
(24).
12 The desire to use the canoe as a means for transforming young Canadians into good 
citizens is quite explicitly expressed by Kurt Wipper, in the foreword to The Canoe in 
Canadian Cultures, when he writes about the “‘Flame of Hope” [which] is for urban 
youth who, through this program may paddle with police, firefighters, ambulance 
workers and emergency task force members. This program contributes to a much 
better understanding and appreciation of other community members’ (ii).
13 Molson Canadian’s ‘The Rant’, which aired in the spring of 2000, sparked a 
grounds well of fervent Canadian nationalism almost unheard of in our mostly restrained 
and stereotypically polite country. See our unpublished paper, ‘Who is Canadian? 
Television Commercials and National Identity in a Global Economy’.
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E. Pauline Johnson Tekahionwake: 
Mistress of Her Craft (1861-1913)
The members of the Cataraqui Canoe Club of Kingston held a most successful and 
enjoyable entertainment at their beautifully-situated encampment last evening.... 
Certainly the attraction of the evening was a series of recitations by Miss E. Pauline 
Johnson, the well-known Indian poetess, in Indian costume. She was encored time 
and time again....1
Pauline Johnson is remembered principally as a recitalist whose stage career was 
pursued with enormous energy and remarkable good humour, not only throughout 
Canada, but also in the U.S. and England, during the last decade of the nineteenth 
and first decade of the twentieth centuries. She was indeed ‘encored time and 
time again’ in a variety of venues that ranged from celebrated concert halls of 
large cities to the local bam, school or church of isolated country towns. Although 
‘The Song My Paddle Sings’2 is the poem immediately associated with her name 
— it is her signature piece — her personal, professional and political investment 
in the canoe is today little known and rarely recognised.3 Yet, as Douglas Reville 
recalls in his History o f the County o f Brant (1920): ‘To know her best was during 
one of her many canoeing trips in which she loved to indulge, for she was a past 
mistress in the art of manipulating that frail craft. The most turbulent rapids had 
no terror for her’.4
The many rapids that Pauline Johnson had to negotiate in her choice of 
profession called for much skill and courage. The example of her life (caught in 
the spotlight as much off stage as on) was one that combined the intellectual and 
the physical, the popular notion of entertainment and the aesthetic ideals of ‘high 
art’. She was, in the tradition of ‘the Renaissance man’, mistress of her craft. 
‘Craft’ is the pivot upon which the binary of mind and body, if binary it is, turns; 
for the word ‘craft’ signifies two vessels of diverse substance through which 
Johnson steers her course in life: the canoe and the poem — representative 
respectively of physical and intellectual arts. Both are at once frail and resilient. 
Both require sensitive and often courageous handling. The binary is ultimately 
collapsed in Johnson’s imaginative figuration of the canoe as vessel of her ‘art’ in 
which any distinction between the physical and the intellectual disappears:
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Be strong, 0  paddle! be brave, canoe!
The reckless waves you must plunge into.
Reel, reel,
On your trembling keel,
But never a fear my craft will feel.
We’ve raced the rapid, we’re far ahead!
The river slips through its silent bed.
And up on the hills against the sky,
A fir tree rocking its lullaby,
Swings, swings,
Its emerald wings,
Swelling the song that my paddle sings.5
Canoeist and Singer are one — steered safely through the troubled waters of 
love, life and art, by the lady’s dexterity with the paddle.
Not only are many of Johnson’s poems given energy, direction and depth by 
the image or metaphor of the canoe, but she also wrote many pieces on canoeing 
for the Brantford Courier, Outing, Rudder and The American Canoe Club Yearbook 
and was herself a skilled canoeist and committed member of the Brantford Canoe 
Club. Strong-Boag and Gerson observe that by the end of the nineteenth century 
‘The sport which had once been regarded as dangerous and unfeminine had clearly 
taken on a new character ... it had become firmly linked to good health and 
national identity’ (81). Pauline Johnson was, by example, an illustration of what 
the ‘new woman’ might be: physically robust yet not unfeminine — one of the 
Canadian girls that she describes as ‘the most laughter-loving, unconventional, 
sunburnt maiden that the physical faddist could desire to see’ .6 However, although 
an advocate of physical culture for women, her prose pieces represent a peculiar 
combination of the celebratory and the cautious (if not the coy), as exampled in 
her equation of the Lady canoeist’s dexterity with the paddle and the mantilla-ed 
señora fingering her fan.7 The erotic is intimately linked to the canoe throughout 
much of Johnson’s poetry such that it becomes a vessel of social and sexual pleasure 
as much as the vessel by which the (new) woman might demonstrate her physical 
prowess. The image of ‘the lady’ in the canoe however is not untroubled by 
Johnson’s Mohawk heritage.
Being a woman of ‘mixed blood’ (or ‘half-breed’ as she would have been 
labelled in her own time), many of Johnson’s poems represent the lone canoeist 
wielding the paddle in a liminal space of shadows or twilight. The river itself 
upon which the vessel travels is trope of this dangerous liminal territory (fraught 
with rapids, whirlpools and backwaters) that the woman artist of mixed-blood 
must traverse. The poem, ‘Shadow River’, explores the complexity of voyaging 
these uncharted waters. Its last two stanzas never fail to touch me and evoke 
admiration for a woman who appears to be caught within the restrictive parameters
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of race and gender and yet is so assured in the ‘the dreaming’ power of her art to 
change the world if ‘only’ at an imaginative level:
Mine is the undertone;
The beauty, strength, and power of the land 
Will never stir or bend at my command;
But all the shade 
Is marred or made.
If I but dip my paddle blade;
And it is mine alone
... I only claim
The shadows and the dreaming/
In an interview recorded in 20"' Century Review, Tekahionwake (the Mohawk 
name by which Pauline wished to be remembered) speaks of the intimate 
connections between ‘dreaming’, canoe, song (or poetry) and pride in Native 
inheritance. In closing, I leave you with her words:
Much of my poetry has been dreamed of in my boat, and I would have my canoe 
associated always with the songs I give the world, for it was father to most of them; 
and above all I am proud of my Iroquois blood and of my noble Mohawk ancestors, 
from whose wild, beautiful life, and through whose lovely poetry of belief 1 have 
inherited whatever gift of song I may possess.1'
NOTES
1 Clipping from the Toronto Globe. October 1886. Quoted in Sheila Johnston, Buckskin 
& Broadcloth: A Celebration ofE. Pauline Johnson Tekahionwake 1861-1913, Natural 
Heritage. Toronto. 1997. p. 102.
: Written in 1892 and first performed in Toronto during that year, it was also published 
in 1892 in Saturday Night and later included in her first collection of poetry, White 
Wampum (Lane. 1895).
- A recent exception to this is the title (and to a degree, content) of the first scholarly 
book to be published on Johnson’s work: Paddling Her Own Canoe, by Veronica 
Strong-Boag and Carole Gerson (University of Toronto. 2000). This is a highly readable 
and carefully researched examination of the 'times and texts' of Pauline Johnson.
4 Quoted in Buckskin & Broadcloth. 41.
’ Stanzas from 'The Song My Paddle Sings'. Flint and Feather. Hodder & Stoughton, 
Toronto. 1969, p. 32.
0 Stanzas from 'The Song My Paddle Sings’, Flint and Feather, p. 32.
From ’Canoeing" (Weekly Detroit Free Press. 2 July, 1891, p. 1). qtd in Strong-Boag 
and Gerson. p. 82.
s ‘Shadow River'. First published in Saturday Night. 20 July. 1899. Included in The 
White Wampum (Lane. 1895) and then in Flint and Feather (1912) from which these 
lines are quoted (p. 48).
'' Pauline Johnson, in 20"' Century Review. 189-. qtd in Buckskin & Broadcloth. 107.
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Pauline Johnson in Native Dress -  c. 1904 
(BC Archives, Province of B.C., Photo #A-09684)
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THE IDLERS
The sun’s red pulses beat,
Full prodigal of heat,
Full lavish of its luster unrepressed;
But we have drifted far 
From where his kisses are,
And in this landward-lying shade we let our paddles rest.
The river, deep and still,
The maple-mantled hill,
The little yellow beach whereon we lie,
The puffs of heated breeze,
All sweetly whisper -  These
Are days that only come in a Canadian July.
So, silently we two 
Lounge in our still canoe,
Nor fate, nor fortune matters to us now:
So long as we alone
May call this dream our own,
The breeze may die, the sail may droop, we care not when or how.
Against the thwart, near by,
Inactively you lie,
And all too near my arm your temple bends.
Yours indolently crude,
Abandoned attitude,
Is one of ease and art, in which a perfect languor blends.
Your costume, loose and light,
Leaves unconcealed your might 
Of muscle, half suspected, half defined;
And falling well aside,
Your vesture opens wide,
Above your splendid sunburnt throat that pulses unconfined.
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With easy unreserve,
Across the gunwale’s curve,
Your arm superb is lying, brown and bare;
Your hand just touches mine 
With import firm and fine,
(I kiss the very wind that blows about your tumbled hair).
Ah! Dear, I am unwise 
In echoing your eyes
Whene’er they leave their far-off gaze, and turn 
To melt and blur my sight;
For every other light
In servile to your cloud-grey eyes, wherein cloud shadows bum.
But once the silence breaks,
But once your ardour wakes
To words that humanize this lotus-land;
So perfect and complete 
Those burning words and sweet,
So perfect is the single kiss your lips lay on my hand.
The paddles lie disused,
The fitful breeze abused,
Has dropped to slumber, with no after-blow;
And hearts will pay the cost,
For you and I have lost
More than the homeward blowing wind that died an hour ago.
‘The Idlers’ was first published in Saturday Night (28 June 1890) and 
subsequently republished in Pauline Johnson’s first collection of poetry, The White 
Wampum (John Lane, 1895) and later in a selection of her poetry published by 
Musson in 1912, Flint and Feather.
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RE-VOYAGE
What of the days when we two dreamed together? 
Days marvelously fair,
As lightsome as a skyward floating feather 
Sailing on summer air -
Summer, summer, that came drifting through 
Fate’s hand to me, to you.
What of the days, my dear? I sometimes wonder 
If you too wish this sky
Could be the blue we sailed so softly under,
In that sun-kissed July;
Sailed in the warm and yellow afternoon,
With hearts in touch and tune.
Have you no longer to re-live the dreaming,
Adrift in my canoe?
To watch my paddle blade all wet and gleaming 
Cleaving the waters through?
To lie wind-blown and wave-caressed, until 
Your restless pulse grows still?
Do you not long to listen to the purling 
Of foam athwart the keel?
To hear the nearing rapids softly swirling 
Among their stones, to feel
The boat’s unsteady tremor as it braves 
The wild and snarling waves?
What need of question, what of your replying? 
Oh! Well I know that you
Would toss the world away to be but lying 
Again in my canoe,
In listless indolence entranced and lost, 
Wave-rocked, and passion tossed.
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Ah me! my paddle failed me in the steering 
Across love’s shoreless seas;
All reckless, I had ne’er a thought of fearing 
Such dreary days as these,
When through the self-same rapids we dash by, 
My lone canoe and I.
‘Re-Voyage’ was first published in The Independent (2 July 1891) and 
subsequently republished in Pauline Johnson’s first collection of poetry, The White 
Wampum (John Lane, 1895) and later in a selection of her poetry published by 
Musson in 1912, Flint and Feather.
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MANDYTREAGUS
The Body of the Imperial Mother: 
Women, Exercise and the Future of ‘the 
Race’ in Britain, 1870-1914
The rise of sport in late-Victorian and Edwardian Britain occurred at a time when 
the British Empire was at its height. According to J.A. Mangan, ‘A potent education 
ideology known as athleticism evolved in response to a late Victorian obsession 
with character and imperialism’ (1992, 3). It was a time when the idea of Empire, 
and with it an understanding of the supremacy of the English race, had a great 
grip upon the public imagination, especially that of the middle classes. Connections 
between male sport and the spread and maintenance of the Empire were often 
made and widely believed: ‘For many Victorians and Edwardians there was an 
obvious link between the development of endurance, toughness and courage on 
English playing fields and pioneering in Australia, preaching in Africa and 
soldiering in Burma’ (Mangan 1981, 138). This connection was reinforced in 
school magazines where the exploits of old boys in the imperial cause were 
celebrated and exoticised (Mangan 1981,137). Within the constraints of Muscular 
Christianity, it was also assumed that team sports contributed to the development 
of good character, which was necessary if the Empire was to be understood as a 
moral, rather than economic imperative for the British. These ‘manly’ 
characteristics could be described as ‘the basic tools of imperial command: 
courage, endurance, assertion, control and self-control’ (Mangan 1985, 18), but 
team sports also inculcated the obedience and loyalty needed in imperial service. 
Both within and outside of the school environment, sport was in its heyday, with 
the establishment, codification and institutionalisation of most major world sports 
occurring in Britain and to a lesser extent the US. While there was limited dissent 
regarding the benefits of male sport, this was mostly about emphasis. Public boys’ 
schools were criticised by some for espousing the doctrine of games to the 
exclusion of almost all else but most Britons were in sympathy with an anonymous 
contributor to Century Magazine, who asked, in 1890,
How far may the spring in the step of the well-trained athlete project itself into the 
constructive energy of a people? What force, what dogged determination, may not 
generations of contestants in athletic sports impart to the intellectual achievements of 
a nation? (‘Topics of the Time’ 315)
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While such a view was seen generally as unproblematic for boys and men, the 
benefits of sport where girls and women were concerned were a different matter. 
This was complicated by the fact that sport itself came to have such a central role 
in the construction of dominant modes of late-Victorian masculinity. However to 
the Headmistresses of the new girls’ schools which developed in the late-nineteenth 
century, girls’ sport also could be justified in part by its role in the development 
of character. According to Jane Frances Dove, the Principal of St Leonard’s in 
Scotland, the ‘principles of corporate life’ were learnt ‘nowhere more completely 
than ... in the large organised games, such as cricket, hockey and lacrosse’ (Dove 
402). St. Leonard’s, like other large public schools for girls, developed a strong 
sporting culture which was not unlike that of the boys’ schools. There were four 
cricket ovals, four hockey pitches (doubling as lacrosse fields), four hard tennis 
courts and four lawn courts (Bystander qtd in Green. 15). Golf and fives1 were 
also played during the three hours that were set aside daily for exercise, while the 
school magazine was dominated by sport (McCrone 1987, 110-11). Dove even 
claimed that the girls’ sporting field contributed to the Empire, with her statement 
that ‘most of the qualities, if not all, that conduce to the supremacy of our country 
in so many quarters of the globe, are fostered if not solely developed by means of 
games’ (Dove 398). To draw this connection between boys’ sport and Empire was 
commonplace; to make it between girls’ sport and Empire was quite an assertion 
in an era which was increasingly locked into debates concerning one predominant 
female role: that of ‘mother of the race’.
The entry of women into higher education had evoked strong responses from 
the medical profession in both the US and Britain. In the US, much of the medical 
opposition was expressed in Edward Clarke's Sex in Education, or, A Fair Chance 
for the Girls (1873), and in Britain Henry Maudsley published an article in the 
Fortnightly Review espousing Clarke’s ideas. Maudsley built much of his argument 
on the notion of ‘energy conservation’, a theory well-known in natural science 
and one which ‘became firmly entrenched in popular science (Atkinson 1987, 
43). Herbert Spencer had expounded this idea in 1861 with his warning that 'Nature 
is a strict accountant and if you demand of her in one direction more than she is 
prepared to lay out, she balances the account by making a deduction elsewhere 
(217). Though this theory was by no means confined to ideas about the female 
constitution, Maudsley drew on this widespread understanding that the energy 
of a human body’ had a ‘definite and not inexhaustible quantity and so was able 
to decry all kinds of female activities with the assertion that When Nature spends 
in one direction, she must economise in another direction (467). For Maudsley it 
was clear that ‘women are marked out by nature [sic] for very different offices in 
life from those of men’, the chief of these being motherhood (468). Expending 
their energies on intellectual pursuits would tax those limited energy reserves, 
rendering them unfit for reproduction and inviting unspecified lifelong suffering 
(473). Spencer himself asserted in Principles o f Biology that ‘absolute or relative
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infertility is generally produced in woman by mental labour carried to excess 
(Spencer qtd in Dyhouse, 43). Ultimately, and in keeping with the evolutionist 
language of much of the piece, Maudsley threatens racial deterioration: For it 
would be an ill thing, if it should so happen, that we got the advantages of a 
quality of female intellectual work at the price of a puny, enfeebled, and sickly 
race. In this relation, it must be allowed that women do not and cannot stand on 
the same level as men’ (472). In asserting the ‘maternal functions’ as the dominating 
factor in female life (478), and connecting the future of ‘the race’ to women’s 
activities, Maudsley contributed to a debate which raged through the next forty 
years and beyond.
After this piece had appeared, there was a flurry of correspondence between a 
number of ‘Girton pioneers’ such as Louisa Lumsden, soon to become principal 
of St Leonard’s (Atkinson 1978, 104—105). Emily Davies, founder of Girton, and 
Frances Buss, founder of the London Collegiate School for Girls, turned to 
Elizabeth Anderson to respond (McCrone 1988, 23; Atkinson 1978, 105). As a 
woman who had completed medical training herself, despite the many obstacles 
put in her way by medical men, Anderson seemed the obvious candidate to write 
a reply which appeared in the following Fortnightly Review. Maudsley, Clarke 
and their supporters had what amounted to an obsession with menstruation as an 
inhibiting factor in all female activities, claiming that it incapacitated girls and 
women for a full quarter of their time, precluding exercise and mental work entirely 
at those times. Anderson’s response, after initially berating Maudsley for his lack 
of propriety in raising menstruation as a topic of discussion in the public sphere, 
was dismissive: ‘The assertion that, as a rule, girls are unable to go on with an 
ordinary amount of quiet exercise or mental work during these periods, seems to 
us to be entirely contradicted by experience’ (Anderson 586). She also pointed 
out that almost every idea in the article had come from the work of Clarke.
Clearly reflecting on her own experiences, Anderson disputed the assertion 
that women were contending ‘on equal terms with men’ as Maudsley had 
suggested, and pointed out that for women attempting to study medicine in 
Edinburgh, for example, ‘an atmosphere of hostility ... has taxed their strength 
and endurance far more than any amount of mental work could tax it’ (589). 
While agreeing that special care needed to be taken of developing females, 
Anderson described the provisions made for physical education in the new schools 
and colleges:
the same people who during recent years have been trying to improve the mental 
training of girls, have continually been protesting in favour also of physical 
development, and to a great extent their protests have been successful. The school­
mistresses who asked that girls might share in the Oxford and Cambridge Local 
Examinations, were the first also to introduce gymnastics, active games, daily baths, 
and many other hygienic reforms sorely needed in girls’ schools. (587)
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The attitude of girls’ educational founders is well-summarised by the opinion 
expressed by the feminist Englishwoman’s Review in its overview of the debate:
We may draw out less by giving up medical training as the alarmists counsel us to do, 
but we can only do so to the certain injury of women’s future work; or we may put in 
more by giving our girls a greater physical vitality to start with ... girls, as well as 
boys, can work hard if they play hard too. (‘Physical Training’ 168)
‘Playing hard’ was the antidote prescribed by the pioneers of women’s education 
to the potential loss of energy through intellectual endeavour. Any possible strain 
from brain work was to be counteracted by vigorous physical exercise in the 
schools and colleges for girls and women which were springing up all over Britain. 
In her defense of higher education for women, Anderson denied what she saw as 
Maudsley’s charge that female educators sought to ‘change women into men’ 
(Anderson 583) and asked, ‘what body of persons associated together in England 
for the purpose of promoting the education of women has made any statement, in 
any form or degree, implying such aims?’ (583). As if to affirm this, the article 
concludes with a claim for the maternal benefits of the new female education:
if the result be, that, by improvement in the training and education of women, as 
much may be hoped for their physical as for their mental development, let them, in 
the interests not of women only, but of the children who claim from their mothers so 
much more than mere existence and nurture, give to those who are labouring at this 
difficult work, not languid approval, but sustained and energetic support. (594)
Not only was motherhood the concern of those who resisted women’s changing 
roles in the following decades; it was repeatedly called upon as the ultimate trump 
card in feminist justifications of such changes.
Maudsley had not been the first to link maternity and the future of the race 
with changes in the status of women. Apart from the scientific writings of Spencer, 
female journalists such as Margaret Oliphant and Eliza Lynn Linton had written 
critically of contemporary women in the late 1860s, both linking the moral state 
of young women ‘with the race and the nation’ (Boufis 110). However, as the 
debate progressed, it centred increasingly around questions of eugenics, 
inheritance, and the possibility of active intervention in social trends, especially 
with regard to motherhood.
The founder of eugenics was Francis Galton, whose studies of hereditary led 
to the publication of Hereditary Genius (1869) and English Men o f Science (1874). 
He was concerned about the diminishing fertility of families which produced 
men of ‘genius’, not the least of which was his own line, as it ended with him 
(Soloway 19). While he applied his mathematical skills to questions of fertility 
and hereditary, he brought a particular lens to his studies which influenced their 
outcomes and conclusions. He ‘not only assumed fertility and infertility were 
hereditary traits, but strongly implied that they were carried primarily by women 
(Soloway 20). Even more seriously, he failed to consider women at all as persons
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of genius in their own right. In the index to Hereditary Genius he lists: ‘Women: 
why their names are omitted here, transmission of ability through, influence of 
mothers, mothers of eminent men, wives of eminent men’ (Galton n.p.). According 
to Soloway ‘the key to eugenics, a term coined by Galton in 1883 from the Greek 
word eugenes, meaning “good in birth” or “noble in hereditary”, was the 
modification of the haphazard customs of marriage and procreation currently 
practiced in English society’ (21). It was profoundly concerned with class, but 
ideally with classes of the naturally gifted. Selective breeding, such as that used 
in improving animal stocks, could be applied to human reproduction with the 
result that the numbers of talented men could be multiplied. Rather than trusting 
the race to the principles of natural selection through adaptation that had been 
demonstrated by Charles Darwin, Galton’s cousin, he and the eugenists who 
followed him felt that the rate of environmental change in society was too great 
for natural adaption to occur, making intervention necessary (Soloway 22). As 
Galton’s disciple Karl Pearson put it, ‘In civilised man the survival of the fittest 
appears to be replaced by the survival of the most fertile, and the identification of 
the most fertile with the socially fittest has not yet been asserted by any statist’ 
(Pearson 1897, 102).
The eugenists were a varied group from different political persuasions and 
this was nowhere more apparent than in their writings on ‘the woman question’, 
as it became known. While some were emphatically anti-feminist, others, such as 
Pearson, professed sympathy with efforts to procure female emancipation (1901, 
361). To this end he formed the Men and Women’s Club, which met between 
1885 and 1889 to discuss ‘sexual mores and sexual passion’ (Walkowitz 37) and 
included such members as Olive Schreiner, Havelock Ellis, and Eleanor Marx. 
Pearson began proceedings by reading the paper he later published as ‘The 
Woman’s Question’, in which he attempted a balanced presentation of the dominant 
issues of the day. Acknowledging that ‘the great restrictions which are at present 
placed on their development are such an obvious evil’, he was still hesitant about 
pushing for full emancipation for women (Pearson 1901, 360-61). Even at this 
early stage of his career, Pearson’s first concerns are with the race:
We have first to settle what is the physical capacity of woman, what would be the 
effect of her emancipation on her function of race-reproduction, before we can talk 
about her ‘rights’, which are, after all, only a vague description of what may be the 
fittest position for her, the sphere of her maximum usefulness in the developed society 
of the future. The higher education of women may connote a general intellectual 
progress for the community, or, on the other hand, a physical degradation of the race, 
owing to prolonged study having ill effects on woman’s child-bearing efficiency.
(1901,355)
It was only later, in the early 1890s, that Pearson turned his talents to Galtonian 
eugenics, but already his eugenist sympathies are apparent. He makes explicit the 
connection between a high birth-rate and the pre-eminence of the Empire:
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Those nations which have been most reproductive have, on the whole, been the ruling 
nations in the world’s history; it is they who have survived in the battle for life. The 
expansion of England has depended not so much on the dull brains of the average 
English man or woman as upon their capacity for reproducing themselves.
(1901, 373)
Despite the apparent conservative nature of his position, Pearson’s Fabian 
sympathies led him to suggest that the ‘intellectual and physical training of single 
women ought to receive the special attention of the state’, presumably because 
they could not participate in child-rearing (1901, 360). This was especially so 
because twenty percent of women remained single (359).
The fears concerning the race that became more and more apparent in public 
discourse from this time until beyond the Great War were sparked in part by low 
marriage and fertility rates among the middle classes. The race was breeding but 
not the highest specimens of it, in the view of the eugenists. The novelist Grant 
Allen, who promoted free unions in The Woman Who Did (1895), was another 
self-proclaimed supporter of female emancipation. Indeed, as he stated in ‘Plain 
Words on the Woman Question’ which was published in well-read journals on 
both sides of the Atlantic in 1889, he ‘should like to see her a great deal more 
emancipated than she herself as yet desires’ (450) but this emancipation should 
not preclude marrying early and having at least four children. Claiming that ‘there 
is a danger that many of the most cultivated and able families of the English­
speaking race will have become extinct’, he places the blame squarely on women’s 
higher education, which was making women ‘unfit to be wives and mothers’ (457).
Pearson and Allen claimed to support female emancipation; the fears of those 
who did not could hardly be more extreme. It was in such an atmosphere that 
Eleanor Sidgwick, a founder and principal of Newnham College, Cambridge, 
conducted a survey of former students ‘of Newnham and Girton Colleges at 
Cambridge and of Lady Margaret Hall and Somerville Halls at Oxford’ (6) in 
order to ascertain their health before, during and after college (6). In 1887 a 
committee of women associated with the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge drew 
up questions for the survey which in the main followed a similar study of female 
graduates conducted in the US in 1885 (Dyhouse 45). This was one of the earliest 
studies to use a ‘control group’ of sisters and cousins, which made the responses 
to questions about health, marriage and rate of child-bearing more meaningful. In 
reviewing the results which were published in 1890, Sidgwick claimed, ‘we 
observe that the married students are healthier than their married sisters, - and 
that there are fewer childless marriages among them, that they have a larger 
proportion of children per year of married life, and that their children are healthier 
(66). Directly addressing Allen’s claims, she went on to say: The facts available 
on which to form a judgement are, as I have already said, as yet small in amount, 
but so far as they go they afford no support whatever to generalisations such as 
Mr Grant Allen’s’ (66). It is notable that in both the US and British studies, the
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production of healthy children is taken to be the ultimate defense of women s 
participation in higher education’s physical and mental demands.
Concerns about the fertility of the girls and women who had been through the 
new schools and colleges was partly fuelled by changes in their physical 
appearance through involvement in vigorous exercise. By the 1890s the wasp- 
waisted. frail and physically restrained middle-class girls of the past had become 
more substantial, energetic and robust, a fact noticed by social commentators in 
everything from cartoons to alarmed articles which proclaimed the existence of 
‘the neuter sex': ‘We have all met with It in one variety or another, for the third 
sex has waxed mightily of late’ ('Bohemienne’ 1). Such women not only took on 
masculine characteristics, but made themselves ‘known and dreaded of men’ (1), 
thereby rendering them unmarriageable and unable to contribute to the race. Woman 
also reported on an article from the US on ‘The Virile Girl’, who ‘has gone 
headlong into athletics. It must box, fence, run, kick, jump, not because there is 
any sanitary necessity for the trapeze, or the greased pole, or the brass knuckles 
in the boudoir, but because man in his selfish arrogance has had a monopoly of 
these things' ('The Virile Girl’ 11). Woman’s needs were seen to centre around 
the private space of the boudoir and the sexual role she was expected to pursue 
there. Blackwood’s ran an article entitled ‘Modem Mannish Maidens’ which set 
out to describe which sporting activities could be considered womanly and which 
'are essentially male sports and male sports only’ (260). The author is especially 
concerned with the changes in the female form through sport, and asserts that this 
is producing a new type:
hard, wooden-looking, muscular, from whose figures the softness and roundness which 
nature usually associates with womanhood seem to have been played out. It is probable 
that any violent physical exercise of this kind, habitually overdone, may bring the 
female form to this masculine and uncomely aspect.
('Modem Mannish Maidens’ 257)
The article goes on to remind the female reader that ‘what man desires in a woman 
is contrast, not a caricature of himself’ (261). Increasingly, the responsibility for 
the low marriage rates was being projected onto women in these attacks on female 
incursions into the male realm.
One of the most strident criticisms of woman’s sport came in the Nineteenth 
Century (1899) from Arabella Kenealy, herself a medical doctor and committed 
eugenist. Her science is rather old-fashioned; she reverts back to the old theory of 
limited energy used by Clarke and Maudsley, and also assumes that acquired 
characteristics could be passed on, though the newer hereditary theories of Pearson 
and others were suggesting otherwise (Soloway 42). However, she clearly states 
that woman’s new increase in muscle mass ‘must be read as a degeneration from 
the especial excellencies Nature planned for the type feminine’ (1899, 643). 
According to Kenealy, ‘modem woman has inordinately added to her muscle- 
power’ (1899, 639) with what can only be viewed as ‘abnormal sinews’ (1899.
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643). Such abnormality has its price in the limited energy equation: ‘For nature 
knows what are the faculties whence this new muscle-energy is bom. She knows 
it is the birthright of the babies Clara and her sister athletes are squandering. She 
knows it is the laboriously evolved potentiality of the race they are expending on 
their muscles’ (1899, 643). A reply published in the following issue takes a rather 
contemptuous view of the piece as being ‘of no value to science, or to the average 
sane man or woman’ (Chant 746). The obvious question, ‘Who has decided that it 
is not woman’s province to be muscular?’ is asked (Chant 752), but using this 
musculature to produce a healthy baby is the ultimate justification for an athletic 
body: ‘Common experience, as well as reason, is on the side of the more assured 
safety of both mother and child when the mother is muscular and well-developed, 
as against that of the average puny and ill-developed one’ (Chant 746). The writer 
is at pains to affirm her commitment to both heterosexuality and motherhood 
against the implied insinuation of lesbianism in athletic women, and finishes by 
encouraging other women to continue with sport and motherhood: ‘So let us 
modem women take heart of grace, and go on doing the best we can to develop 
muscular vigour, along with a sneaking fondness for frills and pleatings, and an 
openly avowed adhesion to the Eternal Baby, and its father’ (Chant 754).
The fears of Kenealy and others who attacked the sporting woman were in 
part a reflection of the view held by both Galton, Spencer and many of their 
contemporaries that the fertility of women and their ability to raise an infant 
could be gauged by their secondary sexual characteristics and general attractiveness 
to men. Galton ‘had long assumed these heritable qualities would also correspond 
to the size of a woman’s breasts’ (Soloway 116), while Spencer had decried ‘flat­
chested girls who survive their high-pressure education’ but who are unable ‘to 
bear a well-developed infant and to supply it with the natural food for the natural 
period’ (Spencer qtd in Dyhouse, 43). This preoccupation with breast size recurs 
in critiques of the New Woman, and it is a feature of Galton s unpublished eugenic 
fantasy fable ‘Kantsayw here’, in which the ‘thoroughly fem inine’ and 
‘mammalian’ race heroine is considered the ideal candidate for reproduction 
(Galton qtd in Soloway, 67).
A number of material factors contributed to the sense of anxiety about the 
state of ‘the race’ at this time, and the publication of a translation of Max Nordau s 
Degeneration in 1895 seemed to confirm anxieties and fears about racial 
degeneration which had been raised over the previous two decades, in which the 
word was freely used. Among the middle classes, the birth rate had been falling 
for some time, especially with the growth of family planning, or the neo-Malthusian 
movement as it was called, which had been more common from the 1870s onward 
(Soloway 89-90). Marriage rates in the middle classes were low, and both men 
and women tended to marry late. While much of the blame for this was put at the 
feet of women, in fact the 1911 Fertility' o f Marriage Census revealed that fewer 
than 46 percent of professional men were married (Soloway 123). Given that
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there were many more women in Britian than men at this time, even eugenists 
generally acknowledged, as Pearson had done, that probably 20% of the female 
population would never marry. With the middle-class birthrate falling rapidly, the 
real fear of many who raised the issue of degeneration appeared to be class based. 
For some, the fertility of the poor was more troubling than the infertility of the 
middle class. William and Catherine Whetham make a direct link between the 
fate of the nation and this differentiation in birth rates:
In considering the causes which have led to the decline and fall of nations, it was 
suggested elsewhere that the decline in the birth-rate of each of the abler and more 
valuable sections of the community, and the increase in numbers and better chances 
of life of the actually feeble-minded and less effective and profitable citizens, owing 
to improved surroundings.. .may be the actual cause of the downfall of any civilisation 
where these phenomena are observed. (1912, 56)
The presumed negative effects of social reform and assistance were made explicit 
by Havelock Ellis when he argued that ‘the great social reform of the past seventy 
years’ had the ‘unexpected result of increasing the burden it was intended to 
remove’ because it actually prevented the operation of natural selection (44). The 
Whethams agreed: ‘we have destroyed natural selection of the old sort, “red in 
tooth and claw’” (228).
A sense that city life contributed to degeneration was in part confirmed by 
Galton in the 1870s when he demonstrated lower fertility rates of city dwellers in 
comparison with the rural populace (Soloway 40). The flow of people to the cities 
continued however, adding to the pressures felt by the poorer sections of society, 
whose lives were classified and brought to the attention of the educated classes in 
part by Charles Booth in his Life and Labour o f the People o f London (1902-04). 
Booth was questioned as part of the Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee 
of Physical Deterioration, published in 1904. This committee was formed due to 
concerns raised by the poor health of Boer War recruits (Dyhouse 46) which 
resulted in a 40% rejection rate in non-rural areas (Soloway 41). The conflation 
of anxieties regarding race and motherhood emerge in the line of questioning 
pursued by Commissioner Fox with Booth. Booth is told that Jewish children 
(Jewish immigrants had been arriving from eastern Europe from the 1880s onward) 
are taller and heavier than Christian children. He disclaims knowledge of this, 
but when it is demonstrated he becomes emphatic that it is due to their having 
‘the more complete home life’, as their mothers do not work (Dyhouse 47). Not 
only did the eugenists want women to be more prolific breeders, but also to be 
more attentive mothers.
If degeneration was a reality, then regeneration was the answer. However, the 
motivation for anxiety about the state of the race, and the need for eugenics to 
regenerate it, is shown repeatedly in the writings of its advocates to originate in a 
contempt for the working classes and the poor. A blunt example of this is ‘The 
Imperial Race’, which appeared in the Nation in 1912. Much of the article is
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spent with an unfavourable description of an English crowd on Bank Holiday. 
‘Can these smudgy, dirty, evil-smelling creatures compose the dominant race? ... 
The crowds that swarmed the Heath were not lovely things to look at’, writes the 
anonymous author; ‘How stunted, puny, and ill-developed the bodies are! How 
narrow-shouldered the men, how flat-breasted the women! And the faces, how 
shapeless and aenemic... ’ (45). Galton, Pearson, Ellis and others state emphatically 
that the best examples of the race could be found in the educated families of the 
middle class. This is why it was so imperative for middle-class women to keep 
breeding. In fact,
Using Charles Booth’s ascending classification of the London population from A to 
X, Galton calculated that the economic and civic worth of those in the top W and X 
middle-class categories was thousands of times greater than those at the other end of 
the alphabet.... He actually thought it was feasible to make an approximate estimate 
of the worth of a child at birth according to the class he is destined to occupy when an 
adult. (Soloway 76)
In the years leading up to the Great War, the tone of the eugenists becomes 
increasingly urgent. The Whethams, who were impatient with much of the social 
organisation of their time, were especially dismissive of ‘the cult of games’: ‘had 
this excessive interest in games and sport been confined to men ... it might have 
been less disastrous’ (1909, 196). Rather, women are viewed as ‘capital, to be 
spent sparingly in the present, to be husbanded carefully for the future’ (199). 
Because motherhood is the most important work undertaken by women, any 
‘external activities are a direct menace to the future welfare of the race’ (198). 
Murray Leslie considered ‘Woman’s Progress in Relation to Eugenics’ in the 
Eugenics Review, asking, ‘Are the new women with their larger outlook on life 
and its problems better fitted than the older types to become the mothers of a 
stronger and more virile race, able to keep England in its present proud position 
among the nations of the world? ... is she a better mother of the race?’ (283). To 
ensure that women had the necessary number of children, eugenists advocated 
early marriage. Leslie even suggests that education be put off until after the ‘active 
reproductive life lies behind’, when there is ‘less risk’ (288). The Whethams state 
that four children is the minimum necessary to maintain the race (1912, 35); 
Leslie goes further with his claim that ‘the quality of the child improves up to the 
sixth or seventh’, especially if there is ‘no lengthy period of sterility’ in between 
as these lower ‘the quality of the child bom subsequently’ (293). In Leslie’s view, 
only selfishness prevents women from fulfilling their duty to race, nation and 
empire. Despite claiming that the ‘improved physical physique of the modem 
woman is largely the result of regulated physical training’, Dr Leslie has little 
time for games. He cites Dr Ballantyne from the US who ‘has noticed a lack of 
capacity in young athletic women to nurse their babies, and instances the case of 
a woman hockey player who had informed him of the fact that nearly all her 
fellow players had the experience after marriage of being unable to suckle their
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infants’ (Leslie 287). Likewise, though she wanted to avoid condemning young 
women to ‘any but the most desultory occupations’, Mary Scharlieb, another 
eugenist doctor, feared ‘that excessive devotion to athletics and gymnastics tends 
to produce what may perhaps be called the “neuter” type of girl ... flat-chested, 
with a badly developed bust, her hips are narrrow and in too many instances there 
is a corresponding failure in function’ (Scharleib qtd in Fletcher, 27-28). Her 
recommendation of the moral and physical benefits of milder ‘physical culture’ 
was based on her commitment to imperialism: ‘Ours is a people which has been 
commissioned to carry the lamp of light and learning to the uttermost parts of the 
earth ... That we may be worthy, it behoves us to perfect the spirit, mind and body 
of every man and every woman of our imperial race’ (Scharlieb qtd in Davin, 21).
The effect of this pressure regarding motherhood was that the proponents of 
exercise for women were forced to continually justify their actions in the terms 
set by eugenists. The most public of these debates occurred around the issue of 
cycling, with even non-eugenist doctors judging all activities in terms of then- 
supposed effects on motherhood. The fact that most of these assertions lacked 
any scientific basis did not stop the medical profession, or indeed anyone at all, 
from presuming to set limits on women’s behaviour. That these assertions were 
often made under the influence of prevailing fashion is also clear. As the 
Englishwoman’s Review noted wryly in 1896, ‘It is doubtful which has been most 
rapid, the adoption of cycling by women, or the change of tone respecting it’ 
(‘Cycling for Women’ 226). In short, when upper-class women took up cycling, 
the medical profession was prepared to endorse it. The reassertion of women’s 
biological functions with regard to reproduction can be seen as a highly anxious 
reaction to their changing position in the late-Victorian and Edwardian worlds. It 
was a reassertion that was made not only by those resisting female emancipation 
but also by its supporters and all those in between. With such continual affirmation 
of woman’s mothering role, and its primacy in securing the future of the imperial 
race and its empire, it is not surprising that by the 1920s women who rejected 
heterosexual marriage and motherhood were far more marginalised than they had 
been a generation earlier (Smith-Rosenberg). Boundaries for women’s participation 
in vigorous exercise were continuing to shift, but a reaffirmation of reproduction 
occurred at the same time. A corresponding lessening in female political activity 
occurred, and as Carroll Smith-Rosenberg has shown, ‘only the “unnatural” woman 
continued to struggle with men for economic independence and political power’ 
(283). To the eugenists, Kenealy’s claim that ‘The pregnant woman is, moreover, 
pregnant with the destiny of Races’ still held true (1920, 197).
NOTES
1 Fives is a small court game in which the ball is hit by the hand.
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HELEN GILBERT
A Game of Angles
She prefers to play with women. Men at this level have never learned the art of 
subtlety; they drive the ball without thinking of deflection, of actions and reactions, 
of balance and counter-balance. They win because they hit hard and fast and 
because they believe they are invincible, especially against nipple and thighs. 
She can imagine what such men would be like in bed.
Sometimes she plays her lover in hate. He is older than she is and has always 
preferred tennis. She believes she could beat him but she never does. It has 
something to do with her incomplete comprehension of physics: she knows that 
action and reaction are supposed to be equal and opposite, but she hasn’t learned 
about deflection. So she tries to resist his power with strength, his deception with 
stealth, and his violence with equal threat. And when he throws his racquet at the 
wall in anger, her own rage trips her as it rises to match his. Once, when he hit her 
in the middle of a rally, the force of his swing left dark purple grid lines on her 
thigh. She deliberately wore skimpy shorts for days afterwards and fingered the 
bruise lovingly to remind herself about control.
Women who reach A-level know that squash is a game of angles. They eschew 
the violence of desire for the surety of physics and mathematics. They understand 
the properties of diagonals and can calculate the density of air in closed spaces. 
They have learned that velocity and direction are more crucial than sheer force; 
that a soft drop is sometimes more deadly than a hard drive; that any image of the 
ball beyond the glass back wall is just a chimera designed to distract control. 
Above all, they have tuned their bodies to refractions and echoes.
She thinks she’ll reach A-level with just a bit more practice, so she hangs 
around the university courts on weekends, looking for an opponent who’ll 
challenge her intellect and not just her breath. Sometimes she asks one of the men 
for a game, steeling herself against derision because she knows some of them 
think she’ll be a pushover. ‘We don’t have time to waste on two-hit rallies and 
feeble boasts,’ she reads in their eyes. Those who’ve come to know her make no 
such presumptions. Some are eager for revenge after their first loss. If she wins 
again, they’ll shower away all trace of her and then drown their shame with a few 
beers and make excuses for their performance. She s heard similar excuses 
murmured between the sheets but she’ll smile and joke about her own good luck. 
She knows better than to embarrass a man in front of his friends.
The squash center is teeming with sweaty male bodies as usual when she 
turns up at the end of semester and she is distracted by their musky odour though 
she tries not to inhale too deeply. She watches a few games before changing into
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her gear because her head is cluttered up with work and she needs to tune in to 
angles before she starts to play.
She’s almost ready to go onto the court when she notices him. At first she 
can’t take her eyes off his arse. It is tight against his blue shorts and seems to be 
the fulcrum the rest of his body balances on. He’s younger than most of the other 
men there, not much more than a kid really, she thinks, as her gaze focuses on the 
spot where his t-shirt doesn’t quite reach his shorts. She wonders what her lover 
would say if he knew what she was thinking.
‘Do you want a hit?’ the squash player asks as he comes off the court towards 
her.
She wonders if he is mocking her but agrees to play because she can’t forget 
about the grid-shaped bruise and its lesson on control.
She’s surprised that he wants to practice some drills rather than playing a 
game for she knows he could beat her and she’s never met a man who’d pass by 
the opportunity to affirm his prowess on the court, or elsewhere for that matter. 
But she’s not about to ask for a thrashing and she could do with the practice 
anyway.
They spend a long time on the warm-up, at first a little uncoordinated as the 
rhythm of the drive-boast-drop sequence eludes them, but his patience relaxes 
her so she forgets about his bum and gives herself up to the joy of uncontrolled 
discipline, to the beauty of the ball in endless motion, as she finds the right direction 
for her boast so that he can drive back to her, adjusting his pace to hers until there 
is neither leader nor follower but simply infinite regression to the point where the 
ball and racquet meet and their muscles contract and relax without volition, where 
she feels the violence of winning or losing dissipate while their minds are free to 
delight in the sheer pleasure of angles until their bodies are both sated.
‘You play really well.’
She expects him to add ‘for a woman’ and is almost disappointed when he 
doesn’t. ‘Thanks’ seems like such a stupid response.
Afterwards, sweat still dripping down their foreheads, they talk. She vaguely 
notices that everyone else is leaving and reminds herself that her lover is expecting 
her for dinner, but the smell of the squash player’s damp shirt keeps her there.
‘I’m not doing anything tonight,’ he says, finally.
‘Neither am I,’ she lies.
‘I usually feel stuffed after squash but tonight I’ve still got lots of energy.’
‘Yeah, me too.’
‘I haven’t been out much lately.’ He sounds almost apologetic.
‘I go to the movies a fair bit,’ she says. ‘There’s a Norwegian one on at the uni 
theatre tonight. Sounds pretty good according to the blurb. It’s a dramatisation of 
an ancient myth ... a kind of archetypal battle between good and evil.’
He says he doesn’t care for violence, or myths for that matter, and then goes 
home — alone.
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She didn’t expect a drop shot and she doesn’t like it one bit.
But the next week he asks her for a hit again. And the next.. .and next.... They 
develop more complicated drills and she learns to take the edge off a hard ball, to 
volley against fire, to calculate the arc of a high lob so that it floats to the nick in 
the back corner. On the court she forgets his age and gender but afterwards she’s 
always aware of the sweat and the crease which his shorts don’t quite hide. She 
tells herself that it’s only her usual fetish for bums, that it’s nothing to do with the 
game, that her relationship with her lover is inviolable. But summer’s beginning 
and the purple shimmer of falling jacaranda flowers forms a haze in the air outside 
the courts and she can’t help wondering why he doesn’t ask her out. Is it out of 
deference for the faint wrinkles she’s begun to develop around her eyes or does 
she have that ridden-hard-and-put-away-wet look of women who live too long 
with men they sleep with.
Finally, she asks him out. He arrives in a leather jacket and when she climbs 
on the back of his motorbike she can feel the heat of his buttocks. She is excited 
by his youth and believes she is tasting the life she felt she missed out on in her 
early twenties. But she won’t allow herself more than a nibble at the apple because 
she knows the danger of a full bite. Her lover is out of town for the weekend, 
though that’s not really an issue. She has learned how to resist other men’s 
advances, how to enjoy the innuendoes without ever having to follow up on them, 
how to return the ball safely to the other side of the court. And she believes in 
fidelity.
But she is thinking in straight lines again and has forgotten about the game 
and how good it makes her feel.
Afterwards, she is not sure whether they made love or played squash, yet it 
hardly seems to matter. She only remembers another long warm-up and the taste 
of jacaranda flowers mingled with sweat. Later, they walk by the river, watching 
the city lights reflected in its waters. The night is warm and humid and feels good 
on her skin. When she looks at the reflections, she sees her body glow in the 
incandescent light angling towards them. She forgets that the waters are murky 
by day and she doesn’t see traces of litter on the shore. And when he says he loves 
her, she believes him because she thinks she has found the angle where the lie of 
his words doesn’t contradict the truth.
Next morning, she decides to leave her lover but it’s not that easy. He s a poet, 
and he has written her pregnant with a loom before her knees. In his verse, she 
spins thread from raw wool, while strands of her long hair catch in the wheel she 
turns until she is woven firmly into the plot. She sees the warp and weft of his 
images as beautiful and benevolent because she cannot fight the truth of ink on a 
white page. She is, after all, thirty-three years old, and she knows that her body 
was not built for squash alone.
As the heat of the afternoon moves towards evening’s storm, she thinks of the 
jacaranda again, and the urge to escape her lover returns. She wants to find the
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rhythm of parting: the motion that will free her from his poetry, unseed his child, 
and leave her body unappropriated. So she goes to the courts and practices for 
hours, sometimes by herself and then with the squash player.
But she finds that actions do not speak louder than words.
When her lover comes back he wants some exercise, so they play. She knows 
she should have refused him but the lure of the game is too strong and she thinks 
she has developed the self control she lacked, so she flexes her muscles in 
anticipation, thinking of the squash player and the drills, and the questions of 
balance.
Her lover wins the toss but she remains confident and returns his first serve 
with ease. She is perfectly calm through the first two games as they rally, winning 
through sheer persistence and concentration until, in the third, his temper begins 
to get under her skin. She tells herself that his anger is painless, that it is not 
directed at her. She knows she can only win if she does not lose herself. But he is 
bending the rules, calling for lets when he doesn’t have a chance of reaching the 
ball, disputing the line calls, blocking her view with his body, and so she begins 
to fight according to his game because she is not strong enough to sustain her 
own. He wins ten-nine, then nine-seven, and now they are two games all.
In desperation, before the last one begins she conjures up the squash player 
but his image won’t hold still on the court and his bum distracts her and she can’t 
remember how to balance power with control.
She is losing: losing herself, losing the squash player, losing the game, and 
most of all, losing the idea of angles, as her balls seem to ricochet in all directions.
When he hits her, she is only one point from defeat.
‘I’m sorry,’ he says as he sees the hurt in her eyes.
‘I’m OK,’ she replies. ‘Your serve.’
She doesn’t hate him for the cut above her eyes and the blood running down 
her face....
‘Let’s call it quits,’ he offers.
‘Your serve, eight-three,’ she insists, brushing his concern away.
She doesn’t hate him for the pain....
‘I don’t want to play anymore,’ he says.
‘Your serve,’ she repeats.
She wouldn’t even hate him all that much for beating her....
But he lays down his racquet and walks off the court.
‘Come on,’ she screams after him, tasting blood on her lips. ‘Just serve the 
fucking ball.’
She hates him most of all for refusing to finish the game.
Interview with Heather McKay
PAT DOBREZ
Interview with Heather McKay ( a m , m b e )
April 2001
‘An all-time great’: in June 1978 Yvonne Crittenden, writing for the Bulletin, 
suggested that Heather McKay’s sports record might be ‘the most extraordinary 
the world has ever known’. Outclassing records compiled for any sport, Australian 
squash-player Heather McKay won sixteen consecutive British Opens, fourteen 
consecutive Australian amateur titles and two World Open championships.
PD About two weeks before her death in Newcastle this year, Anna 
Rutherford rang me in Canberra to ask a favour. She wanted to fulfil a 
long-standing ambition to interview you for Kunapipi. She was in the 
final stages o f organising a sports issue, and boasted o f having faced  
you on the squash court in Queanbeyan, something like three or more 
decades ago. Anna confessed that she had been trounced on that 
occasion, an unusual experience for her. Those who knew her remember 
her as an intrepid player in life, and an achiever in her own sphere. 
Her prodigious energy as an academic teacher and editor aside, it was 
no small thing to have played Heather McKay, or Blundell, as you 
would have been then, and she never forgot that game.
When you talk about your sport, what comes across most o f all, it seems 
to me, is a sense o f exhilaration that you have felt in competition, and 
often the suggestion that the contestant you are playing is Heather 
McKay. You had that drive to be undefeated, and it is a very hard, fast 
game. To what extent were you motivated to keep ahead o f yourself, to 
test the field  o f the possible in your own terms? You were pushing the 
game well beyond other people’s limits.
HMcK When I started to play, I just started because I enjoyed the game of 
squash and, when I started to do well, I tried to make sure that when I 
went to a tournament, or went to any competitive match, that I was 
prepared, and prepared very well, and I set myself a level that I wanted 
to maintain, determined to keep on improving on that level. I think a 
lot of top sporting people set themselves a goal, and they’re not that 
worried about beating their opponent, because they know, if they’ve
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Heather McKay, 1976 
(Gerry Cranham)
prepared themselves well, that when they go out, they are going to 
play up to expectations. That’s what I always felt — and made sure of
— that when I went away to a tournament, I had prepared well. Then I 
knew I’d done all the work, and, if everything went right, I should win.
PD You felt confident because o f your preparation. Does this mean that,
when you found your form in 1962, you had some idea that you would 
be able to maintain it at that level — and beyond — for a couple of 
decades?
HMcK No, I wouldn’t say so. In 1962,1 was still very much a beginner in the 
game of squash. Having come from a tennis background, I’d moved to 
Sydney in ’61 and I was still getting lessons from the late Vin Napier, 
and Vin was still helping me with my technique, so in 1962 I still 
regarded myself, when I look back, as fairly raw on the squash scene, 
and at that time I had no idea where squash was going to take me in the 
future.
PD Looking back on your career, it seems to me that you have been a trail-
blazer in the sport, consolidating both your career and the sport itself
— especially the Australian game — in the 60s and early ’70s. You






achieved this by a succession o f victories in Britain and at home, and 
then by going on to win the inaugural Women’s World Open 
Championship in 1976. Before talking about Heather McKay and 
squash, it might help to explore the development o f the game as you 
experienced it. I  believe the first Women’s World Championship event 
was held in Brisbane. What sort o f following did squash, particularly 
women’s squash, have in Australia at that time?
Oh, squash was still very much on a high in Australia at that time, both 
in men’s and women’s, and of course with the Women’s World Open 
Squash Championship being the first one, then certainly this gave a 
boost to women’s squash here in Australia particularly, but not only 
here in Australia, but throughout the world, because they came from 
all over the world to represent at that tournament. So, yes, in ’76 it was 
still an extremely high profile sport.
When you took up a coaching position at the Australian Institute o f 
Sport in Brisbane in 1985, had the Australian scene changed from the 
years when you were competing ?
Yes, quite considerably, because, when I started in 1960, it was a very 
new game, and I ’d seen it grow from a very new game right through to 
when I competed, and then it had grown and grown, and we’d had 
many world champions during that period, and then, after having spent 
ten years in Canada and coming back, unfortunately the peak had died 
off in the game. Squash was incorporated into the Institute of Sport 
programme. I think that the young players could see that with help 
from the Australian Institute of Sport it would give them the opportunity 
to compete on the international circuit. A lot of the up-and coming 
players needed the kind of help the Institute could give them, whether 
it be financial, coaching, nutrition — that sort of thing.
Why were the squash courts dying off at this point? Was it a matter o f 
lack o f private funding?
I think what happened was that there was such a boom, and so many 
were built in that era, from most probably the middle ’60s through to 
the late ’70s, ’80s. Then all of a sudden we got all these new sports — 
aerobics, and netball and mixed netball, and indoor cricket, etc. So 
when the boom period slowed, a number of centres suffered. I also 
think that a lot of squash court owners had had so many good years 
that they were left behind in moving with the times as regards 









Am I right in thinking that the development o f squash in Australia 
coincided with the rise o f the boomer generation, in the years o f the 
‘Lucky Country ’ — those years marked by an improved standard o f 
living?1
Were the boomer years the ’60s and ’70s? Those years, yes.
So squash as a community game had to be reinvented later on, because 
sports facilities in general were becoming over-extended, and some o f 
the older ones were out-of-date ?
Squash had to dig in, and because there was so much competition out 
there, the numbers had to be spread. It was part of that time.... Just to 
add a little bit about what happened in the late ’50s — ’58, ’59: of 
course we did have squash courts in Australia at that time, but when a 
men’s team came out from England, and also Janet Morgan and Sheila 
Speight came out as well, and they did a tour throughout Australia, 
that actually kick-started the building of the squash courts in ’59, ’60.
I think that really got the game of squash going. I don’t know if it 
would have happened so quickly if that English team hadn’t come out.
It was a British game at the outset, wasn ’t it? It spread throughout the 
British colonial world, and is now played in more than 120 countries. 
Its history seems rather obscure, but the modem sport 1 believe is 
generally sourced to the game o f ‘Rackets’, played on an enclosed 
court at Harrow and Rugby Schools in the nineteenth century — 
becoming formalised in England after the 1914-18 war. Evidently the 
first Australian courts were built in 1913 at the Melbourne Club in 
Collins Street. In those days it was a recreational and male-only affair,
I guess, but a national game was being played here from the 1930s 
onwards, after the inauguration o f championships for both men and 
women. As part o f the colonial legacy was it in any sense a game for  
an élite? There is the example o f the legendary Pakistani player Hashim 
Khan.2 It was an élite British game in his country wasn’t it, when he 
taught himself to play?
Yes, Hashim fetched the balls that were hit over the walls of the squash 
courts. They didn’t have any roof on them in his town, and so, when 
the other club members weren’t using them, Hashim apparently used 
to go on and just practise himself. So it was very much colonial, slightly 
élitist — and I think also, when I first went to England, they were all 
private clubs. The pros weren’t allowed upstairs in the bar with the 
members. Particularly: I was talking to Hashim’s brother — I had a 
lesson with him over there, and I also had a couple of lessons with 
Hashim here in Canberra — and they just weren’t allowed upstairs











with the members. They were the pros in the club, and they knew their 
place downstairs. But completely different here in Australia: we didn’t 
have the private club system; it was a public court.
More democratic ?
Anyone could pick up the phone, book a court. Buy yourself a racket. 
Hire your shoes. Hire a ball. You could do that sort of thing. And so 
reasonably inexpensive in those days.
Are Canada and the United States democratic in the same way, or is 
there more o f a mix o f public and private?
Up until the last fifteen years particularly — very much private club. 
Since then, though, they’ve been changing, and quite a number of clubs 
are pay-as-you-play. All the clubs we worked in Toronto were private 
clubs. The Toronto club went pay-as-you-play after we’d been there 
for six years. But the Toronto Cricket Skating Curling Club was private. 
America was very private, but they have moved on, as Canada did 
many years before, to what we call ‘pay-as-you-play’. But there are 
still a lot of private clubs in Canada and America.
And the existence o f the private clubs gave you an opportunity to earn 
a living through squash, didn’t it, in the years when it was difficult to 
do so in Australia?
Yes, that was a reason we moved to Canada.
To return to the history o f your own game, what was the attraction o f 
squash above hockey? I  understand you were a pretty good hockey — 
and tennis — player.
Yes, I loved my tennis, and played a lot of tennis — as well as hockey 
— and enjoyed my hockey very much. But all of a sudden, in just over 
twelve months of picking up a squash racket, I was Australian champion, 
and —
Surprised yourself?
Laughing. Well I knew I’d never move out of Queanbeyan for tennis, 
and certainly I wouldn’t have made any move for my hockey, because 
there was really nothing in hockey for me at that stage. So when I 
came back from Brisbane after winning my first Australian, I had to 
make a decision. If I wanted to continue with squash I’d have to move 
to Sydney. It was one-on-one competition, which I enjoy but, on the 
other hand, I continued to play hockey right through my squash career,
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but that got me away from the one-on-one competition. With hockey I 
was just one of the team, and I was —
PD It became recreational?
HMcK Yes. It was a new set of friends, so I felt it took a lot of pressure off me 
which came through my sport.
PD There’s a tidy collection o f articles celebrating the highlights o f your
career in the National Library o f Australia. All great achievers find  
themselves entering into myth. Reading the articles I  find  that you are 
frequently cast as the female Don Bradman or Walter Lindrum,3 and 
this, it seems to me, does get to the heart o f the matter, because what is 
notable about your performance as a sportsperson is your invincibility. 
The consistent wins are there on the record: in your case 16 consecutive 
British Women’s Squash titles, which were in effect world titles at that 
time, 14 consecutive Australian titles, and titles you won in the two 
world competitions in which you participated before retiring. With your 
11th British win, you outstripped the 10-championships record o f 
English great Janet Morgan. When you were on the court, the chief 
competitors in the sport all wanted to watch. The astonishing fact is 
that for two decades (1962-1981), you never lost a match. How resolved 
were you in your own mind not to lose even one game? You floored 
potential critics by playing a near-impeccable game. People thought 
they were doing well to note an occasional error. I am interested in the 
mind-set which produces such performances. Is winning as much a 
feat o f the mind as o f physical prowess?
HMcK When I think back, I didn’t have many nerves in those days. I just used 
to get a little bit nervous when I walked on the court. But again, every 
time I walked on the court, I felt that, the longer the match went, the 
more chance there was of me winning, because right from the earlier 
days, and the write-ups in England, — after my first couple of trips — 
they just said that I was a good athlete, basically playing squash. And 
then I became a good athlete and a good squash player as well, one of 
the reasons being that I trained a lot harder than the — well I would 
say 99.9% of the women squash players in those days, and as the years 
progressed, I still felt that I trained harder than any of the other squash 
players. So we go back to confidence. If you’ve done the work, you 
know that they’re going to be a lot more worried about playing you. 
But, on the other hand, it didn’t matter how I felt, everybody still 
expected me to win, and that used to irk me as well as Brian — Brian 
more so than myself.4But, as I said earlier: I always made sure I prepared 
myself well — and Brian also made sure I was prepared — otherwise
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I wasn t going to go to a tournament — unless something happened, 
like I came down with the ‘flu, or something happened on the day. If I 
went on the court, there was no excuse. I believe once you walk on the 
court you must have in the back of your mind that you’re reasonably 
confident you’re going to win. Yes, I trained very hard.
I myself, and Barbara de Bruine, née Barbara Baxter — we were the 
first two who ever did weights for squash, and that was way back in 
the early 60s — ’62, ’63. That wasn’t heard of in those days. I ran. I 
ran upstairs. I skipped. See, also, Pat, the difference was a lot of the 
English women played very, very good tennis — Wimbledon standard. 
And so they played tennis in the summer, and then squash in the winter. 
And they, at the beginning — very early ’60s — they kept the two of 
them apart, whereas Australians played twelve months of the year. But 
eventually it changed and they became full-time squash players as well. 
No, I was always reasonably confident that I could, I would, do well at 
each tournament.
PD So you were training very hard. But how easy is it to plan tactics in
advance — or are you always thinking on your feet?
HMcK Oh, I always tried to make a point of watching if I could, watching my 
opponent. And then, over the years, of course, playing them so often, 
you got to know their weaknesses and their strengths. You knew which 
ones were strong mentally. You knew which ones were going to be 
tough physically. So I knew that nearly all of my opponents, unless 
they were new on the scene. I knew how I was going to basically play 
each opponent before I went on. Then, of course, if things started to go 
badly, you had time to think about that between games.
PD For someone like me, the speed o f the game is mind-boggling, with the
ball travelling up to 200 kms an hour. At what point is it possible to 
feel fear, or is fear chronic? Were you — in particular—fearless?
HMcK No, I think two capable squash players on a squash court — there’s no 
fear. Because you’re quite confident in your own ability to be able to 
control the ball. Basically to control your movement, to control your 
swing — the racket. We did have accidents. People getting hit with the 
ball, and with the racquet, being injured — getting themselves split 
open. That sort of thing. But basically, the only time I felt a little fear 
was if I went on with somebody of a lesser standard. Mishits. Wild 
swings. That sort of thing.
[A brief exchange ensues on the subject of advice given on this subject 










I believe the game o f squash is sometimes compared to boxing in terms 
o f the stamina and nerve required in situations o f actual bodily danger. 
What do you make o f that comparison?
Well, I don’t know about the bodily danger, etc. Laughing. But certainly, 
when I first started, my father — you know he was a very keen 
sportsman, and was very instrumental in me getting involved in all the 
sports I was involved in — we were talking about getting fit for squash, 
and he had the analogy of the movement — particularly of the boxer 
and the squash player. Up on your toes, moving, keeping light on your 
feet. And so, particularly the first few years, I did a lot of skipping for 
my training, as do boxers. And also, it’s good for the arms, and the 
breathing. So, yes, in that analogy, I think {laughing), I always thought 
there was a little bit there.
You’ve talked to me about preparation for a tournament, but was it 
always possible for you to prepare your game in the way you would 
have wished?
Yes, I think so. I was reasonably lucky. I moved to Sydney in ’61 to 
work at the Bellevue Hills Squash Centre, and I worked shift work, 
which meant that I worked one day morning and night — which left 
me the afternoon to train. Then the next day I worked afternoons only 
— so it gave me the morning to train. So while I was here in Australia, 
yes, I was able to fit in my training routine. And also being at a squash 
club, I had the use of the squash courts. Going to England — I used to 
go over quite a bit earlier before the British and try and play in two or 
three tournaments leading up to it, and after a few years I was lucky 
enough to get practice opponents. So I had no trouble, really getting 
myself prepared.
When you were winning those international titles, how developed were 
the programmes aimed at understanding physiology, psychology and 
nutrition, and so on ?
What programmes?
There weren’t any? (Laughter)
Yes, there was none of that: physiology, psychology, nutrition: no. I 
always say, and laugh about it: for fifteen, sixteen years, I had steak 
and salad before I played. Four or five hours before I played. Whereas 
now, it’s a carbo-loading — and that sort of thing. So, no: we had very 
little help. The weight training that I talked about earlier — . [HMcK 
explains how a squash player who was also involved with the Australian 
weight-lifting team helped with a weight-training programme especially








designed for her needs.] But other than that, over the years, I knew 
what suited me, and I knew what didn’t, so I used to go out and do my 
own thing, and just try and build on it.
So when the Women’s International Squash Players Association was 
founded in 1983, perhaps it did not make a lot o f difference to you, but 
did its activities and influence make a difference for up-and-coming 
players?
In those fields? ... Certainly WISPA has made a big difference, and 
has come ahead in leaps and bounds in the last few years in particular.
Did WISPA make any difference to the financial rewards o f the game?
Definitely. The first World Championships I played in — the second 
one I won, I think, two and half thousand. That was the biggest pay 
packet I’d had. WISPA struggled at the beginning. They had trouble 
getting sponsors. But each year they grew and grew, and I believe now 
they have a major sponsor overseas. And it certainly made a huge 
difference to the women’s game. They started a few years behind the 
men, but they’ve done very well, and without WISPA I believe the 
women’s game wouldn’t be where it is today.
To stay with the issue o f women and sport. The honours you have 
received have taken different forms: there are your Memberships o f 
the Order o f the British Empire (1969) and the Order o f Australia 
(1979), your admission (the first fo r  a squash-player) to the Helms 
Athletic Foundation, your induction into the Australian Sporting Hall 
o f Fame in 1985 and World Squash Hall o f Fame in 1995, to name 
several. It tells us something about what you were up against in terms 
o f achieving recognition as a competitor in women’s sport that you 
were named both ABC Sportsman (sic) o f the Year in 1967, and 
Australian Sportsmen’s (sic) Association Walter Lindrum Award winner 
in 1967, ’69 and ’74. Was there no recognition o f the role o f women in 
sport during this period? Was it assumed to be a male domain?
I think women did get recognised, but we were still competing with 
sportsmen for sportsmen’s awards. It was never called sportswomen’s 
awards. It was a joint award, but certainly women — outstanding 
women — were recognised in those days. But because there were a lot 
less of us, then the awards seemed to go to the men more often.
There wasn’t much visibility in the media. I  don’t have recollections o f 
television coverage. It seems women’s squash encountered media 













Well, not just for squash, but for every sport. And still is.
We didn’t get Saturday afternoons devoted to women’s sport, did we?
No. I think if you read the statistics on some of the newspapers, the 
media — I mean the percentage of women’s coverage to the men’s is 
most probably a lot better today. But it is still nowhere near equal. And 
certainly wasn’t in my time. I think — we’re talking about the ABC 
Sportsman of the Year Award — I think I won it on my 9th or 10th 
nomination. And I still say today — and I haven’t said it very often — 
I wonder would I ever have been named ABC Sportsman of the Year if 
I hadn’t been named in the All Australian Women’s Hockey Team that 
year as well. So I had the hockey, and I ’d won so many British 
championships as well.
So it took a double nomination ? You needed a double effect to get a 
result?
Yes. So I often think: would I have got it or not?
Our own honours system was not established until 1975, so the British 
had to get in first by awarding you an MBE. How important is this kind 
of public recognition o f individual sports people to the survival o f the 
game?
I think when you receive it, it’s a great honour, but I don’t think that’s 
what you’re playing sport for. Certainly I wasn’t playing sport for that, 
but I think, for any person in their own sport to be recognized, it gives 
their own sport a profile as well.
When the history o f cricket is examined, it is easy to recognise the 
existence o f a nationalist subtext in the conduct and reporting o f the 
game. We have wanted to demonstrate that we are as good as, and 
better than, the British. Sometimes there’s a detectable edge o f 
Republicanism in the fervour o f Australian barrackers. Did you ever 
feel that competition was a nationalist contest? To what extent did you 
feel you were playing for the honour o f Australia?
Laughing. Good question. I always felt I was playing — you know I 
was always representing Australia, and always proud to represent 
Australia. But I must say I always got much better publicity in England 
than I ever got back here in Australia.
Did you ever work out why that was so?
I think it was because the British Championships were recognised as 
the World Championships. But also over the years, although I kept
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winning it, Australian recognition seemed to get less and less each 
time that I won — it seemed to get less and less coverage. Mum always 
said that if she never read anything in the paper, she would know I’d 
won. Laughter. I also quote Mum saying that — because, if I lost, 
there’d be headlines! So, no. I got very good publicity in England and 
I just feel that, whether they saw me play over there more, and 
recognized my ability more — I don’t know what it was, Pat, but I 
certainly got better coverage, better recognition, over there.
PD I  think it might be another case o f the Australian disease o f cutting 
down tall poppies. You were NSW senior and Australian champion, 
and when you entered the British championships you gained the title 
in your first attempt. Who was the young Heather Blundell who, in 
1962, made her first overseas trip to Britain? I  understand you grew 
up as the eighth in a family o f eleven children, and that your parents’ 
home was in Queanbeyan, near Canberra. Your baker father was a 
fine Rugby League fullback? Did he encourage all his children in sports 
activities?
HMcK I’ll start with the last bit first. Yes, Dad was a very good Rugby League 
player. He played for NSW country and, if anybody knows anything 
about country football, a Maher Cup, in those days, was a very big 
thing, and Dad played Maher Cup for many years, around Temora. 
Yes, I always say we were encouraged to play sport — we were never 
made to play sport — and it was nothing for Mum and Dad, and myself, 
and Robin, and Kay, and Kenny, to go down and have a hit of tennis 
together, and a couple of the other boys to play football, and so we 
were a very sporting family, but we were never made to go and play. 
We were always encouraged to play, and I think that’s a big difference 
to a lot of the young ones today.
PD I  understand your Dad did the baking in the evening, which would
have given him hours o f daylight at home with his family. Did that 
make a significant difference to family life?
HMcK Not really, as he also had a market garden. He certainly did the baking 
at night, but also he worked very hard in a vegetable garden that we 
used to have down the road, and that didn’t leave him a lot of time. 
Certainly, though, any spare time he had, particularly on weekends, 
we spent a lot of time together.
PD And the Heather McKay who made her first overseas trip?
HMcK I was a very shy person who, having left home twelve months before 
that, was given an air ticket to England. I was entered in three
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tournaments, and I was given a little bit of expense money, and I was 
on my way to England by myself. I stepped off the plane; I didn’t 
really know where I was staying, and I was met by Janet Bisley 
(Shardlow), who was Janet Morgan5 before that, and Janet and her first 
husband Joe met me at the airport, and I was in England for eight weeks 
that first year, and I stayed with Janet and Joe. I used to go off and play 
my tournament, and I’d come back and stay with Janet and Joe. They 
would take me in and look after me, and I always said, right through 
until Janet died, three or four years ago, that Janet was a second mum 
— because she looked after me. We used to sit down and discuss squash 
tactics. We’d never go on a court, because Janet had finished the year 
before I got there. She’d tripped over a hose and hurt her back — many 
years before — and she called it quits. I had a sore elbow on my first 
trip, not long after I got to England, and she took me down to her old 
coach, Bob Johnson, down at Serbiton, and Bob had a look at me hitting 
my backhand. He said, ‘Yes, well I think you should be doing this and 
this’, and I went away and I did it, and never had a bad elbow from that 
day to this.
So I was very shy, very quiet. I mean ... when I think back on it, it was 
a huge experience. And I would never have thought that I would have 
got through that. They had a cocktail party after the final of the British. 
I had to go out and buy myself a cocktail dress, because I didn’t have a 
dress to wear. And the private club system, the type of people involved 
in squash in England — the ex-Lord mayor of London. You know, it 
just opened a whole lot for me, on that first trip, and if it hadn’t been 
for Janet and Joe, I honestly don’t know what I would have done.
[In reply to a question about her British ancestry, HMcK replies that 
the Blundells were of English origin, and that a cousin is working on a 
family tree.]
PD The name Blundell is part o f the Queanbeyan/Canberra historical
landscape. We see this family as part o f our regional heritage. To what 
degree do you identify with this heritage? Is being a Blundell an 
important pan  o f your identity?
HMcK Blundells have been around this area for many, many years, and this is 
certainly part of our heritage, and I believe that Blundells’ Cottage6 
was occupied by my father’s father’s father’s brother, George. Last 
time I was there I signed the Blundell book.
PD I believe your mother is still living, and that the extended family, or 
her extended family, is veiy much p a n  o f your life and, I  guess, the 
main reason you have chosen to return to the original home you and






Brian established here in Canberra in the sixties? I  imagine this was 
shortly after you married and changed your name to Brian’s — as 
women o f our generation did?
Being one of eleven children, as we grew up, and certainly as we grew 
older, we’ve become a lot closer and, having the home here in Canberra 
certainly influenced me in coming back here. But we do enjoy the four 
seasons, after being ten years in Canada. And certainly in those days I 
don’t think that there was all that much of a decision whether you were 
going to keep your own name, have a double name, or just change it to 
your husband’s name. In those days you just took your husband’s name.
You have been coming and going from this address fo r a long time. 
After you turned professional, you and Brian took up coaching positions 
in Canada where you lived fo r  a number o f years, but I  get the 
impression you were very eager to return to Australia once it became 
possible to make a living here — even though it meant financial 
sacrifice. Did the offer o f an A.I.S. position come at the right time for  
you, or do you wish you had been given the opportunity earlier?
When we originally took the job in Canada, we were looking at going 
for three years, and then, when we stepped on the plane to go, we said 
we would be back. The three years went to five, and then five went to 
ten. But during that time we always said we would end up back in 
Australia. Come eight or nine years, we were starting to look at coming 
back, but there was nothing here to come back to, job-wise, financially. 
And then when the position became vacant at the Institute, and I got 
the job, it came really at the right time for us, because I had another 
two years to go on the contract that I had at the club, and after that two 
years we were going to come back to Australia regardless. So I was 
extremely lucky that the club let me out of the contract and was able to 
come back and take up a position at the A.I.S..
Can you tell me something about Brian’s role as supporter, co-trainer, 
and mate? I  believe you met Brian in 1961 when he was coach at a 
squash centre in Sydney, and you had taken up the job o f receptionist 
there to help your finances. Was that the year you won the NSW and 
Australian titles?
Well yes. Except for that first year, Brian’s always been there and, 
certainly, he has always been the person behind the scene. He’s never 
been one to push himself forward. Not a lot of people know that he 
played a very good game of squash himself, played top grade in Sydney, 
but didn’t play many tournaments. Very good water polo player, very 
good all-round sportsman — Rugby League, played a decent round of
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tennis. And he said that one champion in the family was enough. 
Laughter. And F ve always said that, without Brian — well I very much 
doubt whether I would have stayed in the game for as long as I did.
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Because if there was any doubt that I could train — . If I couldn’t get 
myself in the position I wanted to be in going into a tournament, then I 
wouldn’t go. So we would discuss all that sort of thing. I was lucky 
enough that he was good enough to beat me most of the time. I used to 
beat him sometimes, but we always could practise together. He could 
train with me physically — that sort of thing. So on the overall picture, 
to have someone like that. And also the other big thing is that, being as 
good a squash player as he was, he would watch me play, and pick out 
things wrong with my game. I might win 3 love, and — you know — 
27/2, but I ’d come off and he’d say, ‘yes, but you could have done this 
a little bit better’, or, ‘you could have tried this’. So he was always 
fine-tuning my game as well, and that is a big help.
PD I  imagine h e ’s also the historian o f your performances?
HMcK He has a pretty good memory, Pat, he really has. So I’ve been extremely 
lucky, and yes, when I decided to call it quits, we sat down and we 
talked about competing in the world championship in 1981 in Toronto, 
but decided that, because we were both working so hard, and there 
were so few tournaments that I could play in to lead up to this world 
championship, that I’d be better off calling it quits, and I did.
PD You’ve been coaching vigorously since then, and you have only recently
returned to Canberra from Brisbane. Did you enjoy your coaching 
role there ?
HMcK I loved every minute I ever had with the Institute. I had thirteen years
— some full-time, some part-time. It was hard work: you’re much more 
than just a squash coach. There’s a lot more than just being on the 
court with the kids. But I really learned a lot, actually, by being at the 
Institute. And I feel that I became a much better all-round coach than I 
was when I came back, by working with the professional people that 
we had — with the squash unit, the weight-training people, and the 
nutritionists — the psychologists. I just learned so much, and working 
with the young talented players of Australia, and just seeing them 
improve, and when they got into the senior ranks to go overseas, and a 
number of the ones we coached became world champions — you know
— it’s a great feeling of satisfaction to say, yes, I had a little bit to do 
with it.
PD I ’d like to end by talking about the future o f the game. I  imagine many
changes in the technology o f the sport— for example, the use o f glass 
and perspex courts — altered the culture o f squash dramatically in the 
years you have been involved. What sort o f changes o f a technological 








Well we’ve improved with the glass court and that’s certainly improved 
the number of people that we’ve been able to get in around the court to 
be able to see the whole game. Technology-wise the rackets have 
improved tremendously. I think where we can go in the future is, most 
probably, using the cameras to make it more successful in the televising 
or the filming of squash, because I still feel that we could make a big 
improvement in that area. It's OK for people who play squash, because 
we've been in there and we’ve done it. For people who haven’t played 
squash, the game loses a little bit when it comes over on television, 
and you lose a little bit of the speed and the effort it takes, and I think 
in years to come the technology will bring that through, so that it will 
really get a lot more people involved in watching it.
With your wide experience o f  the world o f  sport, how do you understand  
its role in society? The advice you give in your book on squash is as 
much good advice for life as it is specialised advice fo r  behaviour on 
the court.
Sport in itself I think plays a huge role, because people always like to 
aspire to do things — but when they can’t — to have a hero or a role 
model that they can look up to. I had role models in sport when I was 
young. Lew Hoad was one of my heroes when I played tennis, and Rod 
Laver when he came on the scene.7 Rod Laver is one of my heroes 
today, because — I mean the way he played! So I think the public — if 
they can look at these players, and see how they conduct themselves, 
and say, ‘OK, they did that in this sport. I’m going to do that in real 
life '. But unfortunately, we’re getting too many people watching today. 
But we still have to keep pushing at a grass root level for the kids of all 
sports, because it’s becoming too easy for parents to let their kids stay 
indoors, and just use the video/TV, play games and that sort of thing as 
recreation, and unless we keep pushing to get them out on the playing 
fields, then we are going to get less and less people out there.
How does squash differ from  spectacle sports — in terms i f  its following, 
and in other ways?
Squash being such an enclosed sport, and also much closer for the 
audience than a lot of the other sports — squash itself, when the game 
is in progress — everything is silent. You get in all the outside sports 
— clapping and cheering, that’s all part of that game. So I think there’s 
quite a bit of difference.
How would you rate the chances o f  the integrity’ o f  the sport surviving  
fu ture threats from  increased and more subtle use o f  perform ance- 
enhancers, from  international gambling, from self-interested media
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a p p ro p ria tin g  the p e rso n a l su ccesses  o f  cham pions, a n d — to be a b it 
surrea l, a b it  sc i- fi  here  — g e n e tic -e n g in ee r in g ?  (L a u g h te r ) W hat 
th rea ts do  yo u  see  lo om ing  f o r  y o u n g  p e o p le  sta rting  out?
HMcK Well, it would seem that performance-enhancing drugs, for instance 
— a lot of them that are used today are basically for power. Squash is 
speed and reflexes. We’ve been extremely lucky in squash that we 
haven’t had that problem to date.








Yes, very much so, even down to the juniors, for the junior world 
championships. When I was made a coach/mangeress of the team, we 
had two of the girls in the Australian team drug-tested. So, yes, they 
are pretty well on top of that — at the moment. But, of course, who can 
see into the future?
Do people bet on the sport?
Not that I am aware of, not on the TAB, and on the major betting 
channels. I’m sure interested parties would have a little flutter every 
now and then. Laughter. But nothing to write home about. The media? 
At the moment squash isn’t really a high enough profile sport — for 
the media to really do more than report it. Hopefully in the future, 
when we can televise it — what I call 100% successfully — and we 
then will get major sponsors, and more money will come into the sport, 
who knows what will happen?
What about the temptation to engineer champions?
Well, yes ... I think that’s one of the things that has changed so much 
from my time — to the young players, say, at the Institute of Sport 
today. Because, I mean, they know exactly how their bodies work, 
they know exactly what to put in them, they know exactly what areas 
to strengthen, the muscles that their sport involves. Yes, I think that, as 
the years go on, it will become even more specific. And I think that’s 
one of the reasons they’re still breaking records today, because they’re 
just finding new ways to improve different areas of the body, and also 
the mental training. When I came back to the Institute of Sport we got 
a sports psychologist, and I thought, oh god — you know. I did without 
one for sixteen years, twenty years, and, I mean, why do the young 
players of today need a sports psychologist? But I have seen it work, 
and work really well, and that difference can make the difference of 
winning or losing.
I sometimes have visions o f a postmodern future in which champions 
are genetically-engineered, clotted, or recreated as virtual reality figures 
against which real or virtual players, crossing barriers o f time and 
space, battle it out with the greats, but whatever turn the sport takes, 
it’s likely that historians will see a career like yours as coinciding with 
the golden age o f sport. Whatever happens, what you showed us is 
now on the record and something to which we can refer to help us 
understand the stretch o f a people's physical proficiency at a particular 
historical moment. I get the impression that, when it all boils down, 
you’ve devoted your life to squash for the sheer challenge and enjoyment 
o f it: the sport for its own sake. Is that the way you see it?











Without a doubt. And I hate always to compare my time with today’s 
time, but I think we played it for a lot more enjoyment than they do 
today. We didn t have much, or I certainly didn’t have any financial 
reward. I mean I played for the sheer enjoyment, and the challenge, as 
much as anything else. I would hate to see genetically-engineered or 
cloned squash-players running around a squash court. That’s looking a 
long way down the line.
I f  there s something tha t’s possible human beings will go fo r  it. 
(Laughter) That’s the problem.
Well, we see that in illegal drug-taking, don’t we? I mean, if they can 
get away with it, and still be a winner, they’re doing it. So, why not, if 
they can go to the other end: I mean be genetically engineered ... 1
It will be very hard to legislate in these areas, and monitor them.
Well, they’re having trouble monitoring drug abuse today. And so if 
science keeps on improving the way it has over the last twenty years, 
for instance are we going to be able to keep up with what’s happening 
in the world of sport? But no, I always say I’m glad I played the days 
that I played. It’s a business with the top sporting people today. It’s 
their job. I had a full-time job, and I played sport for the fun and 
challenge of it — whereas today it’s a full-time job and they have to 
perform when they go out.
Different pressures now?
Oh, the pressures? You know, I didn’t have any pressures from media. 
I didn’t have any pressures from sponsors. They’re just two that come 
to mind straight away. If they’re being paid, they should be performing. 
If they’re the top. Because if you’re in a job, a highly paid job, and you 
don’t perform, then — .
You’re really being employed by a sponsor at that level?
Yes, yes. And also, you know, a lot of them are being partially funded 
by the Australian Sports Commission, or the Institute of Sport, or their 
states’ sports’ institutes. I ’m not saying they have to go out and win 
gold medals at the Olympics or the Commonwealth Games or win world 
championships. I ’m just saying that if they go out and do their best or 
a personal best, that’s all you can ask of anybody.
You in particular took up a dare, to be as good as you could be, and 
brought it o f f— spectacularly. Most us can only sit back and admire 
you fo r  showing us the fie ld  o f  the possible. One o f life ’s great 
barrackers, Kunapipi’s editor had just such a tribute on her mind when
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she died. An expatriate Australian for most o f her working life, Anna 
Rutherford followed your career from Europe and was fired by your 
consistently stunning performances. For Anna it was never a case o f 
‘Up there Cazaly!’, but rather, I think, ‘In there Heather McKay!’ I f  I 
can put it this way, as a former lexicographer for the Australian National 
Dictionary. Anna wanted Australia to be an in-there-McKay kind o f 
country.
Research sources: Heather McKay’s Complete Book o f Squash by Heather 
McKay with Jack Batten, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1978; Heather McKay, 
Biography File, Newspaper Room, National Library of Australia; ‘Sporting 
Blundells’, pp. 10-12 of Blundell Family History (work-in-progress), compiled 
by Allan Hawke; websites of Australian Institute of Sport, Squash in Australia, 
and Women’s International Squash Players’ Association; Yvonne Crittenden, 
‘Heather-an all-time great’, the Bulletin (Sydney), 6 June 1978, pp. 70-74.
NOTES
1 In his book The Lucky Country (1964), Donald Home observed that two-fifths of the 
Australian population was under twenty-one. At this time, the first wave of the postwar 
baby boomers was reaching its majority and exciting speculation about its possible 
contribution to a new, affluent society.
2 A member of a Pakistani dynasty which rose to eminence in squash in the post second 
world war period, Hashim Khan held the record for winning the British Open seven 
times (1951-6 and 1958). He was British professional champion five times, and also 
won the Australian and USA Open championships.
3 Arguably the best cricketer in the history of the game, Donald Bradman first captained 
Australia in 1936-7 in a series against England. He could be relied upon to make in 
the vicinity of 100 runs every time he went out to bat. In 1948 he took to England 
what has been regarded as the best ever Australian side. As a matter of interest, he was 
also a notable squash-player in the early 1930s. The Australian billiards player Walter 
Lindrum became world champion in 1932. After a career of record-breaking 
performances, he retired undefeated in 1950.
4 Brian McKay, a former R. A. N. technical officer, has devoted his life to squash. A 
rugby league player and outstanding cricketer, he coached squash part-time at the 
Bellevue Hills squash courts, Sydney, where he met Heather Blundell at the outset of 
her squash career. After a four-year courtship they married in 1965.
5 Having won the championship for ten successive years, from 1950 onwards, Janet 
Morgan (later Bisley, then Shardlow) was regarded as the best female squash-player 
of the world until her record was beaten by Heather McKay. She became chairperson 
of the Women’s Squash Rackets Association.
6 Once part of the Campbell family’s Duntroon estate and home to farm workers, 
Blundells’ Cottage is now a visitors’ attraction on Lake Burley Griffin. George and 
Flora Blundell lived in the cottage for almost sixty years.
7 Lewis Hoad represented Australia in the Davis Cup from 1952-56. He won the 
Australian, French and Wimbledon singles championships, as well as the Italian singles 
title, before turning professional in 1957. Rodney Laver played Davis Cup for Australia 
in the years 1958, 1960-62, and 1973 (first open Davis Cup). He won the Australian 
Tennis championships three times, Wimbledon four times, the U.S. twice and the 
French once. He was the first player to win the double Grand Slam (1969 and 1962).
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